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Washington, April 21.—[8 p.m.]—
The following is the forecast of the
weather for
Maine:
Rain; cooler;
southeast winds, increasing in strength.
Fair Saturday.

Boston, April 22.—Local forecast for
Rain; slight change in temperaare; southerly winds. Probably fair and
sooler Saturday.

Maine:

Local Weather Report.

Portland, Mb, April 21,1892.
8 a. m.

8 p. ML

Barometer.,. 30.367 30.194
Thermometer......... 49.0
25.
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Wind...4....NW
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Dew

Humidity..

39.

33.
59.

Velocity.t.2
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Mean dailyther.. .46.0|Max. vel. wind.14 NW
Maximum ther.. .58.0 Total preclp... .0.
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SPECIAL NOTICES.

CAUCUS.
Falmouth.
The Republican voters of the town of Falmouth are requested to meet at the Town
House In said town on Saturday the 38th day of
April at 3 o’clock p. m to chose delegates to
attend the District fijonyehtton to be holden in
Portland on May 4th, 1892.
Per Order of the Town Committee.
Falmouth, April 11th. 1892.
Yarmouth.

The Republicans of North Yarmouth are
requested to meet at tTwfr Town House on
Saturday, April 30at 2 o’clock p. m., for the
purpose of selecting delegates to attend the
First DistrlctRepublican Congressional Convention to be held in Congress Hall in Portland on
Wednesday, May 4,1892, at 2 o’clock p. m.
Per order of Town Committee.
North Yarmouth, April 14,1892.
Dee ring.

The Republicans ofDeering are requested to
meet at City Hail, Woottfords, on Saturday,
April 23, at 7Vi p. m., tb choose delegates to
tne State Convention, to be held at Bangor,
April 27th, and to the District Convention to be
held at Portland, May 4th, and to act on any
other matter that may come before them.
Per Order Rep. Town Committee.
Deerlng, April 16, 1892.
Cumberland.
The Republicans of Cumberland are requested
to meet at the Town house on Saturday, 23rd,
inst., to choose Delegates to attend District
Convention to be holden at Portland, Me., May

4th, 1892. Per Order,

Republican Town Com.
Cumberland Center, Me., April 16th, 1892.
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Hidden’s

Magnetic Compound,

The greatest

blood

purifier,

nerve strengthener and nutrient tonic known to man, is
sold by all druggists at $1 a

bottle.

It

all

cures

nervous

diseases, paralysis in all its
forms, rheumatism, neuralgia,
and all blood diseases, the annoying troublesfrom which women suffer, stomach troubles
of every name and nature,
tones up the blood, strengthens

and builds up the system.

It
is KING.
This is the storv in a nutshell,
A column couldn’t tell it better.

Hidden’s

Magnetic Compound,

clean, pure, honest medicine.
BUY IT.
TRY IT.
’TWILL DO YOU COOP.
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A Remarkable Case!
Rev. G. W. H. Clarke, Chaplain of the
Vermont Senate, cured of
VALVULAR AFFECTION OF THE HEART I

T—Threatening.

North

REV. G. W. H. CLARKE.

THEM.

EVERYWHERE.
WF&illm

The following testimonial from
A GENTLEMAN 80 WIDELY KNOWN, AND
beloved by all, and who holds tiie
position of
in the Vt.
should be regarded as the
most
of
the wonproof
derful medicinal power of DANA’S SARSAPARILLA.
AND WE
WOULD HERE STATE THAT HIS father
and brother both died of Kid-

Chaplain
Senate,
positive

ney Disease.
St.

Albans, Aug. 3,1891.
KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS,
That I, G. H. W. Clarke, of St. Albans,
Vt., a Preacher of the Gospel in the M. E.
Church, Member of the N. H. Conference
34 years, and of the N. E. Conference 16
years, have been afflicted with the

KIDNEY COMPLAINT FOR 15

YEARS,

and for the last 4 years so badlv as to not
me to take a regular Charge, but,
reading of the wonderful cures of Kidney
Trouble by DANA’S 8ARSAPARILLA,
I was induced to procure it for myself. I
have taken six bottles witli very satisfactory results, and I feel quite sure
that perseverance in taking it will bring a

permit

much improved that I expect to take
another Charge.
I will also state that one year ago last

New Yoke, April 21.—A special from
Puerto Cabello, Venezuela, says: This
place is in a terrible state of excitement
over the utter rout of the
government
troops on April 14th. At sundown on
that date Palacio’s army made its final
and futile attempt to dislodge a force of
insurgents under General Mora, who
were intrenched at a
spot just beyond
Polito. Twice the government soldiers
had attacked the enemy and had failed
to drive it from its position.
Discouraged over their ill-success, Palacio’s
troops showed signs of panic, but, under
the stirring appeals of their leader, they
rallied and again charged the foe. The
encounter was brief, but furious.
They
were defeated all alone the line nnri
fled
in
The inturning,
every direction.
surgents followed in hot pursuit, and
did not abandon it until the terrorstrioken government troops were well on
the road to this town.
There were many dead, dying and
wounded left upon the battlefield. Some
of them were rebels, but the large majority were followers of Palacio. The
government soldiers did not stop to carry
their dead and injured from the scene of
their rout, but straggled into Puerto
Cabello, startling the whole town with
their story of complete defeat. The excitement their presence caused was further heightened by the arrival of a train
next morning bearing eleven dead or
wounded soldiers.
These had been
picked up on the field after the insurgents had retired.
Nothing definite could be learned as to
the exact number of those slain, but it is
officially announced that the government
lost one-tliird of its force in the encounter. Of this loss by far the greater
proportion was caused by desertions.
As soon as Palacio’s men saw that they
were overcome, many of them threw
down their arms and went over to the
enemy.
The news of the battle’s result spread
terror throughout Puerto Cabello.
It
was almost immediately followed
by a
The town
general conscription order.
has 2000 inhabitants. Every able-bodied
man among them has been forced into
No one has been almilitary service.
lowed to escape duty.
French
Panama, April 21.—The
steamer Canda arrived at .Puerto Cabello
As she was
April 13th at midnight.
making for an anchorage she was hailed
from the castle called Lipardor
and
ordered to stop. She did so but a volley
of about twenty-five Eemington shot was
fired at the bridge of the steamer where
the captain and officers were
standing.
was hurt and only slight damage
done to the vessel. The shooting

Nobody
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Spring I was attacked with
VALVULAR AFFECTION OF THE HEART
caused by overwork, and my breath be-

is thought
the
troops mistook the
steamer for a vessel belonging to Rajas
Pala, ex-president of Venezuela.

walking

German Sailors Overpower Three of Her

came so short that It was very
me to walk, even with a cane.

difficult for
The Physicians said I must be very careful about

exerting myself.

or

SARSAPARILLA

DANA’S

very soon relieved me,
and I am now entirely FREE from
HEART TROCAEE.
I feel that
DANA’S SARSAPARILLA has producthis happy result. To the Great Head of
the Church be all the glory. I am 79 years
of age, and have been in the Master’s service more than half a century.
Gratefully yours,
G. W. H. CLARKE.
No. 23 High Street.

EATER.—Under date of Oct. 1st, Mp.
Clarke writes that he has taken a
Charge at Fairfax, Vt., and attends
three meetings on Sabbath, two
meetings during the week, visiting his

Sarishioners

foot, walking

on

some

ays 8 or 1© miles. This is wonderful
for a man 79 years old, that has been a victim of disease for years. He closes by
saying It is ih my heart to praise God'from
whom all blessings flow.’ ”

Dana

Sarsaparilla Co., Belfast,

=»TOI F FROM

Me.

fatufpkT

me

How James A. Palmer

CDirMn

Swindled

& Co. Out of

Xiffany

&

Co.,

of

15

Union

square.

Palmer acknowledged his guilt.The st;a’J
ing was carried on over five years in a
systematic manner. Charles L. Tiffany,
of Tiffany & Co., and James F. Palmei*
the prisoner’s father, were close friendsThe elder Palmer died, leaving his business to his son.
The Palmers manufactured fine bronze goods for Tiffany &
Co., and rendered the firm many large
bills. The son was the manager for the
elder Palmer and did a great deal of the
business. On account of the friendship
between the elder- Palmer and Charles
Tiffany, the usual system of auditing
bills was not used in the settling of accounts.

Monday last,

a

discrepancy

was

discovered in a bill rendered by the prisoner for $240.
The items only footed
$220. The bill was checked with the
initials of T. Cook, a member of
Tiffany
& Co. When Mr. Cook was shown the
initials, he pronounced them a forgery.
Mr. Palmer is 86 years old and married.
Quarrymen’s

Majesty’s Tars.

Kingston, April 21.—A party of seamen from
the German training ship
Moltke, which has been at Kingston
since April 9tli, were allowed ashore for
the first time a few nights ago, and indulged freely in Jamaica rum. About
thirty of them congregated in a liquor
shop, and began boasting of their
superiority to the British.

An
English soldier resented their insults ana the Germans went for him.
The soldier
knocked down seven of
them, but was finally knocked down
himself with a stick.
One arm and his
A constable and
legs were broken.
several civilians who interfered were
also roughly handled, and the constable’s
arm was broken.
The liquor store was
sacked.
At last a detachment of constables arrived and the German sailors
fled, after several had been arrested. The
injured men had to be taken to the

hospital.

On their way to the ship the Germans
met a negro soldier of the West India

$50,000.

New York,
April 21.—James A.
Palmer was arrested this afternoon at
Ills warerooms No. 13 East 17th street
charged with the larceny of $50,000 from

Tiffany

WAR IN JAMAICA.

Demands.

and attacked him.
The
soldier drew his bayonet, but the Germans picked up some pieces of board
from the roadside and broke both his
arms.
The Germans are still allowed on
shore, and in all probability another
fight will occur before the Moltke sails.

Regiment

m ULIt)

Dynamite Explosions
of the

men.

There is

no

likelihood of

a

strike.

I ILL.

Tell of

the Presence

Anarchists.

Madeid, April 21.—Several outrages
attributed to

the anarchists

ported yesterday, and,

as

were

re-

usual, in the

manifestations of these law breakers,
dynamite was the agent employed in
each instance, to carry out their plans.
One of the points selected for attack was
the town of Herrera de Rio Pisuega, in
old Castile.
At this place a band of
anarchists exploded a quantity of dynamite at a bridge, and succeeded in completely destroying the structure. The
noise of the explosion attracted the attention of the authorities, and when the
cause was learned, a force of the civil
guard was hurriedly despatched to the
scene, for the purpose of apprehending
the hand.
The soldiers pursued the
anarchists for some distance, but the latter succeeded in
making good their

Quincy, Mass., April 21.—The Quincy
quarrymen's union has presented a new
bill of prices to the Granite Manafactur- escape.
The scene
ers’ Association to go into effect May 1.
the town of
The now bill calls for an increase of
from 22 to 25 cents an hour for the best
The present price is 22 cents for
men.
the best men and 21 cents for average

OHS

of another

Ergobia.

explosion

was

in

A public fountain,
the most prominent
parts of the town, was blown into frag-

situated in
ments

by

a

one

of

charge

of

dynamite, and the
residents of the place were greatly
startled by the heavy explosion.

quadrangle

of about 150

Probably Lost in This Fire.

afternoon. The loss is $2000; insurance
The flames spread to the adjoining buildings of N. W. Arey, which
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Fast Day in Portland.
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Fast Day service at StJLawrence street church.

a canal
town, 10
burned 17 houses

Bangob, April 21.—The farm buildings of Iioscoe G. Arey of Hampden
and considerable stock burned yesterday

Property—German
a

Culebra,

and destroyed a
metres by 300.

Secure

Soldiers—Anarchists Active in Spain—
Their Dynamite Bombs Do Consider-

Wit and Wisdom.
Two costly buildings.

at

miles from Panama,

Sister

Mary Celesta

One Horse Was Killed and Another

Badly Injured.

Hartford,

Will

Henceforth Sing

Opera.

April 21.—A bombshell

has been thrown in the
camp of Catholicism in this part of Connecticut by the

Bay

State Farmers Out in Foree

Fighting

withdrawal of the most prominent nun
state from Mount St. Joseph’s
Convent to become a member of a comic

the Flames.

in the

HACKMAN ROSS'S TEAM DROPPED
IN THEIR TRACKS.

A

Fair of Valuable Horses Owned by Fernald & Sawyer Stepped on a Fallen
Wire

on

Oxford

Street—Driver Boss

Passenger Shocked In Trying
Help the Animals—The Trouble was

and His
to

Caused

by the Breaking of

descent

Bight

from the Pole.

an

Incan-

Hartford people recompany.
member the stir occasioned some fifteen
years ago by the conversion from Protestantism to the Roman Catholic church
of Miss Lulu Willcox, a member of one
of the most aristocratic families in the
city, and a beautiful, charming and brilliant girl. It was while
pursuing her
secular studies that Miss Willcox became imbued with the idea that Catholicity, aud that alone would work out
her soul’s salvation. With her, to think
was to act, and, though
bitterly opposed
by her people when she formally announced her change of faith, she was not
deterred.
Shortly after her conversion she entered the convent as a postulant, and in
due time she was regularly received into
the Sisterhood of Mercy.
The church
was crowded to its utmost
capacity, and
Catholics
the
among
congratulations
were mutual and general over what was
as
the
most notable
perhaps
regarded
event in the history of
the Catholic
church in Hartford.
Miss Willcox was
looked upon as a most decided acquisition to the fold, and not a Catholic in
the city but that fait a sense of pride
when she so closely identified herself
with the teachings and precepts of the
church.
Only the bare fact that Miss Wilcox
has withdrawn from the order is known.
That she left voluntarily, however, is beyond question. During" all her years as
opera

At shortly after two this morning, Mr.
Eben Ross, who drives one of Fernald &
were also burned; loss, $2000; insurance
Sawyer’s hacks, was driving along Ox$1200. R. 6. Arey’s hired man, George ford street with his team. He had taken
Wyman, was so badly burned it is two passengers who arrived on the Pullthought he cannot recover.
man train to their homes, and was about
CALIFORNIA AGAIN SHAKEN.
to stop at the corner of Cedar street to
leave Mr. C. L. Stone of Augusta, who
Buildings which Escaped Before Tumble
has
friends
there.
As
living
Down This Time.
they reached the crosswalk on the eastSan Feancisco, April 21.—Slight erly side of Cedar street, one of the
horses fell, and a second later the other
earthquake shocks, lasting 30 seconds
Ross
visited San Francisco at 9.48 this morn- also tumbled to the ground.
ing. The disturbance was felt at Sacra- jumped from his seat, supposing tha
horse had stepped in a hole, and Mr.
mento, Biggs, Woodland and Chico in
this state and at Reno,Nevada. At Bie-irs. Stone got out of the carriage. Mr. Stone
took one of the animals by the head, but a sister her conduct has been exemnlaw
eight distinct vibrations were felt,
Miss Wilcox entered
the convent in
clocks were stopped and plaster fell. In he let go with an exclamation of pain.
the full bloom of youth; she leaves with
Woodland, the* shock caused about 50 Ross, in the meantime, had attempted all the charm
of gracious young womanfeet of the fire wall of the Capitol hotel to unfasten the harness. As it was all in
hood. Her religious name is Sister Mary
to collapse and fall to the sidewalk. Otha tangle where the horses had fallen. He
Celesta.
er brick buildings were
damaged. VaWhen she announced her intention of
caville reports that the earthquake there took his knife to cut them loose. The
she was prevailed upon to remain
was not as severe as on the
preceding knife came in contact with the pole and leaving
until
the bishop, who was away, would
days. Some shaky' walls were demol- Ross, like Stone, uttered a cry and sprang
return, when sire could apply for a disished, and a number of efeilings cracked.
Both men had received an elec- pensation; but she declined to do this,
At Winters, Cal., the result of the day’s away.
shock was the throwing down of the tric shock of sufficient power to cause saying that she had made up her mind to
leave and that it was best she should go
Masonic Hall, a frail two-story brick a moment’s acute pain.
at once. This looks as if she meant to
building, Cradwick’s building, BerthoThen they looked about and found that renounce the Roman Catholic
let’s two-story stpne building and Humreligion as
the
off horse was lying on an incandes- well as her vow. She intends to
join a
phrey Brothers’ one-story stone buildcent light, which had fallen into the comic opera troupe, where her musical
It generally demolished goods,
ing.
fixtures, etc. One man was badly hurt road. The wires attached to the light accomplishments will be utilized.
by a falling wall and others were more passed under both of the horses. The CLEVELAND
FIRST; GRAY SECOND.
or less injured.
J. Devillbi’s house, one
mile west of Winters, is a total wreck, animals made a piteous outcry, and their
also Baker’s adobe and J. B. Welfskill’s cries soon aroused the neighbors, many Choice of the Indiana Democrats; Everystone building.
of
whom
thing; Republican Roundly Abused.
came
out
to
learn
the cause of the trouble. Mr. E.B. Winslow
ALL ABOUT THE CHINESE.
Indianapolis, Ind., April 21.—One of
who was among the bystanders, had
Senators Hear Vigorous Protests Against word sent to the central station of the the largest Democratic conventions in
the history of Indiana convened in this
iuiu etiujr a Lime
tlio Geary BUI.
oi^uny iiguu vuuipau)',
the power was shut off.
But there was city this afternoon. Every county in the
Washington, April 21.—The House nobody at the station apparently who state was represented by a full delegation and 8000 enthusiastic Democrats
bill to prohibit absolutely the coming of could come to the spot, and
naturally
Chinese persons into the United States, the bystanders did not care to fool crowded the galleries. All the leading
was taken up for consideration in the
with the wires which had so quick- Democrats in the state were in attenSenate today.
Mr. Chandler moved to ly downed the horses. The poor animals dance. The convention was called to oramend it by making toe term of exclu- gradually lost consciousness and their der by Chairman Taggart of the state
central committee.
There were loud
sion 15 years instead of 10 years. Dis- cries ceased.
Then, and by this time it cheers when the committee on permacussion followed,
nent
which
renorted
Mr.
was
after
3
United States
o’clock, as it became known
organization
during
Frye read a telegram from Q. P. Hunt- that the power had been turned off, an Senator Turpie as chairman and Senator
Hugh Dougherty, Charles L.
ington at San Francisco, in which he axe was procured and two sharp blows Voorhees,
Jewett and Samuel T. Morse as delegates
“Thousands
of
Chinese in transit severed
the
said;
wires.
At
this at large to the national convention. The
aoross the United States,
landing at time, one of the horses appeared to be platform arraigns the administration of
ports under the regulations made by the alive, the other lying motionless. The President Harrison for its subserviency
Secretary of the Treasury in January, pole was removed from the hack, the to the interests of the money power
which created it and its indifference to
1883, have paid American transportation harness unfastened and
one of the horses
the welfare of the people; for its brazen
companies since the restriction act, over
violation
of its solemn pledges to the
moved far enough to get him away from
vuwvjuuu
ui«ino]7Vii/oiwuu aiuuc. OIIUUIU
that bill become a law, this traffic would the other.
country to elevate and purify the public
service; for its shameless prostitution
go to foreign companies via Canada and
i.liA vilAct: par.
Finally the horse which fell last recov- of tho milYlir; Dnimnnirp
Panama,
Since the passage of the restriction act, the custom house records ered sufficiently to be fielped to his feet tisan purposes as illustrated by the sale
show that there have been 32,000 more He was very lame and on his side the of a cabinet office to John Wa'namaker,
departures than arrivals at this port. marks of the wire could be seen in two and by the employment of the pension
bureau as a party machine, and by the
Hundreds of wealthy Chinese merchants
cruel lines where the hair was singed off promotion of Wm. A. Woods to a
higher
representing firms here, have gone to
post in the federal judiciary as a reward
China and other countries on business, and the flesh hadly burned.
for
his
service in saving the “blocks of
under the faith of existing laws. They
The other horse was partially paralyzed
five” conspirators from the penitentiary;
have property interests here valued at and was killed
by
Cruelty
Agent
Sawyer
for
its
hundreds of thousands of dollars, and
contemptuous repudiation or its
the Geary bill would debar them from at the request of the owners. The horses promises to the veteran soldiers of the
Union; for its wicked attempt to fasten
returning and virtually confiscate their were a pair of valuable bays.
Much has been said about
The light which had broken from its upon the country the odious and unproperty.
American force bill, intended to deprive
thousands of Chinese crossing the bounfastenings was one of the ordinary the people of the right to regulate their
dary from Canada. The collectors for street incandescents.
It was attached own elections; for its weak and demagogBritish Columbia report for 1891, 3,275
arrivals at British Columbia ports, and to the top of an iron polo on the ical foreign policy, which has exhibited
2,277 departures for China. I trust the lower side of Oxford street, at the American government to the world
good business sense of the American the corner of Cedar. The two wires as a bully toward the feeble and a truckler to the powerful. It condemns the sopeople and their love of fair play and
justice will find expression in Congress which led to it, came from the other called reciprocity policy as a transparent
So when the light attempt to impose upon the American
sufficiently strong to defeat this wicked side of the street.
the shadow of commercial freebill.”
broke from the pole the wires, in falling
om for its substance, in order to perpetMr. Sherman opposed the bill. The
with it, dragged it to the centre of the uate the
United States, ho said, had a commerce
existing system of licensed spolwith China amounting to many millions street, where light and wires lay on the iation for the benefit of trusts and mona year.
If this bill passed, China would ground when Boss drove through the opolies, which are the chief support of
the Republican party. The platform dehave no diplomats and no consuls here, street.
One of the gentlemen of the
clares: “We believe that there should
and the United States would have no
said that once before this be
neighborhood
kept in constant circulation a full and
commercial relations with China. The
this
had
broken
from
sufficient voluifie of money consisting of
its
faslight
City of Vancouver would soon rival San year
gold, silver and legal tender paper curFrancisco in commerce and trade.
If tening in the same manner.
at par with each other.”
It favors
this bill became a law, Americans residAt the electric light station, the man in rency
Cleveland for the presidency, and exing in China would have to leave that
said that ho was first notified of Governor Gray as second choice.
J. I).
If the United States was ex- charge
country.
cluded from commercial relations with the accident by a telephone message New ot Jennings, was nominated lor
China, the commerce of that empire from the police station.
But he was supreme judge for the second district,
C. F, McNutt for third, and Timothy E.
would go to fill the coffers of European told it was not certain whether or not
an
Howard for the fifth district.
nations.
Mr. Sherman denounced the
electric
wire
was
the
cause
of
the
The convention nominated for governlight
bill as a violation of the treaty with
China.
trouble, so he did not immediately shut or Claude Matthews of Clinton, the
“Farmers’
candidate.” A full state tickw ww
iu-i. ixttit;
off the power.
Soon after, however, a
mquncu
jjieseuL uiet was nominated.
plomatic relations with China.
to
tne
came
station
with
man
particulars
Mr. Sherman did not know of any disDepew Says Cleveland.
of the affair and then the current in the
turbance of them.
NewYoijk,
April 21.—ChaunCey M.
Mr. Hale then put the inquiry in an- section of the city where the accident ocDepew was not inclined to talk about the
other form, his evident object being to curred was shut off. The lineman who
Republican situation in this city and
draw out some expression of opinion as
state, last evening, but in a reply to a rewas on duty last night, at the time of the
to Mr. Blair’s status.
quest for his opinion on the probable
Mr. Sherman simply replied that the accident, had gone to Munjoy Hill to at- outcome of the Democratic national conUnited States had an ambassador [Mr. tend to some trouble with the lines
vention, he said, without hesitation:
Derby] in China.
there. Consequently there was no one
“Oh, it will be Cleveland.”
Mr. Hoar asked him whether the pres“The fact is,” continued Mr. Depew,
at the station who could be sent to the
ent diplomatic relations with China were
“the Democratic masses throughout the
The light which
scene of the accident.
as complete and cordial as with other
country think that they see in Mr. Clevethe
countries.
caused
trouble, it was said land their ideal candidate. They believe
Mr. Sherman—“Undoubtedly.
I have at the
was
one
of a that he is the man they want and they
station,
never heard anything to the contrary.”
are not going to be backward about exHe declared the bill was so wrong that it series of incandescents supplied by an
pressing their belief. When the Demoarc circuit so the current in the
wires cratic national convention conies
was incapable of being amended."
togethMr. Chandler took the floor, and Mr. was a powerful one.
er it will be found that two-thirds of the
Sherman proposed that a vote be taken
for
Cleveland.”
delegates aie
on the bill at 5 p. m.
tomorrow, but Mr.
McKinley for Congress.
A Snow Storm Out West.
Call objected.
Columbus, April 21.—A despatch
The Senate, at 5 p. m., adjourned.
ffor.THiXGTOX, Minn., April 21.—A from
Canton, O., asserts that the friends
heavy snpw storm, which commenced of Governor McKinley are making an efWashington Notes,
continues
without
intermisyesterday,
fort to nominate him for Congress in the
The President has sent to the Senate sion. The snow will delay seeding and Stark-Columbiana-Malioning district cona great extent.
to
work
all
spring
the name of Nathan O. Murphy of Arivention, which will be held at (Salem, O.,
It is said that, the governor
on May «.
zona, to lie governor of Arizona, vice
John N. Irwin, resigned.
Gov. Flower lias called an extra session prefers the halls of Congress to the gubof the New York legislature for Monday ernatorial oilice, but that lie will not alJ'ive Years for a Murder.
low the use of his name if there is any
evening, the 00th inst.
opposition to his nomination. It is
murdered
KaufTwo
21.—William
Eugene
negroes
Boston, April
I. Flantery
the actor who killed Fayette Welch in man, the postmaster at lleisal, Texas, learned that Jolni’A. Logan, Jr., son of
this city March 5, pleaded
and robbed the safe. A the late General Logan, will be a candiguilty today Tuesday riight with
and was sentenced to live
of
men
bloodhounds are on date for delegate to the Republican nanumber
years in the
tional convention at Minneapolis.
state prison.
their trail.

$1000.

1

FROM CHURCH TO STAGE.

in

office.

President Palacio’s Forces Routed by the
Venezuelan Insurgents—The Govern-

Music and drama.
Deaths and marriages.
Maine towns.
Yesterday in the sporting field.
The wrong doing of young Joseph Ivy.

Today Will

PRICE THREE CENTS.

Incendiary Fire at Panama.

Page 5.

I tit

22, 1892.

which

broke out at 1.45 this morning is destroyon Main
street. It
ing two wooden blocks
is feared the flames will communicate to
Ths places of business
other buildingsburned out are the Central dining rooms,
Frank Nichols’s shoe store, Marcille *
Seavey’s millinery store, F. I., Bond’s
tailor shop and C. S. Hamilton’s law

Dying

the Field.

on

22.—Fire

PRESS.

OS 7 LIVE WIRE.

BIDDEFORD.

Biddefokd, April

Venezuelan

APRIL

Maine Street Establishment Burned Ont
This Morning,

Editorials.
Personal and Peculiar.

Page

DAILY

LAST NIGHT’S RAIN A BLESSING IN

SUN-BAKED REGIONS.

Down

Near

Band

Boothbay,

Valuable

Much
Over

and

Two

Buildings Destroyed—In Massachusetts
Towns Clanging Church Bells Gave
Notice of the Enemy’s Approach—Many Elves Eost In

a

St.

Petersburg

Blaze.—Other Eires.

Boston, April 21.—The greatest conflagration that his visited the forests of
Middlesex county for many a year broko
hills between Bedford and

out on the

Burlington about noon yesterday, and silently crept along until the volumes of
smoke, seen at a great distance called
out the people of several towns, who
me

iuiignu

reu

xongueu

unti

enemy

nightfall, when they retired exhausted
to their homes, feeling that they had
put
a stop to the flames.
But before midnight the sky was
apparently one mass of flames, and the
bells of many towns were
clanging for
the safety of the farmhouses. Many hard
worked farmers turned out and fought
the enemy till morning when, seeing that
he would not be stayed as long as anything could be readied of a combustible
nature, they were obliged to retire from
exhaustion. The scene from a distance
was grand, beyond the
expression of language. At times one sheet of flame extended for miles, then calming down to

the horizon line. The flames, reaching
mamouth pines, would shoot up to tho
clouds as if vying with each other in
their awful work of midnight destruction.
One group of bystanders could at times
catch glimpses of similar groups on distant hills, and not a few were led to think
of the predicted day when the final puri-

fying

of

things

terrestrial is to take

place.

This tremendous destruction cannot be
estimated in dollars and cents. It must
reach many thousands, for an immense
tract of forest has been thoroughly devastated aud hundreds of cords of wood all
prepared for the market are now but a
smouldering heap of embers.
The tract of blackened ruins is included
in the towns of Bedford, Burlington and
<tuu muxuucs

many

owners.

HUNDREDS OF ACRES BURNED.
Big Fire in the Woods at Boothbay—A
House Destroyed.

Damabiscotta, April 21.—Fire started
noon yesterday, near John Burke’s
at Boothbay, and worked into the woods.
It binned over 600 to 800 acres, including
the dwelling of Willard Merry and the

about

school house in

district No. 5.

Then it

swept south to Raggett’s ice pond, w hen
a change of wind drove the flames down
the east side of Pleasant cove, covering
the land of 11 different owners. The
loss is estimated at $8000 to $10,000.

BRADFORD’S PERIL.
The Flames Beach the

Borders of thi

Village.

lWi

Seople

Burned

Was

Coxcobd,

N.

H.,

April 21.—A spark

from a locomotive on

the Concord and
Claremont railroad set fire to the woods
along the line about a mile east of Bradford this morning. The fire spread with
almost incredible rapidity in the direction of the town, which is the largest on
that line of railroad, except Newport and
Claremont. The flames reaohed the borders of the village, despite the efforts of
the inhabitants to check them, and the
destruction of the village was threatened.
An appeal for help was made to the railroad headquarters here and at 12 o’clock
a special train, conveying a large force of
men, was sent to the scene. There reinforcements, aided by the rain, extinguished the fire before it reached the
village. The loss is smalL
LIVES LOST IN ST. PETERSBURG.
Nine Perished and Fifteen More

are

Mill-

ing.
Sr. Peteksbubg, April 21.—The burning of a three story tenement house last
night in the most crowded part of the
city caused the loss of a number of lives.
The fire appears to have gained considerable headway before the people in tlio
building were aware of their danger.
The house was thronged with tenants,
and when they became aroused to the
peril exit from the upper floors was alreadv cut off hv the fames.

As

lu

mnsi

Russian tenement houses, the staircases
were narrow and the windows very small.
Many of the inmates van to the windows,
and there was a struggle to get out, causing those who were behind to be smothered by the smoke or caught in the
flames. Of those who succeeded in leaping to the ground several were killed or
seriously injured. By the time the firemen reached the sceno the
building was
beyond saving. Nine persons are known
to have perished and 15 are missing, of
whom it is believed several are dead.

Absolutely
A cream of tartar
all in leavening strength.

Pure.

baiting powder. Highest of
—Latest United Slates
Government food Report.
Koval Bakixg Powder Co., 108 Wall St’ X. Y

FOR STRICTER SUNDAY LAWS.
Sast

Maine

Methodists Will Petition

the

Legislature.

Rockland, April 20.—The East Maine
meeting was

Conference sunrise prayer
led by Rev. H. E. Froliock.

How Bowdoin and Bates

The confer-

the

Boys Downed
Presunipseots.

S.SO, Bishop Goodsell in the
chair. The conference prayer meeting
was led by Rev. V. P. Wardwell.
At 9
o’clock, conference business was resumed. GOOD MATERIAL FOR THE NINE
Among other matters, an invitation was
FROM THE LEWISTON COLLEGE.
ence

met at

received from the Maine conference inviting the East Maine conference to
unite with that conference in a suitable
observance of the centennial of Jesse Portland and
Lewiston in the New EngLee’s first visit to Maine. That visit was
land League—Manchester Base Ball
the introduction of Methodism into the
Lovers Enthusiastic—Yesterday’s Games
state, then a province of Massachusetts.
A resolution was passed the substance
in the National
League.
of which is as follows:
That
we
utter
solemn
[Special to the Press.!
our
“Resolved,
the
protest against the adoption by
Brunswick, April 21.—Tlie second
United States Senate of the Geary bill base hall
game of the season was played
which discriminates so severely against
the Chinese people, and that the secre- on the Delta this afternoon'and Bowdoin
tary of the conference forward a copy of defeated the Presumpscots, in a very
this resolution to our Maine senators.”
a score of 29 to
loosely played game

A resolution was passed instructing
the scribe of the East Maine conference
to communicate with the state conference asking that body to appoint a committee whose duty it shall be to secure a
united movement on the part of the different denominations of the state to
secure some action when the legislature
meets in the winter of ’92 and’93 to
secure a better observance of the Sabbath. At this point the conference susjwnded business for a short Fast Day

by

13. Bowdoin sho'Ned up well in what
before this has be Jb her weak point,that
of base running, and the
batting was

heavy throughout the game, Allen, Fairbanks, Hinkley and Hutchinson doing
good work, Fair anks making a home
run and Allen two two
baggers. The
outfield played a strong game, Chapman
having three put outs and an assist.
service, other denominations being re- Burns showed himself a ball player at
presented and participating. Rev. J. H. every turn, and his idea of' bunting the
Parshley of the First Baptist church ball seemed to work to perfection. Allen
offered prayer.
Brief addresses were played a good game behind the hat
made by Rev. E. H. Boynton of Maehias, and Savage covered first base
in
Rev. H. E. Frohock of Houlton and
shape. With a little less fumbling
good
Bishop Goodsell. The addresses were in the in-field, Bowdoin ought to have a
nointed. earnest and
elnmienf
The
strong fielding’team. Morton at first and
Bishop dwelt upon the New England cus- Elkins behind the bat did good work for
tom of the observance of Fast day and the the
Presnmscots, but the game was Bowevils for which the people have occasion to doin's from the start.
humble the mselves before God. He was
very severe in its denunciation of the
national and political treatment of the
negroes and tne Indians, but especially
of the Chinese, so different from the
treatment which lie, the Bishop, had
personally received and which was accorded to Americans generally in China.
He greatly dreaded the effects of the
Geary bill on the mission work in, and
trade with, China, if it should possibly
become a law.
A REMARKABLE

STORY

Which Tells of the Remarkable &sle of
San

Domingo.

New York, April 21.—A special from
Amsterdam to the Herald says: Information has reached here in regard to one of
the most sensational and remarkable international transactions which lias been
known for many years, and which cannot fail to make a great stir in England
and Germany. The transaction consists
in the virtual sale of the island republic
of San

Domingo

to a

private

company in

the United Sta es, the sum agreed upon
being fixed at $3,500,000 in 5 per cent debentures, secured on the revenue from
tobacco, etc. This concession has been
sold bv Messrs. Westendorff. the weliknown bankers of this city, and the representatives of the San Domingo bondholders.
At present nothing remains but the signatures of the American representatives
to complete the transaction and secure to
the United States this most important
harbor and coaling station. The holder
of this concession practically rules the
republic, because he pays the officials
and receives the revenues from the tob.ieco monopoly.
A striking feature, however, is the
statement which is made that the scheme
has been approved and indorsed by Secretary Blaine and is supported by Messrs.
Gould and D. Ogden Mills,
A despatch from
Washington says
that Assistant Secretary of State Wharton and Acting Secretary of the Navy
Soley said last night they had heard nothing of the sale of,San Domingo. George
Gould said he was sure that his father
had never heard of such a plan, and D. O.
'Mills said he had not heard of it either.
Consul Yasquez of San Domingo and Consul General Haustedt of Hayti both said
that the story of the purchase was new
to them.

ATHLETICS AT BATESGood Material for the Ball Team in which
College Hoped Cent®r.
[Special to the Press.]
Lewiston, April 21.—The ball season
opens at Bates with ev<m more than the
accustomed interest.
the three lines
o£ athletic work at tie
ollege—ball, tennis and field sports—base ball is at present receiving the largest share of attention. The harmony manifested among
the members of the team—which is as
marked this year as discord has been in
some previous years—together with the
efficiency of the management, contribute
to increase the interest naturally felt for
this sport at Bates college. In view of
the opening game of the Maine Intercollegiate League, which is to be played at
Lewiston next Wednesday, a few words

in descrintion of the nine that, will renre.
sent Bates may not be amiss. The team
is fortunate in having a majority of the
players veterans who have played two or
more seasons in college.
The new players especially have been put through a

the inter-collegiate tournament at Port- I
land, June 7, 8 and 0.
N.W. Howard, ’!):?. the state champion,
will be among the
contestants from
Bates, and there arc several other good
in
the
Two new courts
college.
players
are being laid out in addition to those of
last year.
Two
■

[Special to the Press.]

The batteries were Mildram and Emery
for Bates, and Webb and Elkins for the
The time of the game
Presumpscots.
was one

hour and forty-five minutes; the

was

Kelly.

This afternoon Bates played the Lewiston s on the same grounds. The batteries were Mildram and Emery, and
Smith and Lezotte.
Bates won by a
score of 6 to 3.
The time of game was
one
was

hour and 45 minutes; the umpire

Kelly.

The

following

Wilson,

I

who in previous years has done
excellent work in the box, has an arm
which refuses to twirl the sphere in cold
weather, but which in warm weather can
be depended on to sustain his previous
good reccfrd. Consequently he will not
pitch until the last of the season; meanwhile, he will play centre field.
Mildram, ’93, pitched his first games
last fall, when he displayed surprising
powers for a pitcher without previous
practice. He will pitch most of the
games this season, and good work is ex-

pected from him.

The first base will be occupied by
Pennell, a good all-round player, who
has done good work as a pitcher. He is
one of the heaviest batters on the nine,
and. a man whose enthusiasm goes far
towards assisting a team to do its most
effective work.
OBITUARY.
The position of second base will be
well filled by Hoffman, a good player
Mrs. Washington Gilbert.
wherever he is placed.
He caught last
[Special to the Press.}
season in the inter-collegiate games with
Bath, April 21.—The body of Mrs. excellent success. He is one of the best
Washington Gilbert, widow of the late athletes in the state; and is instructor in
Judge Gilbert, was brought to this city the Auburn Y. M. C. A. gymnasium.
on the afternoon train from
Putnam, one of the star players of the
Washington,
where the family have been staying for team, will occupy left field. He is sure
the winter.
Mrs. Gilbert had been in to be under a long fly, and when it comes
feeble health for some time, and recent- to batting he is there; he won much aply sustained a shock from which she nev- plause last year by several home runs.
er recovered.
She leaves two daughters
Brackett, ’94, played some last season
and a son, Dr. Charles Gilbert of Wash- and has been selected this year for short
Her husband, one of stop. He is a good player and will fill
ington, D, C.
Maine’s best criminal lawyers, died about tne position well.
two years ago.
Campbell, ’65 and Pulsifer. ’95, will
play in the field; both will be required
Obituary Notes.
when Wilson pitches.
Bev. Dr. A. B. Muzzey, a prominent
Wakefield, ’95, a graceful and active
Unitarian clergyman of Boston, is dead. player will cover third base.
It will be seen that the above names
naie 3 Military i-ropnet under orders.
represent a strong team, Emery, Wilson,
New Haven, Conn., April 21.—Capt. Putnam, Pennell and Hoffman being well
James A. Pettitt of the First United known to college ball men in this state;
States Infantry has been ordered to re- and, with the good showing always made
lieve Lieut. C. A. L. Totten as professor by Colby and Bowdoin, an interesting
of military science at Sheffield Scientific and closely contested series of games
school, Yale University. Lieut. Totten will be witnessed at Lewiston, Brunshas been ordered to join his battery of wick and Watervilje.
Of last year’s players, Osgood, ’94 lias
the Fourth United States Artillery. The
change goes into effect August 1st. Lieu- left college, and Smith, ’94, an exceedtenant Totten is the man who has recent- ingly swift pitcher, is unable to play this
ly attracted considerable attention by year bn account of sickness.
his predictions, based on calculations
Manager Little is devoting much time
made from statements in the scriptures, to the interests of the sport, and is winthat the dawn of the milennium was at ning many compliments for the execuhand. The date set by Lieutenant Totten tive ability displayed by him. The fence
for the fulfillment of liis prophecy came lias been completed on two sides of the
and went some time ago wich no sign of ball ground, and a temporary canvas will
any marked change in the condition of be put up along the College street side.
A. W. Anthoine, the jeweller, has genthe world.
erously offered a costly silver cup to the
How They Sometimes Count Votes Down member of the Bates nine
making the
South.
most runs in the inter-collegiate games
this
season.
This
stands
about ten
cup
New Orleans, La., April 2L—The
inches high, and is engraved on one side
Picayune’s Natchez, Jliss., special says; with the
figures of a batter and catcher;
The returns from Concordia parish, La.,
also a couple of bats appear in relief at
are very slow in coming in, and those
The cup may be seen at his
from three of the precincts will probably the base.
store on Lisbon street during the season.
never turn up, as one of the boxes was
E. C. Andrews & Co., the hatters, will
seized and destroyed and two' others
one of their best silk
the
mysteriously disappeared. There is no present of the successful hats to the
team in
telling how the votes stood at these pre- manager
league.
cincts, but it is thought that they were college
It is not
decided whether there will
largely for Leonard, though the Foster- be an interyet
collegiate field day as reportites assert that their man had large maed. It is understood that Bowdoin injorities at each.
sists upon including the members of its
medical department in the contestants.
In the Massachusetts House yesterday If tiiis position is adhered to, these
sports
a
vote
of
70 to 00, the re- will not be held.
afternoon, by
Considerable interest
solve relating to the biennial election of is manifested in training,
though, as the
state officers and members of the legisla- records at this callege are not as
high
ture, and biennial sessions was substi- as at Bowdoin or Colby, no great expectuted in place of the adverse report of tations are indulged in as to success.
the committee on Constitutional amendBates has good material for tennis and
ments.
will probably make a good showing at

246 Middle Street.

BATES.
AB.

_

K.

Hoffman, 2b. 6
Wilson, cf. 4
Putnam, II. 4
Pennell, lb. 2
Emery, c.4
Wakefield. 3b. 3

B.

A.

BO.

TB.

E.

1
1

0
0

1113
4
0
1
2

111110
1
2
0

1
0
2

l
6
011
3
2

0
0
1

««

A

A

A

1

3

Campbell, rf. 4
Mildram, p. 2
McAllister, p. 1

0
l
O

1
o
0

1
0
0

0
O
0

0
o
2

Totals.32

7

0

9

B,

B.

TB.

PQ.

A.

E.

4
2
4
4
2
4
4
4
3

1
2
0
0
O
0
0
0
0

1
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0

2
0
2
O
0
1
0
0
0

1
3
7
1
0
9
1
2
0

4
3
0
O
1
3
1
1
0

1
1
1
0
0
1
1
0

3

3

6

24

13

5

Innings.1

2

3

Bates.3 0 3

0

4

S '6

7

8

0

0

1

0—7

0

Fresumpscots.00002010—3
Time of game—1 bour 45 minutes. Bases on
balls—By Mildram, 1; by McAllister, 3; by
Webb, 4; by Badge, 1. Struck out—By Webb,
5; by Mildram, 8: by McAllister, 2. Two base
bits—Wakefield, Webb, Morton. Three base
hits—Wilson. Stolen bases—Bates, 7; PreWild pitch—Webb.
Passed
sumptscots, 2.
balls—Emery, 2,

following players:

Maguire. Welch, pitchers; Lezott, Dan
Cotter, McCormick, basemen; Hickey, short;
stop J. H. Murphy, Cook, fielders.
1'ortland—Platt. Lachance, catchers; Tobin,
Kebledauz. Bolrnan, pitchers; H. H. McDermott, Pennell, Kermes. basemen; Clymer,
shortstop; O’Brien, Carl, fielders.
The following named players have been
released:
P. F. McDonald, A. H. Standigle, William
Catterson. E. F. Lockwood, E. P. Flaver, W. J
Cassidy, Patrick Downey, Homer Chute, Joseph
Sullivan, James Fitzpatrick, Josephs. Arriug
son,

ton. M. J. Gleason, W. W. Andrews, James F
Kogers, G. B. Chadwick, C. O. Hearn, E. J. Kel
ly of ortland, A. McMahone, F. P. Lincoln
Tlioinas Flynn. Frank C. Hull, Michael Kyan
James McGovern, Sherry H. Locke, H. W. La
dea, Charles Smith. H. F. Gray, James Harri
gan, J. C. Slattery. E. E. Koussey, Frank Or
mourk, Daniel Guthrie, V. P. Pendergast, John
Casey, W. J. Halford and John Manning.

Baltimore. 0 0 2 1 0 1 o 0 2—6
Base hits—Boston, 10; Baltimore. 7.
Errors
—Boston. 3; Baltimore, 4.
Batteries—Nichols
and Kelly; Buflinton and Gunson.
AT CLEVELAND.

Cleveland. 40200 5 00 0—11
Cincinnati. 10000000 o— 1
Base hits—Clevelands, 15; Cincinnati, 8. Errors—Clevelands, 1; Cincinnati, 2. Batteries—
Young and Zimmer; Chamberlain and Murphy.
Manchester Enthusiastic.
Manchester, N. H., April 21.—The
secretary of the Base Ball Association
has received the contracts of the full
team. Enthusiasm is daily increasing
and the outlook is very favorable.
Notes.

The games at New York, Brooklyn and
|/UOU^/VUVU

VI* UVCVUlUj V*

rain.
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SENATOR

SHIRT.
I

It also Stands for

SURE SALES

The Popular Family Atlas of the World.

AND

''

SOLID

\rt..

9

cts

Yard.

per

SPRING

SATISFACTION

When you see the Senator Shirt, we are sure
to sell it, and you get more solid satisfaction
out of that Shirt than any other Shirt you ever

of Cotton Bedford Cords in new designs, 12 1-2 cents per yard.
10 pcs, of 12 1-2 cent Crinkley Seersucker,
6 1-2 ots. per yard.
1 case

wore.

PRICE

pcs. Outing Flannel 5 cts., extra quality,
5 l-4c. per yard!

$1.00.

MEN’S SPRING SUITS.

THE BONANZA

100 pcs.

White Ground Prints. 2 1-2 cents
tot*ay’ Quant'tT 301(110 our customers

Is a perfect shirt: made of the famous Lanzdon
C tton, reinforced back and front, and superior
to many of the dollar Shirts in the market.

BASEMENT SALESROOM.

PRICE,

PRICE,

case

50

prices.

CENTS.

A Short bosom S art, cut by the same pattern
rapidly gaining in favor.

a-

—

PRICE,

Fruit of the Loom Cotton, from 1 to 10
piece, 6 1-2 cts. per yard.

a

65

BOYS’ AND CHILDREN'S CLOTHING.

CENTS.

Our Clothing for Boys and Children is made for wear. Hard,
sterling materials, well sewed seams, well fastened buttons, everything about it first-class, except the price, and that so low there is
no need of any boys wearing shabby clothes.
This line of clothing
is more than good-wearing, it is good-looking as well.
Boys’Short Pants at 25c, 50c, 75c, $1.00, 1.25, 1.50, 1.75
and 2.00.

the above when laundered are 10 cents
Sold only by Manson G. Larrabee.

Any

of

extra.

Indigo

$8.00, $10.00

PRinr

The Forest City.

150 pieces Chocolate Ground Prints 2 1-2 cts.
per yard, limited.
1

Blue Suits at $6.00, $8.00 and $10.00; others
and $12.00 for the same garment.
Men’s All Wool Mixed Suits at $6.00, 8.00,10.00, 12.00; fine
suits at $16.00, 18.00, 20.00, 22.00 and 25.00.
We have the finest line of Pants to be found in the city at low
Men’s

ask

Is a Perfect Fitting Shirt, warranted to give
perfect satisfaction,

These Scotch Ginghams are actually worth
25 cts and include plain colors and plaids.

yards in

CENTS.

75

PfiRTi aniv.q

The best American at 11 cts., and genuine
Scotch Ginghams at 12 1-2 cts.

Boys’

and Children’s

TO-DAY IN THE BASEMEN

When

Spring is

here

We shall have

i.

are

can

Beautitul designs in
dimes,
Silkaline, 30 inches wide,

Parasols

12 1*2 and 15 cts. per yt'

On the last center counter up stairs.
prices range from

Cretonne Draperies from 8 to 25 cts. per yard,

new

A fine line of Neck Wear at 25c, 45c, 75c and $1.00.
Adler’s Kid Gloves at $1.50.
Boys’ Blouse and Shirt Waists from 25c to $1.25.
50 dozen Boys’ Fast Black Long Hose, 15c a pair.
50 dozen Men’s Cotton Hose at 7c a pair, 4 pairs for 25c.

a

GRAND OPENING DISPLAY OF

and Summer coming fast

in much
furnishing stuffs, not costly,
S
You
decorate deftly and daintily
for
not dollars.

colorings.

Scrims from 5 to 12 1-2 cts.

The

SI.25 TO S6.00 EACH.

SOMETHING

FOR

THE

A. Cow Horn Given

And include all the latest novelties in light and
dark changeable figured Silks and Gauzes. The
I handles include the latest designs in natural
wood, carved wood, polished wood and silver. A
specially fine line of Mourning Parasols.

China Silks in plain colors, 33 cts. per?

Spring Overcoats and Beelers.

FURNISHING GOODS.

TO-DAY
Interesting Drapery Stuffs.

OVERCOATS.

We desire to call your attention to our line of Spring Overcoats.
We have them in all grades, from the cheapest worn to the very
finest and most stylish top-coat that man can put on.

25

limited

'V

L'

Manson G. Larrabee. Hanson G. Larrahee.
GREAT CROWDS, GREAT BARGAINS
A •m

In

our

Boys’ Department

amount of $2.00 worth

Away

to customers purchasing
at any one time.

upwards

goods

to the

IRA F. CLARK & CO.,
The

J. H. WOLF’S

or

BOYS!

Popular, One Price, Spot

482 CONGRESS
aprl.6

Cash Clothiers.

ME.
STREET, PORTLAND, dlw

Cyclone’s Antics.

Longview, Texas, April 21.—The town
of Gladwater, 12 miles west of here, was
struck by a cyclone yesterday morning.

Several houses were demolished and a
number of persons injured.
J. H. Hunger’s dwelling was carried fifty yards,

not

GIVEN AWAT !

Stands for the Famous

We shall show today in the Basement, a lot

4c. 8c. and 10 cts.

II VIU

s

*■

The assignments of players for the
New England Base Ball League have
been made, and Portland and Lewiston

J.

ble Service To You.

SUMMER
DRESSES

Armfuls
of Dress Ginghams for Children! go
out of our store every day. We hav e it at

the

*

It isn’t a bit too early to begin to think about

Portland and Lewiston Players.

get

Enable Us To Be Of Profita-

of New Design? in Llama Cloths at

AB.

Totals.31

FAIR PRICES IN SELLING,

regular prices.

0
2

7

24

S 11

1
l
2
1

PBESUMPSCOTS.

Webb, p. S 2b.
Burnell, 2b. & of..
Morton, lb.
Clark, If.
West, rf.
Elkins, e.
Swan, 3b.
Gilman, ss.
Bodge, cf, &p.

We shall place on sale in Our Cloak
Department, in
the Basement, the balance of the stock of Salesmen’s
Samples purchased from the manufacturers. Over
100 Garments to be sold at one-third less than the

is the score of the game

played with the Presumpscots:

■RrH.P.lf Att

Larrabee,

.

Lewiston, April 21.—The Bates-Presumpscot game this morning resulted in
a victory
for Bates by a score of 7 to 3.

umpire

uffiCEOUItEOlIS.

Victories for Bates.

vigorous course of training, both indoors
in a “cage” in the basement of Parker
Hall and more recently on the diamond.
The National League.
A practice game was played last SaturThe following games were played in
day with a Lewiston nine.
the National League yesterday:
Emery, the captain, is an experienced
AT LOUISVILLE.
player and has acquired considerable
0—7
reputation in past seasons as a base run- Louisville.00000241
ner.
He thoroughly understands train- Chicago. OOlOOOOOl— 2
Base Hits—Louisville, 10; Chicago, 0. Ering men for the game and has thus far rors—Louisville,
Batteries—
3; Chicago, 4.
displayed good ability for his position. Meekinand Grim; Gumbert and Schiiver.
He will probably catch all the games and
AT BOSTON.
he occupied this position in the fall games Boston. 0200031 1 0—7
last year.

irra^^TTi Visors.

plank remaining in its place. Seven
people were in this house but none were
At Westmountain, six miles
killed.
north, a number of houses were blown
a

Fire, Smoke and Water Sale
-OF-

away and an old negro woman killed.
The Protest of

the

Africans.

Washington, April 21.—A delegation

of Afro-Americans from New York city
was presented to the President today by

Auditor Lynch.
The delegates were
cordially received by the President. Dr.
Derrick presented the address and resolutions of the meeting of April 4th at
Cooper Union, New York city, and asked
on behalf of the colored citizens of the
great metropolis and of the Union ii
there was no way whereby the executive
could call the attention of the country
to the outrages that wrcre being continually perpetrated on the Afro-Americans
in the South.
Replying, the President said, in brief,
that the constitutional limitations of his
office prevented his interference, and advised a compilation of the outrages covering a period of a year, whereby the

country could be startled by their number and public iuterest aroused. He deplored the outrages, and said it was his
belief that retribution would as certainly follow as that there is a God above us.
Skowhegan Knights
zvpm

of

CLOTHING^GENTS’ furnishing goods

SPRING GARMENTS
{

which was lately damaged by fire, smoke and water, at
222 Middle Street, under Falmouth Hotel. In addition to
thisCreat Fire Sale I shall offer a Bankrupt Stock of
Clothing which I have just purchased of Seth L. Larrabee

assignee of the Burleigh Clothing Company, of this city.
The Stock consists principally of Fine
Spring Overcoats
in all shades, also Fine Suits in Worsteds,
Cassimeres,
and Scotch Mixtures and a fine line of Pantaloons, Chil*

dren’s Suits and Cents’ Furnishing Goods.
It will pay
you to call at once and examine the Greatest Bargains
that have ever been offered in this city. Don’t
the

forget

Stock

Replenished
--

NEW,

.?

WITH

FRESH
--

ARRIVALS

IN THE

Place and Number.

LATEST STYLES OF THE SEASON.

Pythias.

zi.—

stcownegac

Lodge, Knights of Pythias, was organized here today.
The degrees were conferred upon 40 members by Grand Chancellor Commander F. E. Bean, assisted
by Grand Recorder W. G. Smith and other officers.
Fifty visiting brothers were
here from otlier'towns.
A banquet was
held tonight in the Masonic rooms.

SALES ALREADY beyond our expectations, because we have the best fitting Garments to be found in this Market.
Portland, Maine
All interested are invited to examine
Hustlers
ngot.
our Stock and Prices.

SOO IMEidcLl© Street,
Under Falmouth
mcii29diw
eod3\v

Hotel,

-

*

Frank Lowe’s Buildings Burned.

Skowhegan, April 21.—Frank W.
Lowe’s farm buildings, two miles below
the village, on the Canaan road, burned
this morning with most of the contents,
The cattle were saved. The fire caughl
from a kerosene lantern.
The loss is
$3000; insurance, $1000.
From tile Sixth Massachusetts District.

Salem, Mass., April 21.—At the sixtl:
district Republican convention today, E.
P. Dodge of Newburyport and William
Reynolds of Marblehead were clioset
delegates to the national convention. N,
C. Bartlett of Haverhill and D. J. Robinson of Gloucester are the alternates,

«t:aru

by Judge

rum«ui.

•

in a

Boston, April 21.—The case of W. A.
Deadwood S. D., April 21.—Word
Patten, plaintiff in error, against H. G- was brought to this city today of a batCxlley, defendant in error, was heard to- tle between the rustlers aucl cowboys,
day in the United States circuit court of fought Monday night near Little Powder
appeals. Justices Putnam, Nelson and river, resulting in a repulse for the rustWebb were on the bench. The litigation lers. It is
expected that trouble will
between the parties is in relation to the
will of the late
Matilda P. Jenness of
Pembroke, N. JJ. who died a few years
ago, leaving
property valued .at §75.000.
The suit was
brought by the present
plaintiff to the court of appeals on a writ
of error. Both
parties are now seeking
to dismiss the
will on the ground that the
present court has no jurisdiction over a

probate appeal.

again, as the rustlers are determin
ed to get iuto the spring round up and
ensue

cowboys

are

them out.

equally

I’ell Off and

determined

to

keep

Drowned.

Ellsworth, April 21.—James Davis,
about 11 years old, while fishing on a
log at Green Cake, yesterday, fell off and
i

was drowned.

J. R.

LIBBY,

488,, & 490 Congress St., Portlagd.

MAIfWS CHESS PLAYER.

HER

CHILDHOOD’S

The Old Bed Bouse Where

HOME.
Adelina Patti

Lived.

I W. Showalter Holds that Title
for the United States.
Learned the -VIores While
Become
turned

a

Boy—Then
Playor—finally Re-

Ball

to.. Chen

and

a

Defeated

this

[Special Correspondence.]

WAintriBLD, N. Y., April 14.—Adelina
Patti is planning a visit to a simple red
brick house in the village of Washingtonville, just on the edge of New York
city, in Westohester county. Her brothNicola has already been up to look at
the red brick house this spring. It is
the house in which tho wonderful singing bird lived when she was a growing
girl, and whence she went forth, more
years ago than it would be gallant to
enumerate, to begin her career of dazer

THE

ROOT

aaSCEIXANEOts.

CROP.

Some of the Secrets of Growing Roots In
a Profitable Manner.

There is

nothing much

more

*

■%:

$10,000 worth

■■■■

highly

the several skaters took
first
day being maintained
throughout the week.
The race was for the six-day world’s
championship belt and a purse of £875,
divided into six prizes. Among the entries were several American skaters—
Snowden, Hal Berte, A. Buekhurst, White,
and Mcpowell, of Syracuse.
Thf score of .the leaders at the finish folShowden, 804 miles; Scriven,
cbainpioh of London, 776; Mearns, champion of Bbswtnd, 750 miles; and Curtis, of
on

the

ofJBditon,

England, 735.

BASE

BAIL

Pfefler will draw
this season.

|8,800

NOTES.
from Louisville

Catcher Mack draws a salary of $2,750
from the Pittsburg club this season.

Golden, the big first baseman hailing
from Oanton, O., is doing well with the

FhiHies.

Larfy Twitchell,

of the Toledo club,
the first ball player to take the bichloride of gold care.
was

Canavan, Anson’s new man, is twentysix years old. Hast year he played in 184
games, made 103 runs, took bases on balls
45 tubes, stole 36 bases, made 33 sacrifice
hits and had an average of .249.
Pittsburg olub has given Arthur
Whitney and Catcher Briggs the usual ten
day’s notice of release. A third man,
_Ki.. T«>v, r'n»Li.;n
The

j___

lease papers in a lew

day.

The Sheffield

Handicap.
In the professional sprint handicap at
Manchester, England, the winners of
heats on April 9, in the first round, 130

were: Cross Mynburgh and Cunliffe of Bury; Nicholas of Lalford, Martin
of Sheffield, Horrocfes of Bury, A. Hilton
of Oldham, Howarth, Nelson, Belden,
Halliwell and G. Hilton of Whitefleld;
Budd of America (10% yards start) Sunderland, Radcliffe and Hambleton of
Northampton and Mills of Rockdale.
Ten Americans competed in the preliminary heats. Dolan (13% yards’ start)
O’Brien (13%
was third in his heat.
yards’ start) came in last. Farrell (11%
yards’ start) finished second. Five heats
were walkovers.
Sid Thomas, of the Ranelagh Harriers
broke the amateur fifteen-mile record on
He
the same day at Stamford Bridge.
covered the distance in 1 hour, 32 minutes,
16 4-5 seconds.

yards,

it. will havA if that A <1 Alin a. Patti mnrlo

her first public appearance while living
at Washingtonville.
The tradition is
that the little girl, then only twelve
years old, went forth from the house to
Mount Vernon, a mile away, and sang
in concert at Beck’s hotel. This, however, does not agree with most of Patti’s
biographers, who put her down as having made her debut at the age of eight
But then many residents ot
years.
Washingtonville believe that the diva
was born in their village instead of in
Madrid. At ahy rate that is current
tradition, though Patti’s former playmates are less at odds with history in
this matter.
The Patti house was built in 1854, a
year after the village was laid out, and
for a long while it was the most con-

spicuous building in Washingtonville.
It is still highly distinctive, though not
by reason of its beauty. It stands on a
hillside, surrounded by a garden with
trees and plants. The roof runs to a
peak in the middle, and there are ugly
porches front and rear at the height of
the second story and approached by uncomfortably high and steep steps. The

house is almost square and three stories
high. It has no architectural pretensions, hut it must have cost Patti two or
three thousand dollars, and it has a sufficiently commodious air. Within, the
rooms are of good size.
About the only
relic of the Pattis remaining in the
house is an enormous kitchen table that
was deemed too heavy to be removed,
and has since occupied its original position. The house has recently been sold
bv its nresent occunant,.
E. N. Vallandigham.
Nast

on

Grant.

New York, April 14.—Mr. Nast, the
caricaturist, was always an ardent admirer of General Grant.
The great
warrior was a warm personal friend of
the artist. It was at Mr. Nast’s house,
in fact, that the general was first entertained as a private citizen after leaving
the White House at the close of his second term.
“Knowing him as I did,” said Mr.
Nast, describing one of the unpleasant
features of his profession, “I never took
any stock in Cacsarism. I never believed, with Mr. Sumner and many
others, that he had any desire to overA Purse for Dixon and Johnston.
turn the republic. Consequently, I did
The Coney Island A. C. is ont with an
not join in their assault on him. On the
offer of a f5,000 purse for George Dixon and'
Fred Johnson of England to contend for. contrary, I attacked them, and among
This is J1,000 more than the Bolingbroke his opponents that I caricatured was
Club, of London, has offered for a contest Mr. Sumner, who appeared to feel it
between these men. The Coney Island A. keenly. ‘You are wrong, Mr. Nast,’ he
C. will also allow Johnston f250 for exsaid to me the last time I saw him.
penses, and will see that proper training ‘You are a young man now, hut you will
Tom see
quarters are provided for him.
your mistake. If you are going to
O’Rourke, George Dixon’s manager and take Grant’s
side, you must go your way
backer, signed the club’s articles on April
and I mine.’ That was the end of our
9, on Dixon’s behalf. Johnston has been
notified, and all that is wanted is his friendship, hut I never had occasion to
consent. The contest will be limited to regret my faith in General Grant’s loyP. F.
twenty rounds, and will take place on alty to the republic.”
Suburban night if Johnston accepts the
Physicians consider Ayer’s Sarsaparilla the
slub’s oHer.
most reliable blood medicine ever discovered.

l

WE

wnn

me

outer

elements
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Dairy and Creamery.
Don’t pour unknown chemical stuffs
into milk to prevent its souring. It i3 a
nasty, dishonest thing to do.
A curious question was that which
came up at a recent dairy convention—
whether men or women should make
butter. That convention must have been
hard put to it for something to discuss.
From the first, at the beginning of
this year, the dairy school of Wisconsin
had the full complement of students it
could accommodate—100. These dairy
schools, patronized by earnest and
brainy young men and women, will put
the butter and cheese of the United
States ahead of all others.
Professor Gilbert, of the New York
butter school, says he has reared grade
Jerseys that made twenty pounds of
butter in seven days; but they were
sired by fine animals.
A western cattle breeder reports that
in the east “dairymen seem to think
that a cow can do great work on nothing to eat.” Thisisrough. We commend
the consideration of this statement to

dairymen everywhere.

perfectly satisfied with the

Bargains.

Nothing

mention

FOR ONE WEEK.

it

like

a few of the prices.

Many life has been lost
because of the taste of cod-

A

job

lot off AH Wool and Plush CarJust the thing for this season
off the year.
We will close out at GREAT REDUCTION from regular prices. Also a ffew
single driving Harness at 25 per cent reduction to close a consignment; at

riage Rohes.

ZENAS THOMPSON & BRO .,
«od2m

apr-l

F asliions.
Our New

liver oil.
If Scott’s

GARMENTS
ready.

It

digested already.
the stomach

through
stealth.

strength
would be

as

The

largest Piano

Catalogues mailed free.
and
Tuning,
Repairing
promptly attended to.

Portland Branch 540

n

CONDEHSED

t\nycz
AYeat
manes an

everyday convenience or an
old-time luxury. Pure and wholesome.
Prepared with scrupulous care. Highest
award at all Pure Food Expositions. Each
package makes two large pies. Avoid
imitations—and insist on having the
NONE SUCH brand.
MERRELL & SOULE, Syracuse, N. Y.

apteod&wlynrm

EATI!N(f ~“]
[AFTERA HEARTY
DINNER j

t you have that feeling of distress, or perhaps ♦
I you are a sufferer from Heartburn,
Acidity, I
f Gastric Pressure, Indigestion or kindred Stom- 1
| ach Troubles; if so,

TRY DR. BRONSON’S
f
PEPSIN TROCHESj

t They will cure you. 25 cents per box, 5 boxes J
{ for $1.00. Of druggists or by mall
BRONSON CHEMICAL CO., Providence, R. I.

J

eod2wtc

BOARD.

CITY OF PORTLAND.
quarterly meeting of this Board
rHEwillregular
be held at their room, No. 13 City
]
1

ou TUESDAY. April 2fi. at 7.30 p. in.
Per order EGBERT A. McCLUTCHY,
Chairman.
aprl9dtd

iuilding,

Wells’ Hair Balsam.

If gray, gradually restores the hair to orignal natural color: elegant tonic dressing.
Oc., $1.00, Druggists, or $1.00 size prepaid by
< xpress for
$1.00. E. S. Wells, Jersey City.

j

] Sough

on

Corns.

Liquid, loo. Salve & Plaster, 10c.

Suicides and Correct Living.
Injudicious habits produce disordered livers,
tomachs, and despondent minds. The best
! emedyis Rough on Bile Pills, most
] irompt and ever reliable cathartic, anti' lilious little liver pill. 25c., Druggists.
Fly, Flies, Ants,
<
nnilplnted by mixing a teaspoonful ofRoUGH
Rats with a saucer of sweetened water ;
dace on high shelves or suspend in the
oom, or dip pieces of paper or muslin in this
nixture and hang them up in the room. Or
* or Ants mix a tenspoonful of Rough on
1 Iats with a quarter pound of brown sugar
nd sprinkle on high, out of reach shelves,
roil rear border of lower shelves. 15&2oc.
1

in

|

j

The Bed Bug.
In hot weather he’s about. To quickly and
lermanently rid your beds of bugs, put a
mall box of Rough on Rats in a pint bottle
if benzine, shake well when using. Douche
he mixture into the cracks, crevices holes
nd openings of the bedstead. It will turn
heir toes up rapidly. Then mix another
mall box of Rough on Rats
thoroughly
vith a quarter pound of lard, with this uli£.
lire fill all holes,
openings, cracks and crevces m the bed.
These two methods are waranted to never fail; to be effective and
Cut
this out.
astiiig.
SOUGH ON

TOOtSacheT*Instant

relief. 15o.

Polishing

Congress Street,

dec2

Noik
Sucb

EXAMINING

Fashionable
Cloak*.
apr6eodt-9

J. R. LIBBY

APRIL 22 AND 23.

d. McG-OTJXrXJniO,

T.

eodtf

MONEYJTO

I >OLICE

for

WEBSTER and
WESER BROS.

burden.

decl6

Headquarters

STEINWAY,
WEBER,
HABDM*N'
CABLER,

slips
if by

f

BOSTON.

House in the World.

land States for

Scott & Bownh, Chemists, 13a South 5th Avenue,
New York.
Your druggist keeps Scott’s Emulsion of cod-Urer
oil—nil druggists everywhere do. $1.

t

SPRINGER BROS.,
500 Washington Street,

Wholesale and retail repi-esent a tires in the New Eng-

It goes to make
when cod-liver oil
a

are now

i. Slant t Sb Ci

Emulsion did
than take that
nothing
taste away, it would save the
lives of some at least of those
that put off too long the
means of recovery.
It does more. It is halfmore

Styles of Ladies’

SPRINGandSUMMER

PIANOS.

a

Robes

Carriage

dtf

Nitrate of Soda.

that may he needed. It is also excellent
on mucky grass lands.
For vegetable
crops, if used at all, it should be applied
during fall or winter, says the authority

ev-

J.apr20_-_
M. DYER & CO.

vator.

suppieinenieu.

must

into money in 30 days.

Colored Dress Coods, all kinds—
$ .25, former price $ .50 to $ .75
Patter^ Dresses—
$5.00. former price $13.00 to $80.00.
Scotch Ginghams& .1 £
former nrir.p $ .25.
Bilk Hose—
$ .50, former price $ .75, $1.00, $1.25.
Cashmere Hose—
$ .25, former price $ .75.
Misses’ Merino and Cotton Hose—
$ .08, former price $ .87.
Dress Buttons—
$ 12 1-2, former price $ .50 to $1.00.
Colored Silk Cimps—
$ .12 1-2, former price $1.25.
Colored Satin Rhadame—
$ .75, former price $1.00 and $1.S5.
Dress Trimmings 25 cents on the dollar.
Don’t delay calling at once, for the goods are going rapidly.

the value of those two elements in a ton
of ashes as $7.50. Or 425 pounds of cotton seed hull ashes would have more of
both elements than the ton of Canada
ashes, and we think could be bought
for less money, says American CultiKainit and

Dry and Fancy Goods

ever seen in Portland before.
Our great sale of Colored Dress Goods, Spring Cloakings, Dress
Trimmings, Di^bss Buttons, Cadies’ Silk and Cashmere llose, Kid
Gloves, etc., at nan price and less, continued this week.

experimental
gives, as the results of an analysis of a ton
of good quality unleached Canada ashes,
1,330 pounds of carbonateof lime, mixed
with magnesia; 110 pounds of potash,
39 pounds of phosphoric acid, 240 pounds
of water and 801 pounds of other material which has no fertilizing value. The
1,220 pounds of lime has a little value.
The potash is very good, but as much
would be found in 225 pounds of muriate of potash, and the 39 pounds of phosphoric acid could be obtained in 225
pounds of German phosphatic slag or
the same amount of good acid phosphate, or in 276 pounds of South Carolina iioats. The potash at present prices
would cost $5.06, and the phosphate
about $2.44, in either form. This gives

Kainit and nitrate of soda can hardly
be compared. According to American
Gardening kainit supplies potash, nitrate
of soda supplies nitrogen, and each one
occupies an altogether different place in
the economy of plant growth. Kainit
has 12 or 13 per cent, of potash, consequently has a value as plant food of
eleven or twelve dollars; while nitrate of
soda, having 15 or 16 per cent, of nitrogen, is worth forty to forty-five dollars.
Kainit is valuable as a manure for trees
and small fruits, potatoes, etc., when

of Fine

ery customer is

■

champion.
ing, the positions

a

Crowds of people taking advantage of it, and
Great

LIAKEO TS.

—,____

be turned

com

MISCK

SPECIAL SALE

valuable

la connection with hay and ensilage for
feeding than a good crop of turnips or
mangold wurzels, and it has been
demonstrated that they can be grown
for the low price of about six cents per
bushel. Besides, the leaves of these
crops in the fall for feeding, when sowed

is gone and it is not desired to turn
stock into meadows, are very valuable.
Mr. J. W. Showaltsr, who has the proud
1
A correspondent of Country Gentleman
distinction of being the champion chess
says: “One of the first things and the
player of the country, is a native of
Georgetown, Ky., and was born and
most injurious in the way of raising these
raised on a farm.
zling success.
crops is the trouble from weeds. This
The Pattis went to live at Washing- can be remedied
usually, best in the fall
tonville about ten years after their arri- before; plow
your land early, or if it has
val in New York. Patti’s father built been planted the year before, a good
the red brick house and lived there cultivating perhaps will do; harrow it
along with his wife and three sets of down finely; this gives a fine seed bed,
children—those of his first wife, those of and in a short time all of the weed seeds
his seco'nd wife’s first husband, and will start to grow. Then harrow again
those born to him and the second wife. and kill them all, and by the time they
Mme. Patti, the neighbors say, was a' start a second time and get a good harwoman that made
people stand in awe rowing and are exposed during the
of her. She is very well remembered as winter there will not be many of them
a dark eyed and rather stern
person left.
whom the few villagers regarded with
“Good manure of course is a necessity
mixed feelings.
for growing a good root crop. If barnThe Pattis were all people of the yard dung is used, and is coarse, I should
stage and little understood by their plow it under, but if it was well rotted
neighbors. They came and went as it would probably be best to cultivate it
they chose—now living for weeks or in on top.' But it sometimes occurs that
J. W. 6H0WALTEB.
months in tho red brick house, now go- farmers have not sufficient barnyard
He learned the moves from his brother ing off for seasons of singing or acting. dung. When this is the case what to
while a boy, but did not pay much atten- Carlotta was
already launched upon her rely on is superphosphate, and this
tion to the gams. He devoted his inter- career, and Nicola was known to the should be put on in the drills at from
est to base ball, in which he became protheater going world. As to the great 800 to 1,000 pounds to the acre. The
ficient. While acting aB pitcher for the
she was a short, stout, dark roots should be sowed in drills at 2%
Southern League he on one occasion Adelina,
little
eyed
girl, who romped with the feet apart. A very important thing
his
arm.
sprained
neighboring children and enjoyed life about sowing, and one about which a
Before he regained its use he again took
up chess, and found the game more to his just as lr sue were not destined to make good many make a mistake, is this; In
liking. In 1887 he came to New York, the greatest operatic reputation of the seasons when the ground is dry they go
where he joined the New York Ches3
century. Her ordinary schooling was on and work it, and in this way it beClub. Practice with such strong players
obtained in Fourteenth street, New comes dried out. A streak of this dry
as
Delmar, Hanham, Loyd, Mintz, &c., York, but she was devoted to music, and ground will become covered over with
soon developed his strength. In the team
it was her habit to have the children of mis moist soil, the seeds are then sown,
match between the New York and the
the neighborhood come to the house and they germinate, their roots come in conManhattan Chess Clubs he won a game
play singing school. Even then her tact with this dry earth, it does not rain,
and drew another from Teed.
voice was marvelous, and according to and they refuse to grow. Now if the
In 1888, in the first tournament of the
the biographers she had already been farmer after working his soil had waited
United States Chess Association he won
two weeks or so, this dry ground by
first prize and the championship, which
heard in concert.
The little Patti’s very toys contained capillary attraction would become damp
proud title he has held ever since. Among
his opponents Were Hanham and Chas.
hints of her future career. The widow from the moisture underneath. Then if
Moehle, both of whom he defeated. In Elizabeth Brown, now a very old wom- he had sowed his fine seed upon this
1889 he played in the Sixth American
an, but often employed by the Pattis in moist seed bed he would have had a good
Chess OOngress, winning
games from
her youth, has one 6f Adelina’s toys. It crop.
Blaokburne and Bird and drawing with
“After the seed is sown most of the
is an odd looking theater, stage and auTsghigorin.
ditorium, made of cork. Once it had work can be done by cultivator, except
In his encounter with Lipsohutz he
drew the first game, but lost the second. seats filled with manikins and othei for men passing through the rows and
manikins that appeared upon the tiny cutting out the distances between the
In 1890, in tjje United States championship tournament at St. Louis, he again stage, but these are gone. For years plants to about fifteen inches, and finally
took first prize, defeating Lipsohutz, Pol- the widow’s late husband used it as a weeding. If well cultivated and the soil
lack and Hanham. The same year receptacle for hi3
pipes. Now it hangs good, the crop might reasonably be exhe
played a match against Max In the widowis barn. The whole
to yield from 800 to 1,000 bushels
toy is pected
which
he
lost
Judd,
by seven perhaps eighteen inches
to the acre, which is easily harvested. The
square, and the
to tjpcee. Lashyear, at Lexington, for the
cornice over the stage must be rathei common rutabaga or Swedish turnip is
tbi^d Cdq*ecutive time, he won the tournthe best for winter use, and should be
ament of the United States Chess Associa- more than a foot high.
The Widow Brown treasures in hei sown earliest. The white or yellow turtion. After defeating Pollock in a series
games be plajgijl a second match with best room three little oak chairs once nips are sown next, but used first, as the
Jtffiijj, winning this time brilliantly by the property of the Pattis. She remem- former is the better keeper.
“Tliere are several varieties of mangold
seven to {©fir and three drawn,
bers the whole family very well and
-jp
speaks familiarly of the daughters as WUAZiCIO-1CU UUU JC1AUW, iiUU IUU
Carlotta and Adelina. The little Ade- red and yellow globes. I consider tbo
SNOWDE-N WINS THE RACE.
lina
often visited the Browns, and the globes the best, as they are the hardiest,
~t-<n—
He Defeats the Sagllahnini at Rollerwidow heard many times the undevel- and also more nutritious. The mangolds
Skasiug In London.
oped voice that was to entrance the should be sown early, as soon as the
The international six-day (72 hours
ground is in proper condition. About
world.
go-as-you-please
Half a dozen other residents of Wash- two pounds of rutabaga seed will anroller-skating race,
whiph began April 4 at the Central ingtonvilie recall the Pattis, and espe- swer per acre, and about four pounds of
Tfall, Holboru, London, England, was cially Adelina. A daughter of Thomas mangolds.”
finished April 9. The contest resulted in
T. White, who bought the red brick
Unleachcd Ashes.
a
victory for Snowden, the American
house of Patti’s father and still occupies
The race was
The Connecticut
intereststation
Country's Best Players.

MISCELLANEOUS.

—

T I3Z 33

LOAN.
—
_

Negotiates mortgages on household furniture, pianos, organs, horses and carriages,
farming stock and machinery; also pays up furniture leases, allowing the property to remain
with owner. All loans may be repaid by installments reducing principle and interest.
Also
advance money on watches, diamonds, jewelry,
stocks, bonds, goods in bond and warehouse receipts. Business strictly confidential. Enquiries
by mail promptly attended to. Office, Room 1,
No. 478% Congress Street, (up stairs directly
opposite the Preble House) Portland, Me.

GEO. L. FISH,
april

Manager.

13MW&Ftf

CITY OF PEERING.
Edward P.

Wilson and
WHEREAS,
have petitioned the City Council

others

to lay
public w ay in said city, beginning at; southerly side line of Saunders
street, and through the northeasterly part of
said Saunders street, and along and upon the
northwesterly side hue of land of Abby T.
Mitchell and others, to, and to intersect with
Pleasant street. And, whereas, said petition
was referred by the City Council, April 8,1802,
to tile undersigned, for them to consider and
act upon, therefore,
Notice is hereby given to all parties interestd, that the joint standing committee of the City
Council on laying out new' streets, will meet to
out

a new

street

or

hear the parties and view the proposed wav on
the seventh dav of Mav. 1892. at 2 o’clock in

proposed point or starting,
and will then and there proceed to determine
and adjudge whether the public convenience requires said street or way to he laid out.
Given under our hands on this lltli day of
April, A. D. 1892.
1 Committee
W. W. MERRILL,
H. H. NEVINS,
on
G. W. LEIGHTON,
Maying out
E. M. JACOBS,
I
new
F. E. TRUE,
1 -greets.
d3w
ap!6_
me auernoon at tne

CITY

OF^PEERINC.

A. A. Cheney an d others have
petitioned the Citv .Council to lay out a
new street or public way in said city, beginning
at Ocean street running through land owned by
Cheney to the high water mark upon the shore
of Back Cove, m accordance with the plan
made by E. C. Jordan, civil engineer, and
whereas said petition was referred by the City
Council April 4,1892, to the undersigned, for
them to consider and act upon; therefore.
Notice is hereby given to all parties interested, that the joint standing committee of
the City Council on laying out new streets, will
meet to hear the parties and view the proposed
wav on the seventh day of May, 1892, at three
o’clock in the afternoon at the proposed point
ot starting, and will then and there proceed to
determine and adjudge whether the public convenience requires said street or way to be laid

WHEREAS
if

out.

Given under our liandson this eleventh da v
of April, 1892.
W. W. MERRILL, 'i Committee on
II. H. NEVINS,
|
G. W. LEIGHTON, I- laying out
E. M. JACOBS,
|
F. E. TRUE,
J new streets.

aplGd3w

“LAWSOH
South

HOUSE,’’

Harpswell,

Me.

pleasant seaside hotel has been greatly
improved, and is now supplied with ail the
modern improvements, including hot and cold
sea water baths.
Scenery unsurpassed; good
bathing, boating and fishing. Open for guests
June loth, 1892. Special rates lor parties.

THIS

That we may better introduce this department to the public,
and the fact that we have one of the best lines of Gents’ Furnishings in this city, we shall give for the above two days a special disount, on evei'y sale made for cash, of 10 per cent.

A great opportunity to buy White Shirts of the best make, tit
and material, for the prices, to be found.
And remember, during
this Special Sale we give 10 per cent off from them extra.

The Eureka White Shirt,
$ .43
The Ego, very heavy, White Shirt,
.50
The Envelope White Shirt,
.58
The Bonner White Shirt,
.75
The Short Bosom White Shirt,
.85
The Seneca, extra long and wide,White Shirt 1.00
-

GENTS’ NIGHT SHIRTS.
One lot Hathaway, aimed, slightly soiled,

reduced from

$1.25

$1.00.
One lot Hathaway, plain, slightly soiled, reduced from $1.00
to

75 cents.
One lot “Cash” Shirts,

The above

trimmed,

to

50 cents.

great bargain at the above
10 per cent off it makes them an

are a

prices and with

extra inducement.
One lot

“Cold" White
to

Shirts

$1.00.

laundered, reduced

from $1.25

One lot “Silver” White Shirts, laundered, reduced from $1.00
to 75 cents.
Outing Shirts in plain, blacks and fancys at 50 cents, $1.00
and $1.25.
One case medium weight White Merino Shirts at 50 cents, actual
value 60 cents.
One case medium weight, Mixed Merino Shirts and Drawers at
50 cents.

One
One
One
One
One
One
One
One

Balbrigau Shirts and Drawers at 50 cents, extra value.
lot extra heavy Balbrigans at $1.00.
case Middlesex half hose at 10 cents.
case mixed half hose at 12 1-2 cents.
lot Merino half hose at 25 cents.
case Fast Black half hose 12 1-2 cents.
lot Fast Black half hose 25 cents.
case Shaw knit, Fast Black, half hose “seconds” of the 50 cent
quality, 3 pairs for $1.00.
case

sne aoove lots of

Gents' Hosiery are the best
values we can obtain in the market and with a
HARPSWELL HOTEL COMPANY, PROPRIETORS further discount of 10 per cent during this sale it
orv«rvmmnriat.inns
makes them a great bargain such as every one
J. J. POOLER, Manager, Portland, Me.
mar244f
should take the advantage of
A. R. & E. A. DOTEN,
or

nnrtir»iiiavo

nnnitr

+/%

___

Real Estate
$50,000
in

large

and Loans.
to

COMMERCIAL
l’.ooms 3 and
NO.

jul

Loan

small amounts. Parties wishing to
build can be accommodated.

or

08

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY OF THIS WEEK
-AT-

J.

PAPER.

4, Jose Building,

EXCHANGE

STBEET

eodly

upr21

R.

LIBBY’S,

488 and 490 Onnpss Street, Portland,

!
dSt

PORTLAND DAILY

PRESS.

AND

MAINE STATE PRESS.

Subscription Rates.
Daily (In advance) $6 per year; S3 for six
months; SI.60 a quarter; 60 cents a month.
The Daily is delivered every morning by
carrier anywhere within the city limits and at
Woodfords without extra charge.
Daily (Not in advance), invariably at the
rate of $7 a year.
Maine State Press, (Weekly) published
every Thursday, $2 per year;SI for-six months;
CO cents a quarter; 25 cents for trial subscription of six weeks.
Persons wishing to leave town for long or
short periods may have the addresses of their
papers changed as often as desired.

Advertising

Rates.

In Daily Press .$1.50 per square, first
week; 75 cents per week after. Three insertions or less, $1.00 per square. Every other
day advertisements, one third less than these
rates.

Half square advertisements 81.00 per week,
first week; half price each succeeding week.
Special notices, on first page, lone third additional.
Amusements and Auction Sales, $2.00 per
square each week. Three insertions or less
$1.50 per square.
Heading notices in nonparlel type and classed
with other paid notices 20 cents per lino each
insertion.
Pure Reading Notices in reading matter type
25 cents per line each insertion.
“A Square” is a space of the width of a
column and one inch long.
Want, To Let, For Sale and similar advertisements, 25 cents per week, in advance,
for 40 words or less, no display. Displayed advertisements under these h adlines, and all adtisements not paid in advance, will be charged
at regular rates.

In Maine State Press—$1.00 per square
for first insertion, and CO cents per square for
each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications relating to subscriptions and advertisements to Portland
Publishing Co., 07 Exchange Street,
Ij---

r_

however, that the measure will pass the
House. Indeed some of the men who
voted for it in committee are really opposed to it, and voted to report it simply
to enable Congress to kill it
finally.
THE

LOUISIANA LOTTERY.

The defeat of the New Orleans lottery
crowd is complete and overwhelming.
Not only is McEnery, the lottery candidate for governor, buried under a plurality of 10,000, but the constitutional
amendment, which provided for a renewal of the lottery
company’s charter,
is beaten out of sight. If the
purpose

of

the

manager of the company in announcing that it would discontinue
business
voluntarily was to compose the
fight between the two wings of the
Democratic party, so that a
majority for
the renewal amendment
might be more
easily obtained it failed wofully.
Considering all the circumstances the
result is an agreeable surprise. Louisiana is a poor State and numbers
among
its inhabitants* a great many ignorant
voters. The
lottery company offered a
big bribe for the sake of being permitted
to continue
business, the effect of which
if accepted would have been to reduce
the tax rate considerably. The most influential newspapers in New Orleans
were in favor of the
acceptance of the
bribe, as were also the majority of the
people of that city. That the parishes
had not been debauched by the same influences which were so potent in New
Orleans is
surprising, and goes to show
that the morality of the
people of the
State is higher than has
generally been

supposed.

work, and so efficient iu her lato have caLed forth at the ninth
annual meeting in London, March 11, the
personal thanks of President Sir John
Fowler, and the praise of Professor R.
routine

bors

FRIDAY,

PRESS.
APRIL 22.

Doubtless Hill is awfully sorry he happened to be in the Senate when a test
vote on silver coinage was taken, for he

bvt.hp. Dftmnnvat.ie threat,

rn

rp.

the duty from wool, and what beof all that eloquence which spent
itself to pro ve that the McKinley bill unmercifully taxed the poor man’s coat?
move

comes

It is asserted that a Western Senator
the removal of Mr. J. R.

who voted for

Young,

the

Secretary of the Senate, behe was suspected of divulging the
secrets of the executive session, within a
few minutes of his vote to remove Mr.
Young had given a reporter important
information in regard to matters Occurring in the secret session. To believe
this story severely taxes one's credulity.
cause

Bangor will try again Monday to elect
somebody mayor. This election will not
be complicated by the question of the
lease of the Bangor & Piscataquis
road,
inasmuch
mer one.

that was settled at the forIt is not likely, however, to

as

straight contest between the Republicans ancT Democrats, inasmuch as a
good many of the former are not enthusiastic over the Republican candidate,
prove a

and some of the latter will turn the cold
shoulder to the Democratic nominee. A
good deal of independent voting is likely
to be done, and this renders the result
uncertain.

Evidently the young Democrats of this
town are afflicted with big heads. Just
think of their impudence in sending word
to the City Treasurer, who is under very
heavy bonds for the care of the city’s
funds, that they do not approve of his
employing assistants who are Republicans, and that either these assistants
must be turned out or the Treasurer himociu iuuou

ivoigu.

Aiicau

ctuiuw

jUUUJl

richly deserve a spanking, and we should
not be surprised if they got it, metaphorically speaking.
It was supposed that Mr. Lapham’s
menhaden hill had been killed for this
session. But he suddenly revived it on
Wednesday when its opponents were off
their guard, and got it through the committee by a vote of five to three. The
bill is not precisely the same as the one
Mr. Lapham originally introduced, but it
is substantially the same and equally
harmful. The essence of the bill is in
Its first section, which provides “that
any citizen of the United States may, at
all times, take menhaden and mackerel
with purse seines, in any navigable waters
within the jurisdiction and control of the
United States, so far as the United States
have powers to regulate the rights of
fisheries therein, where the tide ebbs
and flows, subject only to such regulations as Congress may prescribe from
time to time; any law, custom or usage
of any State to the contrary notwithstanding.” If the bill should pass the
House and be sustained by the courts its
effect would be to annul all the State
the

protection of menhaden,
and to enable the big
companies to
enjoy a monopoly of the business while
it lasted. It is not regarded as probable,
laws for

uuuie wutju warm weauier

has

McDowell,

after a

IA3U.

iiuuio

UUU

AU.

yvciy

Thomas A. Garfield, the only brother
of President Garfield, for a quarter of a
century has lived in obscurity on a small
farm near Grand Kapids, Mich. He has
no more property now than he had twenty years ago, and it is claimed by his
friends that he remained poor all his life
because of early sacrifices made for his
great brother and for Grandma Garfield.
Oliver Semmes, a son of the doughty
Confederate admiral, has for 20 years
been judge of the city court of Mobile.
After the war the admiral himself practiced law in Mobile, and one day it happened that he was arguing an important

F. 0. BAILEY & CO.,

stay

of

Auctioneers.

IMPORTANT AUCTION SALE

dec29

Oil

of

P.nlnre ptr

this year.

UlUi

UUIUIU,

Emily Patterson,

now

thoroughly

ducted into the duties of the secretarial

•

Maine Central Railroad
Maine Central Railroad
April 22nd and 23rd.
Portland Water Co.
AT NO. 181 MIDDLE ST.
Norway, Maine, Water Co.
Bath Water Supply Co.
We shall sell a large and fine
Water Co.
collection of original Oil Paint- Indianapolis
Portland
&
Ogdensburg
Railway
ings, Water Colors, Pastelles,
Merchants National Bank Stock
Artists’ Proofs, Etchings, &c.
several-issues of Water Co.C Percent
On Exhibition Tuesday and Also,
Bonds, Principal and Interest GUARANWednesday, 19th and 20th, and TEED.
For Sale toy
on Sale without reserve Friday
II. in. PAYSOI &, CO.,
and Saturday.
The public are cordially in-1
BAKTKEHS.
marll
da
>

255 Middle

April 28th, at 3 o’clock
ONm.,THURSDAY,
shall sell the valuable propel"
82 Beckett
of

I. M. HARMON.

THE

p.

NEW and GORGEOUS COSTUMES,
(Manufactured expressly for the occasion by
OWEN, MOORE, & CO.)

SPECIAL SCENERY.

GIMMER’S ORCHESTRA of 10 Musicians.

St.,

Tickets, including Reserved Seats,
SO

AND 73 CENTS.
Now on sale at Stockbridge’s Music Store.

TODAY

and

until

HALE
on the
arlti

75 fine French Flannel
Blouses
“Star”
make,
sizes 6 to 16, regular $2.50

grades,

at

only

a thru
sto
street, consisting
house, arranged in three flats, mo>.
.or
movements; each flat piped separate^
Sebago, good drainage, nice cemented cellar,
water closets, etc., roof covered with Hersey’s

At

....

FAILED I

NERVOUS PROSTRATION
Of Tears’

$1.50 EACH.

only

....

Tickets, 50c., 75c. and $1.00,
Stockbridge’s.

$5.00.

Standing

GILBERT’S

“RUGBY” School

Suits,

Closing

every seam sewed throughout with
linen, double
stitched and taped, every
suit
extra
warranted,

CUBED BY SKODA’S!

F. O.

—Your President, Dr. G. C. Kilgore, v, *11 recall the fact that last June
when in the City Drug Storo in your City,
I told him that on account of extreme
nervousness I had been unable to attend
Gen

aann

ant

FAST NIGHT.

ENGLISH

all

from

physical.

a

I

Salesroom 18

to business for sevyears, and
I was then
labor—mental and
trusting in Nature as

was
as

last resort,

Exchange

Street.

C. W.ALLEN.
dtf

F. O BAILEY.
marl4

utterly failed
badly
nights.
creeping

Lamson & Hubbard

sleep

BV TUB_

Tickets sold by Club members, H. H. Hay &
Son, John Williamson and at the door. Price

HAT.

Brain
any pain. Mym,
would feelTMAMtired
*w
and confused. 1 * *
j
to think upon any subject for ten minutes.
Dr. Kilgore gave me six bottles of SKODA’S DISCOVERY, and [three boxes of
LITTLE TABLETS,telling me they would
greatly help me and ho thought would
__

Small, MarsbailR.Coding,
StephenR.
President.
Cashier.
°

febl4

—,—

I

First Consolidated
For Durability, Style and Comfort it has no equal.

Portland, Me.

I. M. HARMON.
The only medicine sold with a
GUARANTEE CONTRACT WITH EACH BOTTLE.
Try a course (6 bottles) at

For Sale by

RISK,

IF NOT BENEFITTED RETURN
OUR
boteles and get your money. Pay
ONLY FOR THE GOOD YOU RECEIVE.

BELFAST,

dtf

,,

feb8

ME.

Leading
a

Dealers.

eotfHd

Mortgage

cent Bonds Due April 1,1931.
This company owns and operates the water
in wateryille ana Fairfield, Bath,
companies
Calais and St. Stephens. Gardiner. Brunswick,
Dover and Foxcroft. which places have a population of over 60,000.
The earnings of the companies comprising
the Maine Water Company are as follows:
(
1886 .$ 3,676.18
1887
18,339.68
1888

Dr DEL jE3. Fleed.

HOSE!

BOTANIC AND CLAIRVOYANT PHYSICIAN
Congress Street, Portland.
For the treatment of all chronic and complicated diseases that flesh is heir to, all cases
given up as incurable, I will take them to make
T>r. Reed will not ask you any questions in
any way in regard to your diseases and after
you have a true examination of your case he

prices.
CHASE & SOUS &
quality,

will tell yon if you can be cured. Dr. Reed’s
medicines are strickly pure and put up to suit
each ease, he thinks lie can tell the difference
between a person afflicted with a disease or a
person becoming an entranced medium. There
has been a great many people who have lost
their lives by making the above mistake. Examinations at my office every day including Sunday from 9 a. m„ to 9 p. m. Examination by
letter stating their name, place or residence and
age and one stamp, $1.00.
my22dtf

*■»

cm

1891-,-v.
And
the Jannury 1,1892 assessment is. 93,012.94
Outside revenue. 2,000.00
The number of services added each year is
shewn by the following figures:
87,699.26

K86.

CO.,

’•'***

~

~

—

MAINE.

AT-

CITY

HAIjIi,
Tuesday Evening, April 26th, *B2.
MUSIC BY CHANDLER’S BAND
CECILIAN QUARTETTE,

~r»

■

985

1891

623

terest and expenses of.$10,000
These bonds have been soid to Saviugs Banks
and Trust Funds and recommend this security
to those wishing a home investment.
Price par and interest.

tii

AND

Club. Swinging by PROF. LEE.
Tickets, admitting Gentleman and Ladies,
SI.00. To be had of the committee and at the

door.

Concert from 8 to 9.

Grand March at 9 p.

m.

C. R. A.

CLOTHING
xuuui

Wednesday Evening, Apr.

27th.

apr21

3t.

OFFICE SUPPLIES ICE!
ICE!
—AND—

ALL KINDS OF

A Card to the People

ACCOUNT BOOKS
Made

to

Order

at

Short

These warm days remind us of the fact that
the hot Summer weathar is coming, and with it
the demand for ice, and the demand is
for the very best ice to be had.
Now. we have cut our ice from one of the best
ice ponds in the State, the Phlney Pond at Long
Creek. This pond is red by mineral springs ana
makes the best ice on the market today.
We
shall supply all of our retail trade with this ice
at a reasonable price. Our cards will be circulated around town this week and if you wish to
to have the best ice at a reasonable figure save
our card and when in want of your ice, place it
in your street window.
VVe hope by prompt attention to bust-

Notice.

comes

A FULL LINE OF

DENNISON’S

TAGS AND LABELS.

Stevens &es Co.,
UNDER THE FALMOUTH.
eodtf

apr!8

Leaving a surplus after paying in-

d6m

ii.

1|89.

Total number of services Jan. 1,1892...4839
The nature of this property is such that there
will be a constant annual increase in revenue.
The company is earning.$95,000
The expenses and Interest on $1,200,000 of bonds. 85,000

57 and 59 Kennebec Street.

■ m mn m Mm.MH.Mi

559

1887 .1103
1888
953

lowest

PORTLAND,
janl9

67,714.24
75,660.96

1890

Rubber and Gotten Rubber Lined,
Hose Rests and Nozzles; best

a cure.

l>

41.317.30

1889

No 399 1-2

5 per

Annual

GRAND CONCERT AND DALL,

MINE WATER COMPANY

jT" f]
IS
W hw 1^
bottle. I sleep well.
Nerves are strong. Eat heartily,
and am well. I have told scores what

SKODA DISCOVERY 00.,

Tentli

sharp.__apr21eod3t

ayi

I took tho medicine according to dino symp_

BROTHERHOOD OF LOCOMOTIVE
ENGINEERS’

time

deposits.

cure me.

rections and have seen
toms of Nervousness
since taking the fourth

on

apr201w

25c.

WE SELL BOYS’ HATS and CAPS.
Interest allowed

SLIDES

Portland Camera Club
Baxter Hall, Monday, Apr. 25, 8 p. m.

pair.

Accounts of individuals, firms and corpora
tions received on favorable terms.

Physicians and Ner-

vines had
In my case.
At that time I was troubled with Nervousness so
that 1 could not
an hour some
I would have a
or
sensation in my
limbs, that was more unendurable than

crawling

Incorporated 1824.

CO.,

PRIZE LANTERN

EXHIBITION

Boys’ Long Pant Suits,
light and medium colors,
sizes 30 to 33, regular $15
and $18 suits at only
$10 PER SUIT.
1,000 pairs Boys’ Knee
Pants at 50c, 75c, $1.00,
$1.25,$1.50 and $2.00 per

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

‘rnl
fcSfe "g TFK
• *"■’ * *■ (hat

resting

BAILEY &

Ball

Gentleman with Lady $1.00
Lady unaccompained by Gentleman 25e,

BOYS’ FINE REEFERS.
3VX3H3-,

sale at

now on

Half fare on the R. R. to all holding "Stookbridge” tickets. Use number 9 ticket
aprlOdlw

NEW STYLES “STAR”
SHIRT WAISTS.

trousers $1.50, sizes 4 to
14, cloth for repairing
with every suit, at $5.00
per suit. They are worthy
of your attention.

FOUTLAND,

four-ply'rooflng warranted for ten years, rents
for about $470 per year, lot about 40x78 feet.
Terms at sale.apr22d6t

City Hall,

Saturday Evening, April 23.
A lot of 50 fine single
Readings from their own works—Mr. F.
breasted Knee Pant Suits,
Hopkinson Smith, author of “Colonel Carter,
of
Cartersville,” and other stories.
light colors, sizes 4 to 14,
Mr. Thomas Nelson Page, author of “Marsa
were $8
and $10, now Chars,” “In Ole Virginia,” etc.

—

-OP-

frame

FARE

M. G R. R.. P. & R. R. R. and G. T. R.’y
to all holding Opera Tickets.
dlw

9th STOCKBRIDGE

we

and Nervines
Physicians
BOTH

HALL, PORTLAND,

Wednesday, Thursday, (FA8T DAT) and
Friday Evenings, April 20th,
21st and 22d, ’92.

Portland, Me.,

Casco N

Valuable Real Estate.

AT CITY

_dtf

STANDARD CLOTHING CO.,

Auctioneers.

•

dtf

ap22

BOYS’

d6t
—

JOHNS

ASBESTOS PAINTS

ness

!

ana courteous treatment to

sumers, to merit a share of your
age.
liespectfully Tours,

tne con-

patron-

CBMMHGS BROS. ICE CO.,
Telephone
OFFICE—Deake’s

No. 543**2.

Wharf,

Foot

Street,

apl

of

Park
dtf

Hate the

WOODBURY & MOULTON,
largest
BANKERS,

Cor. Middle and Exchange Sts.
ap5dtf

INVESTMENTS.
PORTLAND & RUMFORD FALLS R’Y
1

I

Flr.t

Mortgage

5’p.

ATHOL, MASS., WATER

COMPANY

First Mortgage 5’s.

PORTLAND & 0GDENS8URG STOCK,
IT DRIVES THE DEMON

sec-

in-

*

23d,

Lost in New York!

in our

dft

6’s
5’s
5’s
5’s
7’s
41-2's
6’s
5’s
5’s
5’s
Stock

and

The cast includes the leading Choir Singers
of Portland, and a chorus of 40 Voices from
the SINGERS’ CLTJB and other musical soCl6ti6S

u

Friday and Saturday,

On

sir!”

Winslow, honorary

Jiy2°

oiicci, iuiuhhu, manic.

City of Portland
City ot Bath
City of Clinton, Iowa,
Toronto, Ohio,

Lessee and Manager.

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT

offer
sold

Paintings, Etchings, Water

in his son’s court. The judge found
it necessary to rule against his father on
some point of law, when the old
gentleman lost his temper and made some caustic references to his son’s legal knowledge. After a sharp tilt of words between father and son, the judge said:
“At home, sir, I respect you—but I want
you to understand that this court has no
more respect for you than the humblest
citizen in the county.
Take your seat,

retary for the United States of the Egypt
Exploration Fund, writes to the Boston
Herald about the lamented Amelia B.
Edwards: “The (to me) sudden death
will not interrupt the highly important
work of the society. AVe shall
sadly miss
her brilliant pen, her suggestions, her inspiration, her influence at our council
and stated meetings; but, fortunately for
the cause, the leaves an
assistant, Miss

tu_i.

THEATRE.

Friday and Saturday, April 22d
Saturday Matinee.

in small or large amounts
draw interest from the first
day of each month.

-OF-

case

Mr. William C.

Deposits

BANKERS,
iff.vuh
rnuuic

II

PORTLAND
G. E. LOTHROP,

FEED E. RICHARDS, President,
W. W. MASON, Vice President,
C. G. ALLEN, Cashier.

Portland 4’s due 1902-1912.
Portland 6’s due 1907.

SWAN &BARRETT,
100

F, 0. BAILEY & CO.,

Hospital, Hampstead.
Joseph Flick of Hastings, Neb., resigned the postmastership at Verona,
Wis.,28 years ago to go to Nebraska,
His accounts were not settled, and a year
ago he got a draft for $17. The next

OU-lij)

Cumberland Mills, April 12,1891. aprl95t»

aprlS

ance

wi,

esute of O.

AMUSEMENTS.

mm NATIONAL

vited to examine.

a

twenty-four.”

Thomas Bullock of

Dr.

SgOBA^SJISC°YERY.

Scotch lady who
has studied at the London School of
Medicine for Women, and who has qualified at the London University, has been
appointed house surgeon of Leith Hospital. Mrs. Wilson, also a student of the
Women’s Medical School, has been appointed house surgeon at the Temper-

AUlii

to

of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of

Saco 4’s due 1901.
Calais 4’s due 1901-1911.
Bangor 6’s due 1894.
Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’s due 1899.
Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’s due 1909.
Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’s due 1919.
Calais Water Co. First Mort. 6’s due
1906.
St. Croix E. L. & Water Co. First
Mort. 6’s due 1906.
Kansas City, Kansas. Water Co. First
Mort. 6’s due 1894-1907.
Maine Central R. R. Consol Mort. 7’s
due 1912.
Cleveland City Cable Railway First
Mort 5’s due 1909.
Denver City Cable Railway First Mort.
6’s due 1908.

AUCTION SAL.E.

One of her stories
has been translated
into Italian and
French.

training.

the secret of keeping young at the age of
70. and this was his reply: “First, never
do anything yourself which you can get
another to do for you: second, never
trouble yourself as to who will get the
credit for what is done; third, never
work after 3 o’clock in the afternoon;

Aash.VERRILL’ Administrator

seven months in Italy
During her absence she has
sent to. editors in this country several
Western stories, which will appear in the

course

year came anodier draft for $47. Last
week he got a notice that the government
still owed him $22. By 1900 he expects
to be square.
Dr. Edward Everett Hale was asked

JNO.
Carleton street, consisting ofTarlor Fur- City
niture, Easy Chairs Sofas, Tables, Pictures and City
Ornaments: Portieres Biack Walnut Chamber City
Sets. B. W. Extension Table,
Sideboard. City
Dining Chairs, Brussels, Tapestry and Wool
Carpets. China Crockery and Glass Ware, City
Silver Ware, linen 1 Sewing Machine, Hair City
Mattresses, Feather Beds and Bedding, Stoves, City
Kitchen Utensils, 2 Pianos, 1 Seal skin Sacque,
City

and France.

the Hartford
Training School for
Nurses, and has received her diploma.
This is the first Indian woman to prepare herself for nursing by a scientific

McLaren,

Sale,

a.

as
sudsuccess
young writer of
den as its promise. Her first story
appeared in print only last May.
She has
just returned to Boston,

in

Miss Alice

Pianos.

ni.,
April 22ci. at 10 o’clock
ON24IFRIDAY,
shall sell the entire furnishings of house

Louisville.
The ceremony was performed by Bishop Dudley, of Kentucky.
Miss Gertrude Smith, whose strong
sketch, “An Only Son,” appears in .the
May number of the Cosmopolitan, is a

sets in.

taken a full

Household Furniture, Carpets, We
Offer, Subject to

At Ashland, the old home of Henry
Clay, on Monday evening occurred the
marriage of Nannette McDowell, great
granddaughter of the Kentucky states- fully recommended ana guaranteed as recommended or no sale. W. F. SCRIBNER.—Sale
man and
granddaughter of Commodore positive, rain
or shine.

An Indian woman, Miss Nancy Cornelius, a graduate of .the Indian school at

Carlisle, Penn.,

IsondsT

-OF-

Will be sold at Public Auction at the stable of
James A. Trafton, Cumberband Millls, Me., on
April 23, at 10.30 a ni one car load of Horses,
from 5 to 8 years old, weighing from 900 to
1400 lbs. This is an extra load of horses, drivers and workers.
Every Horse will be faith-

Secretary Elkins’s country house in
West Virginia is kept open all the yearround, his father and a staff of excellent
servants occupying the place in the absence of the secretary.
Mrs. Elkins will
leave the capital with her children for
uiiia

BAILEY

CO., Auctioneers.

k

financial.

financial.

ADSVMNISTATOR’S sale

tion.

was compelled to show his hand, something that he did not intend to do. No
matter what his action, it was sure to
PERSONAL AND PECULIAR.
hurt him, and hence he was anxious not
to act at all. But the most slippery peoThe late Alexander Mackenzie, exple are caught sometimes.
premier of the Dominion, had few of the
The bounty on maple sugar appears to graces of an orator, yet he possessed
have proved a failure. Most producers persuasive powers, and was one of the
rare
whose utterances would
have preferred to go without it rather bear speakers
verbatim reporting.
than take the trouble necessary to get it.
Hubert P. Gorringe, brother of the faCongressman Rowers of Vermont pro- mous civil ongineer who
brought over
poses to admit the failure of the scheme
Cleopatra’s Needle to America, died a
and repeal the bounty provision and subfew weeks ago in a poorhouse near Chistitute a protective tariff on maple sugar,
cago. His identity was not discovered
with especial reference to the product until after he was committed to a pauper’s grave.
which comes in from Canada.
The statue of John P. Hale, which
The New Age alleges that the price of Senator Chandler is to
present to the
wool has been declining ever since the State of New
Hampshire, is being exepassage of the McKinley bill, and that cuted by Muller of Munich, and is exsince the passage of the bill making pected to arrive in Concord in May. It
wool free the price has advanced. If will be located in the State House Park,
and it is probable that the unveiling cere,
that is so, what has been gained lor the
monies will occur in June.
consumer

0.

i™
reopie ana ratnot, uoncora, to
take effect May 1st, and disposed of Ills
stock in the Democratic Press Associa-

_

TT-rr,

F.

Stuart Po le, as well as the formal thanks
of the meeting.”
Justice Lamar, of the United States
Supreme court, has recovered from his
recent: illness, but will not leave his
house until the weather becomes settled.
Ex-President Grover Cleveland has
leased the house 12 West Fifty-first St.,
New York, and the family will move
into it in a few days. Mr. Cleveland and
his family are now stopping at the Victoria Hotel.
H. H. Metcalf, the oldest Democratic
editor in active service in New Hampshire, has resigned his position as editor

course

What will become of t’-" 'ottery company now is a matter
f s
Ration.
Possibly there may b<
me p
r
and
sparsely settled State in
where
ni
it Could get a foothold i..n .„u bribes
such as it proffered to Louisiana.
But
the exclusion of its circulars from the
mails and the refusal of the most important express companies to transmit them
has so crippled its business that it can ill
afford to pay very heavily for a charter.
The probability is, therefore, that the
concern will go out of business.

SALES._

AUCTION
_
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OF DISEASE BEFORE

IT.

ALIIN’S SARSAPARILLA
THE

LIFE-GIVING

COMPOUND,

Thousands have been saved from Disease and Death
“ “r*

123

DOSES,

50

hv

this marvelous

STOMACH.

Ar'w

VHP W '«P

'mrmi

CO., WOODFORDS. ME.

rnu W^IV

anymired
Paints in
the World.
W.

IS
ousncQ

wHAUtO.

wT WHIPPLE & CD.,
21 Monument So.

98

H

mm

aprl3dtf

Civil Engineer & Landscape Architect
57
apll

j32»

COODWIN,

(Late City Engineer.)

Exchange Street.

eodtf

Mfr/W/Oilurewirh
an equal amount of water
and apply with a sponge
or

Exchange Street,

WILLIAM A.

_

woolen goods without
injury to the finest
fabric or the most
delicate colors.
svam

FRED E. RICHARDS & GO.,

CENTS.

The Cheapest and Best Medicine in the Market.

THE ALLEN SARSAPARILLA

And Various other investment securities.

sale ot

mmm

STEPHEN BERRY,

BOOK AflD JOB potted,
Wo. 37 PLUM STREET.

a
FO,

soFt cloth

ALWAYS SNAKE THE
BOTTLE BEFORE USING
AND KEEP WEU CORKED

Pricei5cenh;

39
mmm
W

^

Wmm
•

Saleinevu^ores.

JOSEPH IS A BAD BOY.
%Ti© Father

of

the

Youthful

NEW advertisements,

SUMMER SPORTS REGIS.

Firebu s

Joseph Ivy, the 11-year-old colored bo
who was arrested in Deering, Me., amk
who confessed to burning a barn an
contents there and also setting fire in tli e
forest at Allen’s Corner, is well known i 11
Malden, says the Boston Journal. Hiis
father, James Ivy, resides in Middlese:
court, being a well known resident am
His boy Joseph ha a
highly respected.
caused him considerable trouble durinjg
the past seven years.
He has run awaijr

Yesterday’s Records

stealing
one

number of times afteir

a

small

of his

advertisements.

—

land

Colbys

7

Crockery

4—Port-

to

Boys Try Conclusions with the Ri-

fle in

China

Yarmouth—English Association
ia. About two years ago Joseph, with ai
Foot Ball—Various Base Ball Games
older brother, would visit the differen t
Hereabouts.
stores in Malden, and while the propric
The base ball season
tors were bnsy waiting on other custom
began in Portland
ers, would steal anything that liappenecj yesterday with an attendance of about a
thousand at the Deering grounds to see
to be on the counters. From the variouis
hardware stores the boys stole revolver!s the Colbys play the Lovells. The afterand electrical implements, and whei3 noon was rather cold and disagreeable
their house was searched, in the attic for both players and spectators, but upon the whole the
were found nearly four bushels of stolei3
playing was good and We shall offer the greatest combination of
goods, which were taken from the differ the audience satisiied. All things conever shown in this
ent stores. About two years ago he sel t sidered, both clubs played well.
The
had
not played on the diamond
fire to his father’s house, but the fire wass Colbys
discovered by his mother and was extin- before this season, and in addition were
guished without much damage. Aboutt handicapped by the loss of Whitman,
30 dozen beautiful
three weeks ago he hired a bicycle and[ their crack pitcher, who is slowly recovnew decorations and
failed to return it
in three
A week ago he rari
ering from an attack of pneumonia. But
1
away from home, going to Boston anc1 they showed the training which they
11-2
and 1-2
; this lot
stowing himself on the Portland boat, have received this winter from Mains, by will be sold for
half
25c each.
stole a ride to that city and went tc T)lavinur a Rt.PA.riv cramp tlvrrmniTtmit. TV»ovr
Deering, where he had friends. His5 made but one fielding error and outbatdozen 11-2
father was seen this morning, and says5 ted the Lovells, although their hits were
in assorted
the
for sumthat he thinks the best way is to have the> not bunched to count.
Purinton, their mer
this lot
at 5c
not over two
Maine authorities send the boy to somej pitcher, is a new man, and somewhat
dozen to one customer.
institution until he shall become of age. wild from lack of practice; but he did
The boy seems to have a desire to steal excellent work and held the Lovells
60 dozen
decorated
anything he can place his hands on, and [ down well. The Lovells are oue of the
best clubs in New England, and their
Tea
also a desire to see buildings bum.
and
assorted
playing was generally steady. The brilfor
and Saturper
MUSIC AND DRAMA.
liant plays were not numerous on either
7
l-2c
60
dozen
Plates
to match
per
but
at
no
time did either side get at
side;
The Mikado.
and
all rattled. This steadiness
for
be
exper
might
A splendid audience greeted the Mikaof a semi-professional nine like
and
6c
pected
each.
his
Katisha
do,
daughter-in-law-elect
the Lovells, but is not so usual with colNanki-Poo, his minstrel son, the charm50 dozen
nines at their first appearance for
decorated Salts and
ing Yum-Yum, with her little maid lege
the season.
nickel silver caps, new
friends from school, the Lord High ExeThe score follows:
12 l-2c
outioner Koko, the stately Pooh-Bah, the
for this sale 5c
this lot
LOVELLS.
shrewd Fish-Tush, and all the princelj
AB. ti.
B. IB. PO. A. E.
retinue that followed in their train at
111
Long, isT. 3
0
O
I
2
O
O
We can add Fitzmaunce, 3b. ..3
2
1
1
City Hall last evening.
DUZEJ* decorated
all dec2
1
O’Connor, lb. 3
4
8
0
1
m
to
we
what
said in yes- Slattery, rf. 2
nothing praise
0
0
0
0
0
0
not over one dozen each, Tea Plates 5c
orations,
e.
4
1
terday’s Press of the performance. Ko- Barrett, If...,. 3 0 10 0l 121 2 2
1
o'
Breakfast 6c
Dinner 7c
this is a
ko’s verses and his acting were funnier Kelley,
Meagher, 2b. .a... 4011210
4
0
0
Alpen.cf.
0
1
for
0
0*
summer
than ever, the soloists were in fine voice
come
for them.
Kiley, p.2
1
i
1
1 12
0
and the choruses and ensembles grand.
Individual
assorted
lc
Totals.....28
7
5
8 27 17 "s
The applause was constant, and encores
Fruit
assorted
COLBYS.
8c
decorthe rule. Tonight will be the last opporAB. B. B. TB. PO. A. E.
i tted
a few, at 20c
other
afforded
to
see
this
admirable
tunity
0
Hall, If...... .. 4 0 0
4
0
0
low
Kalloch,rf:4 o 0
0
11
0
1 )ieces at
production.

AND

and

Friday

THINGS

IPric©

Quality,
Appearance.

Saturday

THE

so

bargains
department.

CRATE,
ONEPitchers,

ADVERTISEMENTS.

CLOTHING.

--

The Lovells Beat the

of money, and oi
he went as far as Virgin

NEW

Must Be Considered When You Purchase

Special Baigain Sale!

FLE AND SHOT GUN.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

THREE

in Foot Rail

GUN CLUBS AND MILITIA TRY RI-

sums

trips

new

and Base Ball.

^

home

advertisements.

THE ATKINSON GO.

Wants Him Locked Up.

from

new

FIRST must be considered, but

our prices are so low and our terms are
that you can obtain the articles you have wanted so Ions and
notice the expense.

liberal,

scarcely

is quality, and on it depends the amount of wear which
you
will obtain from your purchase.
You are making an investment, and you
want the article that will pay the best interest in wear.
Anything you find in
our store needs no further guarantee of its excellence.

i.

English Majolica

shapes,
quarts
gallon
THE THIRD is appearance, and this is important; no matter of what
just
price, 15c, 20c,
good
b
material your clothes are made, or how cheap it may be, if
you are not
CRATE,150
pint English decorated w
holly satisfied with their appearance your money is thrown away, for you wiU
Bowls,
colors, just
thing
never take comfort in them.
The only difficulty that we shall have wiU be to
cottages;
only
each,
decide which of the

sizes,

quart,

ONE

CRATE,
English
Cups
Saucers, large size,
regular price $1.50
dozen,
Friday

ONE

day only

bargains

handled

WE

colors,

pair;

Uijps

The
bargain in Men’s Trousers,
which we made a note of yesterday, Is
appreciated and they are selling rapidly. It is a good looking garment,
too, and the very thing for everyday
wear.
Of course for evening we
should sell you something nicer.

TWO

Plates,

?acli,

each,

lriye

Bonney, lb. AA.... 4
Hoxie. 2b....Yt... 3
Latlip, Sb. 4

Sam’l of Fosen.

1

1

1

5

0

•r-*

si

1a lva iVia alvA-nn-nel

10
oO
—--

r,

0

114
2
10
111110

3

4

5

6

7

8

Middle,

Wesrbrooks Defeat the

J. Burt..Goal.Dr. Turner
Henderson..Left Back.C. McCabe
Sproul.Bight Back.T. .Tones
J. Kelley.L. Half Back.AV. Dufall
AV. Crosgrave. .Cen. Half Back......... AV. Hope
John Forest. ..R. Half Back.R. Owens
H. Henderson.Outside Left.P. AIcDonald
AV. Prophet.... Inside Left.J. McLain
T. Henderson. Centre Forward.B. Conley
J, Quinn ..Inside
Right.F. Walker
J. Donnelly. ..Outside Right. .AV. McCracken
Referee—AV. Johnson.
A.
•T.

Mongolians

At the base ball

half of dollars.

cream

of

pure
tartar

in this

Cleveland’s
it is made
of

only of pure
tartar, (refined in

factory), soda
nothing else.

our own

flour,

1.

4, 4,;1....4-

Wholesome
wholesome

and

them,
Cabe and Conley, but

players

ingredients—

baking powder-

wholesome food.

The garni was played in two halves,
45 minutes to each. In the first half the
Westbrooks, with the wind against them,
won two goals to one won
by the Mongolians. In the second half, with the wind
in their favor, the Westbrooks won three
goals, the Mongolians none.
There are
no touchdowns in this game.
The play-

ing

I

among

interesting.

PORTLAND CADETS.
3 5 4
4 4 4
4 3 3
0 0 3

Sergeant Jose.4
Sergeant Harmon.5
Corporal Burke.2
Corporal .Tonka.4
rrivaie annul.*

4

4

4

Private Skinner.4
Private Cooksou.4

2
4

3

3
3

4

4
4
3
3
3
4

5

4
4
2
5
2
0
4

3—27
3—28

CEN,U

JERSEY SUITS.
Reefers and

Spring

Overcoats
$5.00 to

2—i 7
4—25
3—if)

4—28

2
4
3
2
4
2
3

4
2
4
4
4
2
2

2—16
2-13

153

_

Wheelmen at

4—26
4—26
4—25
2—23
3—24

the Cape.

The Portland Wheel Club held the first
run of the season yesterday.
About

forty members attended and the

start

the club house. The
party went across on the ferry and took
tliings easily to Hannaford’s at Pond
Cove. A game of base ball occupied the
men until dinner was ready and it reminded tlie spectators of the National
was

made

League

from

games,

it

was

so

different.

Steamed clams were served and the men
retnrned to the city at their own pace.
Lawn Tennis.

The Cumberland Tennis

|

Wash Dishes, Behave at Home,
Educate Your Children, and Plant! a
Flower Garden.

“The Midnight Ride of Paul Revere—
(Poetical license revoked
and popular mistakes corrected.)
“How to Wash Dishes Without Soap
and Hot Water,” by Edward Atkinson.
Mrs. Chauncey M. Depew: “How I Educate My Children.”
“What Your House Manners Ought to
be,” by Octave Thanet.
Celia Thaxter on “Flower Gardenings”
“Following up Columbus’s Footprints
in Spain,” by George Alfred Townsend.
Lots of good stories and news of interest to Xew Englanders.
Order next Sunday’s Globe.
iu a Herdic.”

Repvblican caucuses, held

J

i-vivpi.v."

--

were

on

elect-

VUUTOULaUli- IT

V.. Land). H. G. Starr.
Delegates to District Convention—H. A. Hunt,
C. s. Clar k.
Ward 2—Delegates to State Convention, T. S.
Kurus. W. It. Ayer'; J. H. Hezelion and B. F.
Roberts to District Convention.
Ward a—Frank F. Carpenter and V. D Ward
delegates to State Convention; g, \y. wheeler
and H. It. B. Hawes, to District Convention.
Ward 4—James Fennell, delegate to State
Cont ention, and A. L. Hawkes to District Convention.

Ward 5-E. W. Ayer and A. A. Cordwell, delegatesito State Convention; Hv Iv. Griegs and
Jason Leighton, to District Convention.
Worn on's Indian Association.
Miss M. C. Collins will speak at the
Second Parish church this evening at halfthe Inpast seven on her work

Interest Gathered hy

of

pondents

Corres-

of the Press.

Norway.

1

of the

gayest balls

essed for some time.
Juards of Lewiston

our

village

that it has
The

saw

wit-

Frye Light

had
advertised
t hrough all the towns of Oxford a grand
iall and drill on Fast eve. In the nefgh1 orhood of 100 ladies and gentlemen had
; ssembled in the hall Wednesday evei ing before the heavily loaded train of
{ our Grand Trunk cars came into the deThe Fryes
j nt of the Norway branch.
f Drined at the depot and marched to the
msic of the Imperial Drum Corps, up
t he principal streets to the hall.
Four
j undred jolly lads and lasses came up
f rom Lewiston on the special train and
c rowded into the hall.
At a few min1 tes
past niue, Captain Chas. Hanscome
1 ame upon the floor with the drill squad
f 18 men. The exhibition drill passed
If to the delight of all without a miss tep or a mismovcment.
Directly after
his came the grand march led by Capt.
A large number
lanscome.
of the
lembers of the First Regiment Gun
( Company of Lewiston and of the Auburn
1 ,ight Infantry were present. The dance
rders were tastefully gotten up.
The jolly
Lewiston boys made the
(

J

V

we

BARGAINS
TO-MORROW.
Bead our advertisement carefully tomorrow
for we shall have some speeial announcement 3
that will interest you and will probably indue
you to visit us.

Bring

the Children

Our

Styles

have the best Bicycle Shoe in existence, endorsed by the L. A. W.

BOOTS AND SHOES
for

the people

at

popular prices.

Along

Our Hpt Depar:
and fit them with new hats.
ment is completely furnished and a good! r
space is given to children’s and hoys’ sizes; on t*
line includes Turbans, Jockey Caps, Boun 1
Hats, Boys’ Derbys, and all the styles in fact.

OUR SPECIALTY.
Greatest amount of service and style
for smallest amount of money.

in Men's Sizes

equals any in the city, and includes the Hai
rington, Youman, Boston Derby, Silk Hats, Soi t
Imported Freneh Crush Hats, Flanges, Drivin ;
Hats, Hammock Hat* ana Grand Army Hats
we also have a fine line of Bicycle Caps in blu s
and the league color and Yachting Caps.

FURNISHINGS.
The “ATKINSON” Shirt has token so
well that we have had to order another lot; we shall continue to make
a feature of the Unlaundered Shirts
•
at
49 cents

dians.
Miss Collins has been a missionary on
the Sioux reservation in Dakota sixteen
years; she speaks the language and has
won the confidence and Affection of these
most

upon.
We trust she may find a good
audience
to greet her.

GENERAL MANAGER.
negro songs were
ereditto Mr. James
“Jimmy” from the Mill.” The

HI

in ctrPptS llVPlv

WpclnPQlllIH

ouoidmr

ome of them who did not care to dance
mused themselves by drinking bad beer
a ud shouting on the streets.
Several
* sgular fights occurred
between them,
* 'olicc Officers Shehan and Creeden kept
c rder at the hall.
The two officers came
f ■om Lewiston with the boys.
Sheriff
i1 iassett also was on deck and made
seve ral arrests including a Norway man for
But these were isolated
s ailing liquor.
uses and do dot detract from the res pent that Norway has for the
good beavior of the porty as a whole.
Supper
'' 'as served at the Beals Hotel.
Wilson’s
rchestra furnished music for the ball.

Lary ana
quartette was excellent, and was highly
appreciated by the audience. The orchestra consisted of piano and violin,
played by Miss Stone and Mr. Frank
Harmon, the veteran violinist of Buxton.
Next Monday
night the troupe will give
another exhibition at the hall, with an
entirely new programme.

Scarboro.

The Dunstan Minstrel Troupe played
,f

t the Good

Templars’

Hall

Wednesday

orders.
Clark & Milliken’s drive of logs is hung
up in Parlin’s stream because of lowwater.

“Crawford’s Claim” was presented by
the A. F. F. Dramatio Club at the Opera
House Wednesday evening for the benefit of the Richmond library.
Two slight shocks of supposed earth-

quake

were

felt here

Wednesday evening

between 9 and 10 o’clock.

MARRIAGES.
In tliis city, April 20, by Rev. B. L. Whitman,
Franklin W Sterling and Miss Maggie A. Price,
both of Portland.
In Fryeburit, April 20, by Rev. B. N. Stone,
Frank A. Hill"and Miss Dora A. Brickett, both
of Fryeburg.
111 Brunswick. April 16, Addle E. Kaler of
Waldoboro and Milton W. Lowry of Thomaston.
In Bkldeford, April 18, William H. Burrows
and Miss Carrie E. Hayman.
Ill

May

»T

<1 tCl Y

B.

1I1C, Apill At,

|l, VI.

lOUIUrtUU

Loud.

DEATHS.
this city. April 21, Eliza R. Sawyer, wife of
Robertson Dyer, aged 54 years 8 mouths.
[Funeral on Sunday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
at her late residence. No. 30 Boyd street.
[Bath papers cony.]
In Deering. April 21. Sarah G., widow of the
Charles A. Reed, of Freeport, aged 95 years 7
months.
[Funeral Saturday forenoon at 10 o’clock, at
her late residence. Burial at Freeport.
In Deering, April 20, Joseph J. Emerson, aged
44 years.
[Funeral this Friday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
at his late residence, Deering, near Bradley’s
Corner.
In

In

Brunswick, April 13, Josephine Tobin,

aged 39 years.
In Brunswick, April 15, Albert R. Webber,

aged (15

1 arts well.

Mr. E. L. Waterhouse, our
took the stump aud

orthy postmaster
Z lade
a rousing speech,

which pleased all

*

On April 22x0, 1864, Congress abolished the old fashioned
copper cent previously turned out
by the mints and authorized the
issue of the one and two cent
coins, now in circulation.
Singularly enough this date is
the anniversary of Uncle Sam’s
starting in the money making
business, the Act creating the
mints having been passed
April

22nd, 1793,

One of the modern ways of
money
making is by judicious investments.
jsuy nothing that has a semblance
cheapness unless it has value to go
with it. Expect to pay a fair price
for a good garment and
you won't
regret it.
Our Clothing is guaranteed to
prove
of

as

represented.

All Wool Suits for business, $10
to $15; Dress
Suits, $15 to $30.
Genuine bargains in Children’s
Suits from last year’s*stock at hall

price.
FARRINGTON

Ill Bath. April 18, Mrs. Fannie A. Lcmont,

aged
In

5a years.

Biddeford, William M. Hussey, aged

70

yrs

&

BICKFORD,

Formerly Farrington Bros.,

years.

In Webster, March 30, Anstrees N. Nowell,
vening. The weather and traveling be72 years.
11 lg favorable, and having well adver- aged
[The funeral service of the. late Mrs. Stephen
* sed the play, the hall was packed to its
Berry will take place this Friday afternoon at
11 tmost eapacity, and many were
2
o'clock,
at the New Jerusalem church. New
obliged
High street.
* > go away, unable to gain admittance,
^ t was really an amusing display of home
t dent, all the characters taking their
e

SjfiI

M:

Richmond.

The saw mill was started up Wednesday afternoon. A quantity, of logs are
on hand, which are being sawed to fill

a

among

an unusual degree.
She is a
interesting speaker, a woman of
West discretion and sense and may be relied

whose grounds are at the corner of
and Neal streets, got their net out,
marked off their court and several siugles and doubles were played yesterday.

I

SPECIAL

present. The Irish and

]

westbrook!

Indians to

Association,

] terns

Wednesday evening

How to

delegates

11

especially line, doing

ne

Wednesday evening,
ed as follows:

WHEELMEN

ATKINSON CO.,

MAINE TOWNS.

PAUL REVERE’S HEROIC RIDE.

At the

CAME.

ISAAC C. ATKINSON,

MANAGER.

Grocers and High School Boys.

city of

YOU.

::

The customers that flocked to our store ye:
terday proved that our keeping open had bee
of convenience to them.
Many who had neve
visited us improved the opportuniiy and enjo;
ed inspecting the different departments. Man f i
had been waiting for a holiday in which to do
little shopping.

$12.00

BALBRIGGAN UNDERWEAR.

PLEASE

is the most desirable.

Middle, Pearl, "Vine Streets.

A game on the Western Promenade between a picked nine of grocers and the
High school nine yesterday afternoon resulted in a score of 14 to 12 in favor of
the grocers.

3—2<)

184
YARMOUTH RIFLES.
Captain Hall.4 4 5 3
Lieutenant Collins.... 3 4 5 4
Sergeant Knight.4 4 3 3
Corporal Hinds.4 3 3 5
J. Poole.2 4 4 3
Hill.3 4 0 3
lifts.2 4 0 0

Mc-

their team work
did not compare with that of the Westbrooks. The two elevens lined up as
follows:

and

below:

14 ...444

Turner,

spirited

Yesterday afternoon a team from the
Portland Cadets went out to Yarmouth
and had a trial at target practice with
the Yarmouth Rifles team. The score is

rules

like

was

Portland Cadets and Yarmouth Rifles.

make the
game entirely different from the Rugby.
In Association football speed in running
and dodging and accuracy and power in
kicking are the characteristics. Forbidden to touch the ball with their hands,
Association players become very apt in
punting the ball with their heads, stomachs and legs, as well as with their feet.
It is a hard game, but does not seem to
be nearly so dangerous as Rugby or
American.
The Westbrooks are composed of
young Scothmen, rugged,
handsome
fellows, who played with great skill.
The Mongolians were a mixed eleveu,
who had never played together before,
but had been drafted from the ship's
company. There were good individual

market is

cream

.......

be observed that these

baking powder

*

AVestbrooks.Mongolians. !

x-10
0—8

Five to One.

-,.-.4-

tn great variety ; an all wool two
or three piece suit, in
colors,
mixtures or plaids,
$5.00

Pearl and Vine Streets.

SAAC C. ATKINSON,

FOOT BALL.
The

CHILDREN’S SUITS.

THE ATKINSON CO, THE

9

Y.M.C. A.4 3 1 1 1 0 0 0
Westlrook Sem ..10210112

In all Wool Overcoat, with silk
facings, in any colors,
$10.00

hesitating between

THEY

0.00

(Ve have just opened two cases of
fine
Balbriggan
Underwear,
which we shall close out at 50 cents

grounds in Deering
yesterday forenoon spectators were treated to a good game of English Association
Foot Ball. There are played in England
two kinds of football, the Association
and the Rugby.
American football is
more like the Rugby,
although American has 11 players—the same number as
the Association game—while Rugby has
15. But both Rugby and the American
game use the oblong ball and are characFirst Baptist Sunday School.
terized by the rush line, the passing of
The annual meeting of the First Baptist the ball from hand to hand, tackling, inSunday school was held last evening and terference, running with the ball, and
the following officers were elected:
the touch
down, where the player,
Superintendent—Fred’k Brunei.
brought to bay, holds the ball to the
Assistant Superintendent—Chas. Dunn, Jr.
Secretary—James A. Cook.
ground to prevent it falling into the
Treasurer—Harry S. Bryant.
hands of the opposite side. The Rugby
Librarian—D. W. Brunei.
and American games are very rough,
Melvin D. Sipole alias Albert King, has with much chance for
slugging and a
been sentenced to four years imprisonAsment for the abduction of young Beals in great deal of grovelling in the dirt.
Ksuisas City. Lizzie Dennis, his accom- sociation football is very different. The
plice gets two years.
ball is perfectly round to begin with,
Advices by steamship state that the and the players—except alone the goal
Compardore of Hong Kong and Shangkeeper—are forbidden to touch the ball
hai has absconded. The loss is $600,000.
with their hands, while one player may

only

prices.

Spring Overcoat for

l

each;

each;

innings:

Ninth Stookbridge.
Tomorrow evening, G. F. Hopkinsor
Smith and T. Nelson Page will give the
ninth entertainment in the Stockbridge
course.
Mr. Page is author of “Marse
Chan,” “In Ole Virginia,” “Two Little
Confederates,” “Befo’ de War,” “On
Newfound River,” etc. Mr. Smith, the
novelist and artist, is author of “Col.
Carter of Carterville,” and other stories.
Good seats at Stockbridge’s.

The

early
decorations,
decorations,
each;

attractions in this department. Come
early and get your choice. Many
of these
offers cannot
be duplicated.

M. C. A’s vs. th© Westbrook Seminarys.
The Y. M. C. A. ball club defeated the
Westbrook Seminary team yesterday
forenoon on the horse car grounds in a
well played game. Although it was the
first game for the Y. M. C. A. boys they
proved to be too much for the expert
Seminarians. Following is the score by
2

big

are

::

1 good all W ool Suit, well-made
and of fine finish, for
$10.00

J md

Y.

Innings.1

SUITS FROM $6 TO $30.

MANY OTHER BARGAINS

-C nil

—---O-

the sensational plays.
The scenic dis
play is very elaborate, including the Easi
River by moonlight, Grammercy square,
showing the home of the late Samuel J.
Tilden, Randall’s Island insane asylum
and New York harbor as seen at midnight from Bedloe’s Island, showing the
shipping riding at anchor and the city in
the distance illuminated. A river of real
water, 60 feet long, 40 feet wide, and foui
feet deep, which sustains real yachts,
row boats and a genuine steamboat that
runs at full speed, is one of the principal
realistic features.

cottages;

Saucers,
Sugar Bowls, only
corresponding

There was a fair-sized audience gath- Reynolds, ..4 0
1
1
8
1
0
4022200
ered at the matinee at Portland Theatre Nash, cf.
Jackson, ss. 4 0 0 0 0 2
1
yesterday afternoon to see Mr. Frank W. Purington, p.3 1 0 0 1 s 0
Curtis’s representation of the typical
Totals.34
4
6
9 24 14 T
Hebrew drummer, and in the evening
Innings..1 23456789
there was another.
The many good Lovells.2 0 3 2 0 0 0 0 0—7
Colbys.. .1.....7.0 0 8 0 0 1 0 0 0—4
points were readily appreciated and apEarned runs—Colbys, J : Lovells. 1.
Stolen
plauded.
bases—Colbys,- 8; Lovells. 7. First base on
balls—Kiley, 2; Purinton, 6. First base on erI.ost In New York.
rors—Colbys, 3; Lovells. 1. Struck out—PurinThis evening Leonard Grover’s celebrat- ton, 7; Kiley, 13. Double play—Kalloch and
Passed balls-Reynolds. 4; Barrett,
ed aquatic drama, “Lost in New York,” Bonney.
0. Wild pitches—Purinton. 3. Hit by pitched
Kalloch. Time—2 hours 15 minball—Hall,
opens an engagement of two nights and utes.* Umpires—Small and McManus.
a Saturday matinee at Portland Theatre.
TVlfl Tvlovr

Butters,

each;

CAN

IN'S CLOTHING.

Saucers, regular price $1.25
dozen,
Friday
Saturday
CASES,
Ruby
Peppers,
shape, regular
price
each,
each,
mly.

Duu

::

you
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CONGRESS

STREET.
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|
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DR. WOODBURY’S ANTIDOTE
Is

excel

an

zer, a

of

lent

tiie

Kid

ndys, and

pels from the
acrid

appeti-

for inactirity

remedy

c

i

rc u

ex-

lation

prin

pies, prodnetive of rheumatism and gout.
Sold

TWO

COSTLY

MISCELLANEOUS.

BUILDINGS.

Structures for Public Uoe Now Belli
Erected at St. Taul and Boston.
St. Paul is to hftvo a now

MALE HELP.

t

Running Ulcers!

govGrnmGr
building. Tlio design was made b
Supervising Architect Edbrooke, of th
United States treasury department, wb
carefully revised
:bleimprov<

ETwentySarsaparillaj

WANTED—A married man

TO LET.
to

work on

a

recommendations
bring
to
farm;
STEVENS & CO., 140-142 Commercial street

Portland.___22-1
on

rig’s

%

Effects

a

Cure where

*

Hospital

Treatment Failed!

t

i

man

a

pttsiness;

come

W. I.. WILSON

well recommended.
Apply to
& CO.20-1
a

branches. Tea especially—having had 6
years’ experience in China—in buying tea only.
Aildress IV. W., office of this .paper.
10-1
all its

_

Tobaccos.

They Are the Best and
Last the Longest.
A Little Lasts a

Long Time.

i

mt)

Liiuu

noor will D<

>

given up to the district and circni
courts and their officers, besides room: 1
for witnesses, grand and petit juries
judges, marshal and deputies, distric
attorney and clerk of court. The fourtl

I

■

treatment

for

three

months has had

no

will give one

of Murdock’s

case

Liquid Food free of
Our
offer

Me-

known
we

that

wo

WIT AND WISDOM.
No Joke.

above

have never

we

of paralysis that
have not cured or very much

helped,

or a

has not been either cured

ora

strong testimony that life has
been very much prolonged
by
its

I

In ail

of Disease bene-

cases

ficial results

are

sure

to

be ob-

tained by the use of Murdock’s
Liquid Food. This statement is
attested

by the crucial test of
THREE THOUSAND oper-

FEMALE

S
0
0

over

ations in

prominent hospital
in this country, and by its use
the unprecedented record was
a

reported of

only

five

loss by death

a

patients in

a

of

thousand,

and many of these difficult cases
of surgery. We shall he pleased

give any inquirer the further
facts, hut the above is convinthat
cing
proof
Itlurdock’s
Liquid Food is not an artificial
to

stimulant

to

the

though it

can

be

tion

.extreme cases of exhauswith perfect safety, its in-

fluence is permanent and with,
out a

reactionary influence dele-

terious to the system.
We would remind the public that no
substitute (and there are many co-called
Foods and Food Extracts in the market)
has a record in any way
approaching
the results of the Murdock Liquid
Food in the
»pr8

past

12 years.

eodtf

WM. M.

Book,
JOB
97 1-3

MARKS7
Card

PRINTER,

PRINTERS’

EXCHANGE,

Exchange St.,

Portland.

FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.
All orders by mail
tended to.

or

Physicians endorse and
newer to

Wakefield, of Jay, Maine, makes the following remarkable statement: “Last
0 September I received a partial sunstroke, attended by the usual dizziness and vomiting.
0 Could not walk without support, and even then with great pain. In October a painful bunch
0 appeared on my leg. Sore was lanced, and discharged freely. Could put my fingers into the
0 ulcers to the depth of one inch. Fleshy part of my leg was honeycombed. Twenty ulcers
0 appeared on either side of leg —some as big as silver half-dollars. Everything, indicated a
0 Bone Sore. Was treated in a Maine Hospital without relief. At this time amputation
0 looked probable. Leg was much swollen. Had to keep it bandaged, as the secretions which
0 oozed out caused new sores. I have taken a little more than two bottles of King’s Sarsa0 parilla. The ulcers are healed. My leg is strong; my appetite is good; and bodily health
0 is thoroughly improved. I know I'owe my recovery entirely to King’s Sarsaparilla,

|

J

S. S.

The Honarch of Health!
and will

gladly

telephone

i

recommend it to all who suffer in

0
0
0
0

a

0
0
0

0
0
0

0

0
0

0
0

t

February 17, A.D, 1S93.

Subscribed and sworn to before me,

cure

your

lations.

Hard to Suit.
"The play last night was not realistic enough
for me,”
“What was the trouble?”
“Ton know the chap who was killed in the
thud act?”
“Yes.”
"Well, I saw him on the street this morning.’
—Puck.
_

0

King’s Sarsaparilla Is beyond doubt the undisputed

King

0

of Blood Purifiers!
For sale by all Druggists. Price, 73 cents.

A
a

KING MANUFACTURING CO„

I'E'f—Tvvo newly finished rents
TO
Sterling homestead. Peak’s Island.
Seth

at

land, Maine.

19.4

girl
general house
work, in a family of two. Call forenoon
evening at 204 SPRING ST. Good Wa ges.
lil'-l

WANTED—Capable
or

for

the

Apply

Sterling, Deputy Sheriff’s office. Port-

to

LET—A lower tenement of 7 rooms, pleasant
A™1 suniiy location. Inquire at 311

TO
SPRING SI.

19-2

LET—A very pleasant and
HPO
er rent of
X

desirable loweight rooms, has bath room, gas
and furnance; everything in good order; good
stable on the premises, price $300 a year. No.
11(3 Winter St.
1 8-1
LET—A fine, well furnished house in the
western part of the city, to be leased for
the summer or for the year. Also a furnished
summer cottage, with ample
grounds, delightfully located on one of the best points on the
Cape Elizabeth shore. Address RESIDENCE,
Press office.
10 1

TO

LET—Upper rent of six rooms on Cumberland street, near Casco, with all the
modern improvements. Lower rent No. 6 St.
Lawrence street, five rooms, very pleasant, all in

TO

Also six

City Hall
der. L. O. BEAN & CO., 40 Exchange
rooms near

all in orstreet.
16-1

pleasant rent of either six or
with or without stable for
three horses and carriage house.
Apply on
premises. 22 HOWARD ST. or JOHN W. BURROWES foot of Preble St.
16-1
LET—A

TO eight

rooms

__

COTTAGES TO LET—Some Of
for general house work in
the best
WANTED—Girl
cottages in Portland harfamily of three. Apply at No. 23 Lin- SUMMER
bor to let.
of A. M.
coln
summer

Street,

Woodfords._

Enquire

20-1

ANTED—Situation.
\\f
’1
of
wishes

A young lady, 18
a situation where she
years
age,
can have a home as one of the
family, and have
part of her time to study.
Will assist in any
way she can about the house.
Best of references given.
Address Miss F., No. 58 Brown
street.
10-1

smart, bright
\srANTED—1Two
V
work

employment.

Me.__16-1
cook at 13

the right person

secured;

also

a

fair

Me._

GRAY STREET.

good pleasanthome

son

or

can

be
of

lG-tf

LET—Good tenements of three and six
rooms; prices SS and $12 per month; also
for sale houses in all parts of the city. By J. C.
16-1
WOODMAN, IO0V2 Exchange street.

TO

Floor space with

Apply

power.

heat

to GIANT

TRIC MOTOR

and

ELEC25

COMPANY,

and 27 Commercial Street.
mar7dtf

compensation. Family
two. mother and son,
good reference requested. and best given. Address, W., PRESS
OF! ICE, Portland Me.
12-2

finder

on

20-1

have found the Greatest Cure on
Earth, for Rheumatism and Neuralgia in
their worst chronic forms. I suffered twelve
years and tried every known remedy. Sufferers
write to me and enclose stamp.
MISS E. S,
ORR East Harpswell, Maine. aprl6d&wlmo*

FOUND—I

FOR SALE.

BICYCLE—“Model O.,
1891,” cushion tire, spring fork, run very
little, for sale or exchange for a horse. Address
Box 60, Old Orchard, Me.
22-1

YICTOR

SAFETY

forsalbT
A Snug Little Carriage Business.
Two fires in blacksmith shop and two
benches in wood shop. Plenty of work for
4 men. A first, class carriage paint shop
Address “Carriage
running overhead.
maker,” Box 212, Berwick, Maine.

dlw*

api-2_

cottage six (6) rooms
spacious piazza, spring water piped to the
house, mountain view unequaled, convenient
to mail, church and grocery store; situation
in Intervale Park, Intervale, N. H.. M. C.
li. It. Intervale Park was laid out by Dr. Charles
Cullis of Boston, on the slope of Bartlett Mt.,
roads, ponds, fountains, brooks,
boarding
house, chapel, cottages all at large expense.
Tile scenery on eveir hand is grand anil beau
tiful. Address COTTAGE, No. 152 Spring St.,
Portland.
21-2
SATE—A

FOR

summer

let-A large and desirable house
TO
Gray street, between Park and State, furnished

on

would let a part of
right parties; must be let by May
(Jail and see the house. O. H. FELLOWS,

unfurnished;
house to the
or

or

1st.
15 Gray street.

21-1

SATE—We have five tons of Wheat for
poultry that we will close out for SI.15
per 100 pounds. Think of this, SI.15 per 10O
pounds. Cheaper than corn and worth three
times as much for eggs.
GRAIN STORE, 67

FOR

Washington street._

20-1

SATE—The finest Photograph Car in
FDRMaine,
10x30, finished in wnitewood and

cherry,

hard wood floor, wheel brake &c; built
1890; made in the best manner throughout;
at Brunswick, Me.; don’t care to rent; will
•sell at a bargain. Address W. C. BUTMAN,
Middleboro, Mass.
20-3
in

now

SALK—At Whitney’s 291 Congress
street. Wheat Germ Meal 5c lb; best
bolted meal 2c lb; dairy ball butter, 25c lb;
corned beef 10c lb; can country string apples
7c lb; all canned goods lower than ever. Sample my 50c tea.
20-1

FOR

TO LET.

table girls,

hard, best pay and steady
Address Evens House, Gardiner

not

SMITH, Portland,

a ring.
Will the
keys
LOST—Two
leave them at the PRESS OFFICE.

SALE—One 2 horse tip
IJORjiggers,
one light top buggy

cart, severa
used part o
beautiful morgan mare 5 yrs
old, one sorrel driver (very fast), one brown
horse 1000 pounds, secondhand harnesses, etc.
G. B. McGREGOR, 203 Com! St.20-1'
one

season,

one

SALE—Avery desirable house, with
FORstable
and large lotof land, centrally locat-

TO LET.

ed

near business part of the city;
supplied with
Sebago. For particulars apply to BENJ. G.
WARD, attorney, No. 98 Exchange street.

20-1

J

*

a

Bridgton.Mc.

alifetime.

THE GOTTOHi PICKER.

What is to be done with the negro if
you pick the cotton by machines? The
answer is, better his condition.
The first
sawmill built in England, less than 125
years ago, was destroyed by a mob. Can
any sane man believe that the laborer of
today would be belter off if all lumber was
hand sawed? Arkwright’s invention of
the spinning jenny endangered his life,
although it greatly benefited the laborer
whose work it performed. It cheapened
clothing, and increased the wages of the
very laborers who mobbed him, as soon as
the temporary disturbance was quieted and
their labor directed in new channels.
Where little or no machinery is used it
requires all the laborer’s wages to minister
to his present wants, and he is illy clad
and fed. The introduction of machinery
enables him to be better housed, clad and
fed, and the introduction of the Lone Star
Cotton Picker will mark an era in the
progress of the negro race towards that
higher civilization they are destined to
reach. The evidences of that are now
visible. A desire for education is almost
universal, and a strong contrast to the
“poor while trash,” who seem to have
little ambitidn.
The advent of the Cotton Picker will
emancipate him from the drudgery of the
cotton field, and his emancipators, the
parties who furnish him the machines, will

ASSORTMENT

gPRINfi

CLOTHINP

We invite your attention to our New Spring
Stock, which is now complete, and beg to add a
word with reference to the advantages offered by
us.
The particular care exercised in the selection
and manufacture of all Garments, the perfection
of style, and excellence of fit, all guarantee the
best value at no higher prices than are frequently
asked for goods of inferior workmanship.
let us
show you our line before you buy your
Spring

HASKELL &
Manufacturing
apr*

profit largely

JONES,

Clothiers and Men’s Furnishers,

MONUMENT SQUARE.
eodtft

W.L. WILSON & CO.
HOUSEKEEPERS
For House

ATTENTION,

Cleaning Purposes
well stocked with

we

are

thereby.

The Standard Oil Company banished
the tallow candle and furnished better
light to millions of rural homes. No one
will suspect them of doing so purely as
philanthropists—“there was millions in
it.” There are more millions in furnishing
Cotton Pickers. Any business that can be
absolutely controlled, and where a large
demand exists, must be immensely profitable. In this respect the Lone Star Cotton
Picker Company is peculiarly happily
situated. The rights of Angus Campbell,
the inventor, are fully recognized, and he
is the largest stockholder in the company.
The United States patent laws fully recognize the inventor’s rights to a monopoly
of his invention, and public sentiment
endorsed them. Every legal formality has
been complied with to secure the rights of

unusually

t.liA invention t.n his Assicmpp—which is thp

Lone Star Cotton Picking Machine Co.

Monopolies making

enormous

not considered bad

by those

profits

the
“inside.”
You can be of the favored
ones by purchasing stock now, while you
can get in on the ground floor.
The
evidence is direct, positive and unimpeachable that the machine will save $80,000,000
each year. Invitations to share it will not
be extended long.
Prompt action can
alone secure it. Call at 31 Milk St., see
the machine, and investigate.
are

bargains.

37000

pounds of nice old Family Soap, pound 4c
2000 pounds Sand Soap, pounds
4c.
-

-

2000 papers Zomonia, each
200 dozen Bottles Ammonia,
100 dozen

Large

-

-

-

-

Scrub Brushes

-

-

-

...

3C.
8c.
12c.

And all the Standard Soaps and
Soap Powders
at the VERY LOWEST PRICES
to be found in
the city.1

Morgan Sapolio

-

-

8c.

c

A Guaranteed Cure for Piles of whatever
kind or degree—Externa!, Internal, Blind 01
Bleeding, Itching, Chronic, Kecent or Hereditary. This remedy has positively never beea
known to fail. $1.00 a box, 6 boxes for $6.00sent by mail prepaid on receipt of price
A
written Guarantee positively given to each
purchaser of 6 boxes, when purchased at out
time, to refund the #6.00 paid it not cured
Guarantee issued by W. W. WHlppr.ii &
CO., Wholesale and Retail Agents, 21 Monu
octb’Seodtt'
inent^Square, Portland.lle.
NOTICE

ASK

EOR~
Ova.:re

TOUR DRUGGIST

Scott’s
For

Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Sprains oj
Bruises, Sore Throat, and Other Tameness.
Second to no other Liniment In the United

COR. EXCHANGE AND FEDERAL ST.
1
*"1!
—__

<

_

__

States, we 1 known in all Eastern Provinces.
Willbe sold by all druggists. David Scott, Sole
Proprietor in the United States. Trade marl'
on all circulars and bottles. Wholesale bv Cook
Everett &
Me.
feb&dU

*en§eJkPgrjJfcij,

street.

WANTED.

W. H. WALDRON,

FOR

HOUSE

$1,000 to
buy
WANTED—To
worth of cast olf clothing.
The
from

$10,000

highest

cash prices paid for ladies’ dresses; also
men’s and children’s clothing.
Cash
paid for carpets and furniture. Address

gentle-

prices

postal
letter, M. DeGROOT, Portland, Me., Perry
Hotel.
20-1

or

\KTANTED—Situation as housekeeper In
it
hotel or private family. Address N. W.
Press office, Portland, Me.
20-1

180

Middle
19-1

SALE—Excellent Jersey
Stable of J. P. BAXTER, 61

WANTED—A Gentleman and his
wife, without children, wish to hire a
whole house west of High St.
Address
“HOUSE” P. O. box 1384, stating location and
rent. Possession to be given at once,
21-1

family

cow.

Deerihg

__

St.
19-1

SALE—A large parcel of real estate,
situated on Munioy Hill, in the city of Portland, the rental of which is about eight hundred
dollars per year, embracing five tenements, desirable location, perfect condition. Sold for no
fault, only the owner is about to go West. A
part of purchase money can remain on mortgage. F. H. HARFORD, 61% Exchange street.

FOR

18-1

FOR SALE—In Windham; contain
FARM
of excellent land; good
ing forty
two
acres

miles from Maine Central Depot.
buildings;
Inquire of C. G. IRISH, 52 Market street,
Portland, Me., or GEO. SPEAR, near Duck

Pond.

18-2

wishing to engage in
the best paying business in the state, can
And such an opening by calling on the undersigned at the City Hotel, R. FRISBEY. 20-3t

WANTED—Gentlemen

Kamaret iu
perfect condition, used only a few weeks,
a bargain If annliedfor at onoe.
H. H. HAY &
18A
SON, Middle St._

WANTED-A1I persons in want of trunks or
if
hags to call at E. D. REYNOLDS’, 6C6
and 558 Congress street, corner of Oak; as we
manufacture c ;r goods, and can therefore give
von bottom 'nrices;
trunks repaired; noeu
19-1
evenings until 9.

sale or to let—a cottage on Meet
ing House Hil). Peaks Island. In a fine
location. For terms apply to 4 ST. LAWRENCE
ST.
l&£

know that I make
a specialty of dress suits and overcoats.
I guarantee every fit and only the best of
trimmings used in making garments. $5.00 to
$10.00 you can save on a suit. 1$. M. NANSEN
tailor, 502 Congress st., Portlaiw, Me. 25-4

Lafayette and Waterville streets. Church

WANTED—The

public

to

SALE -4x6

FOR

CAMERA

For

SALE
TO LET—Dwelling houses
FORHampshire,
Congress,
Cumberland,
or

on
on

Monument street furnished for occupancy. Also
of the best farms in the state. One good
work horse and complete set of farming tools
Twenty settees for sale. S. L. CARI/ETON, US
14-2
Congress street.

one

sale—A six horse power marine boiler
public to know that we do For
in excellent older. Sold for no fault, but
WANTED—The
Ane gold, silver and nickel plating, polto replace with larger.
Address HERBERT
etc.

Silver plated/ware repaired
ishing, buffing,
reAnished and enameled to prevent its tarnishThe
ing.
only complete manufacturing and
plating establishment in Maine. Send for price
list. STEVENS, WOODMAN Sc CO., cor. Fore
ana Union Sts.
janlStf
call at your store
house
WANTED—To
and pay you cash for old rags, barrels,
or

iron, rubbers, bottles,

metals

of all kinds.

If

you have any of the above please drop me a
postal. Address C. B. WISH 58 Hanover
11-ltf
street, city.
buy from $1000 to $15,000 worth of cast-off clothing; I pay the
highest cash price for ladies’ dresses, gents’
and children’s clothing, and gents’ winter over
coats; call, or address letter or postal to S.
LEVI, 97 Middle street.
auglOtf

NOTICE—Wanted

to

KNOX. Brunswick, Me.

11-2

SALE—In Cape Elizabeth,
three miles from Portland; contains thirtylive or more acres, about twenty under high
state of cultivation. Good orchard of about one
hundred trees, all in bearing; the best in town
of its size. Also a plenty of other small fruits.
address C. G. R., Portland P. O.

FARM

FOR

Forjparticulars

and desirable house lots;
loams for filling. Inquire
L. RICHARDSON, Deering Centre. 6-8

FORalsoSALE—Dry
gravel and

of A.

Deering Centre,
FOR
Goods, Fixtures and team. Only
G°°d reasons for selling.
& cEaRK
SALE—At

stock of
store in

DAVIS

SALE OR TO LET—A nice Cottage
of 6 rooms at Trefethen’s Landing. Best
location on the Island. A bargain for some one
Furnished throughout; will allow the furniture
to remain in cottage one season. Address, C.
A. Sloman, 203 Franklin St, Portland Me.

FOR

ROOMS.
suite of 3 or 4 large rooms,
with bath and open Are, in western part
of city, furnished or unfurnished.
Address U.
S. ENGINEER OFFICE, 537 Congress Street.

WANTED—A

20-1

LET—Pleasant

in suites'
single
TO with board at 110rooms,
PARK ST. MRS. H. M.
or

RICE.

on

JAPANESE

Worth a Million.
Charlie- So you are to he married ?
(ills—Yes; and to the nicest ght in the world.
She's worth a million.
Charlie—You don't say so! I congratulate
you. old hoy.
(Jus—Yes. she’s worth a million of such girls

society.
Charlie—Oh Gus (he murmurs as he goes off.]
poor devil, I pity him.—Texas Siftings.
No quackery; nothing injurious; sure cure;
doctors prescribe; druggists sell; all who have
triedit commend Ath-lo-pho-ros as a .specific
for rheumatism, neuralgia and sciatica.

FTIO
SALE—A small steam
JL null covemently situated near the city,
suitable for use as a gristmill or for light manufacturing business; terms reasonable. For particulars address Box 1710, City.19-1

to the nam#

sea
owner

§00 boxes Enoch

in

RENT OR FOR

dog answers

red setter

collar without auy marks. Thd
will satisfy the person who returns him.
F. W. MASON, Stroudwater.
_21-1 ^
owner

SALE—Steam yacht, everything new in
spacious second FOR
July, 1888. Engine 4 1-4x6, boiler built by
--WANTED-South Boston, gives ample steam, hull
Russell,
floor
over
our store, with built bv Sheldon,
East Boston.
RELIABLE MEN,
Large cabin.
Thirty feet long, draws 3 1-2 feet. Splendid
boat
and speedy'.
Reason
for
TO ACT AS AGENTS. Address
steam
selling,
central wants larger boat. Address, H. G.
heat,
J., Journal
office, Augusta, Me.
0 HOMER N. CHASE &
_19-3
CO., Nurserymen, location, very light.
SALE—Near Congress Square, one o*
AUBURN ME.
FOR
the best located, most thoroughly built
$ Mention this paper.
mar28eod&w4w
brick and granite houses in Portland at
cost
of $15,000: tl
square in view from all the main
0
SHORT & HARMON,
LORING,
windows. Pn-o $10,000. The opportunity of
mar31
dtf

Ayer's Hair Vigor restores gray hair to its
original color, makes it vigorous and abundant

as one sees

_22-1

capable lady with
WANTED—A
daughter old enough to he of assistance;

clock?”

This is the testimony of two generations
Pond’s Extract cures all Inflammations anc
Bleedings. Avoid Dealers who offer base imb

u.—

LOST—A
of Joe,

1

The

A

‘That did he do that for?”
‘‘Well, ye know he is walkin’ diligate for his
district now. and says a clock he’d have thai
wouldn't strike.”—Brooklyn Eagle.

PERKINS._

A

Baby cried,

Knight of Labor.
■•Why Mrs. Halloran, where is
‘•Sure, Pat fired it out.”

capable girl for general house
WANTED—A
work at 328 Spring street. MRS. J. W.

WANTED-A
__13-tf

^

seven

non*«...

AGENTS.

Hall's Hair Regray and faded hair.

Mother sighed,
Doctor prescribed: Castoria I

HELP.

$
f

stairs rent of

on/1

LET—At 1(3 Parris street, an up stairs
six rooms, in
good repair, sunRent $12. Possession given
immediately.
19-1

order.

to

State of JKafar.
Cumbirlano

0

t

like way.”

Jay, Mainz.

use

She Was to he a I.adv.
Butcher—'Ow is my daughter gettln’ on with
'er rnoosic. Professor?
Professor—Well, 1 am only teaching her the
scales at present.
Butcher (indignantly)—Teachin’ 'er the scales!
I don’t want 'er to know anythin’ about the
scales! She ain't gofn’to serve in the shop. 1
mean 'er to be a lady.—Tkl Bits.

system, but
given in the

most

J

S. S. WAKEFIELD.

Party Behind Screen—Oh, yon may
laugh as much as you like, but I tell you
it’s no joke to wake up and find you’ve
been robbed of everything you possessed
—clothing, money, valuables, all gone,
even my wig and false teeth, and I am
to be married in a couple of hours, too;
that’s where it hurts me most!—Life.

_9-tf

RESERVE, Room 1,176ya Middle street, cor.
Exchange, Portland.
11-tf

CUSTOM MADE DRESS SDITS TO LOAN.
CHILDREN’S CLOTHING.

use.

WANTED-Man
with
small
family, who understands farm work, and
or stock.
Address BOX 1095 Portland,

County; position

*T

Agents for ROGERS & DOWLING’S TROY LAUNDRY.
Shirts Made to Order.

consumptive that

ref-

$2000 per annum
s
to right man. Also two local
agents at $10 per
week and commission. Call on or after Tues
22d, at office of MUTUAL

Clothing.

a case

experience

de-

agent for Androscoggin
\\TANTED—General worth

-OF-

cost.

for the

reasons
are

relief,

of

AdAdver16.1

FAKMEK
care

FINE
boston’s citt hall.
to remodel it entirely. The result will
be an ornate and commodious structure
of which, as the illustration shows, any
city might be proud. In its reconstruction tho building which has hitherto
been the county court house will be enlarged and its upper stories connected
with tho present city hall by a bridge.

Chicago.

____aprl 4-tf

Tlmt has been under medical
treatment
three mouths without relief, we will send one case
of Murdock’s Liquid Food, Boston, free of charge.

IF

near

sires some position of trust; best of
erences given. Address “S.,” Press office.

draftsmen. The appropriation is $800
000, but it is not improbable that befor
the building is completed the cost wil
exceed a million. The site was donate
by the city, and the amount saved i:
this respect will be put into the struc
ture itself.
The appropriation there
fore means that at least $800,000 wil
be invested above the ground. Ordi
iiarily a fourth or more of this amoun
would be expended fora site. The build
:
ing will contain the postoffice, Unite*
States courtrooms and offices for th ,
customs and internal revenue service
It will occupy an entire block, the fron ;
being on Fifth street, the rear on Sixth
and the side entrances on Market an* [
Washington streets. The rear entranc* ,
will be used exclusively for the
receip ;
and dispatch of mail matter, and wil [
be reached by a driveway extending
from Washington to Market. The firs' ;
floor will be occupied by the postoffice
the second by the customs service, in
temal revenue, surveyor general, super
vising inspector of steam vessels an*
ttgcmi.

factory foreman

FOREMAN!

ANTED—Book-keeper

floor will be divided into file rooms
dormitories for the railway mail service
etc. The building is to be in the fora
of a hollow square, although the firsl
floor will be roofed over entirely witl
glass. There will be a tow'er at th(
main entrance on Fifth street, which
will rise 163 feet above the sidewalk,
All of the latest conveniences will be
used, and the building will be an ornament to Minnesota’s capital.
Boston is not lagging in these architectural days. The city hall, while it is
by no means unsightly, has nevertheless
been left so far behind by recent building achievements that it has been decided

ANY

under

corn

in an establishment
dress CORN FACTORY
tiser Office.

ST. PAUL’S GOVERNMENT BUILDING,
merits before he turned it over tp th

rnnm

house, pleasant

by advertiser, situation in whole TOtenement of
WANTED
sale Grocery Store; sound knowledge of
ny and pleasant.

WANTED—Practical
''

Pound Foolish.”

hflth

wit.lt

rnnm a

WANTED—A

for

furnished and unfuron
Great Diamond isCushing's islands and tire
lands,
Falmouth
and
shore
now ready
Foreside;
Gape
to let for the season. N. S. GARDINER, 185
Middle street._____
21-1
a new

competent man to take
charge of a farm in the vicinity of Portland. must be temperate and come well recommended. Address stating age, P. 0. Box 1716
c‘ty.
i9-i

“Penny Wise,

LOST AND FOUND.

LET—Cottages,
Little and
TOnished,
1’eak’s and

a farm;
good man to work
# WANTED—A
Baffled !
preferred; must be
man
single
Attending
Mat understands the care of stock.
let—At Oakdale,
Address
To and desirable down
Some Thought Amputation Necessary! ? P. O. Box 1100, city.
_20-1
iirst-class salesman, must
WANTED—A
have experience in the retail grocery

Doctors

i

by all Druggists.

MISCELLANEOUS._

28-tf

mariotf

SALE—Farm of 100 acres in City of
Westbrook, on Cumberland street; one
mile from East and West End; known as
Hussey farm, Inquire of C. E. GRIFFIN,
Cumberland Mills, Me.
14-8

FOR

DR. E. H.

MATHEWS,
the well known Magnetic Physi-

Boston,
OFcian.
Medium and

Psychometrist,

can

MISCELLANEOUS.
for Ladies’ and Men’s
82.00, 32.50 and *3.00 Boots. We keep
and half sizes. BROWN, Sign

TTEADQUARTERS

U

all widths, sizes
of Gold Boot.

ITLAllNJEi

be

consulted dally on all matters for a short time,
at 428 Congress street, cor. Temple, Portland.
Me. Hours—9 a. m. to 5 p. m. and 7 to 9.
apr20
lw»

20-1

PICTURES! Those In want of a
good picture, for a small amount of money,
would do well to call onus. Pictures framed.
Plush goods and albums, skates and skate
straps. E. D. REYNOLDS, Cor. Oak and Con
19-1
gress streets.

PICTURES!

SJEiASilUlUi.

SALE OR TO LET, furnished, “The
Brambles,” the sunny residence of the lata
Judge Goddard, at Falmouth Foreside, Casco
Bay, live miles out of Portland, Me.; large
house with broad pizzas, 16 large rooms, 11 open
fire places and modern conveniences. Houso
stands on high land close to the water, commands beautiful views on every side, good boating and bathing; two miles from steam cars,
eight minutes from boat. House and one acre
of land $8,000, more land chn be purchased i£
desired. Rent for the season 8360. Apply to
BENJAMIN SHAW, 6iya Exchange St.
aprlldeod6t

FOR

FOR SALE

IN IIALLOWELL.

MILL with store houses

and 10
footwear. Sign of Gold Boot.
Tenement houses In good repair; machinery
SEASONABLE
Examine our spring styles. BROWN, sign COTTON
be
could
started
at
iu
order,
Gold Boot.
good

of

20-1

HOTEL.-From April 1st. I will
give the travelling public the beneiit of low
rates. For *1.00 to *1.50 per day 1 will
provide as good rooms and good table as any other
house in Portland.
l-t-2

PERRY’S

JOY WANTED—In wholesale grocery store.
9 Apply at 120 COMMERCIAL STREET.

I

once; 16,600
spindles, one half are new. A rare chance to
For further particulars inget a good bargain.
quire of C. K. HOWE, on the premises,
aprli)
d2w

FOR

SALE.

house No. 1 Leering, cor. High street
For particulars apply at HOUSE between

Brick

die hours of 3 and 5 p. in.

rjKOWN’S
“ -» tion, 944

BRANCH STORE. Union StaCongress street. BROWN. 201

Aid Society of Portland, Me.
Lowest cost Life Insurance: unimpaired
reserve fund in state
treasury, relatively largest
of any association in the State: responsible
management; ably 20 single assessments total
since 1885.
Agent wanted, previous experience
not necessary. CorresiKmrtenee invited. 20-8

PROVIDENT

attends
special sale
IMMENSE
Ladies’ 31.50 and S2 shoes.
BROWN
success

our

on

SJgu of the Quid Boot,

5‘-

-7;

80-i

HORSES.

apbdtf

HORSES.
HORSES.
Of 1 Bloeky Horses and Mares for sale at the
•*»'
Empire Brewery Co. stables. Weight 1000
to 1400 lbs. Prices $4° to $m. Also, l
pair,
weight 2600 lbs.; price lor pair $100. Also,
aiavan. Call at Empire
Co.’s office,
Brewery
It Hampden street, cor.
Albany street. Take
Hampshire street electric ears, pass the door.
These horses are better than green horses for
farmers to work: will work single or double iu
any spot of Place. Take electric ear on Washington street, Boston, Mass. If you don’t like
hese horses j our
expeug.es will be paid.
apra
3w»

fflAMAL AID COMMERCIAL

H^arbs at 10%c;

Quotations of Staple Produets
Leading Markets.
Stocks and Bonds—Money Easy

Exchange Quiet

and

Active and

Firm—Stocks

quiet

and

Sterling
Fairly

Opened, Closed

strong

with

actual

business in bankers’ bills at 4 87 tor 60-day
bills and 4 88% for demand; posted rates at
4 87y2@4 89.5 Commercial bills were 4 86%
Government bonds were dull and
@4 87%.
firm. Railroads were active and firm.
Dullness in the stock market after 12 o'clock
became most oppressive after activity of the
last few days, while prices appreciated somewhat. The movement was extremely slow^
though Reading again touched 58, its opening
price. The only feature of interest was the
strength in Distillers, which rose to 48%,
against 47% at opening, ou a much larger business than usual of late. Later selling resumed
more animation, but the movement was of short
duration. Reading afterward reached still better prices. Lackawana rallied to 159Va. During the last hour the market developed considerable strength, closing fairly active and firm to
strong, generally at about opening figures.
Transatactions at the Stock Exchange aggregated 279,900 shares.
Grocers’ Sugar Rates.
Portland market—cut loaf 5 y2c confectioners’
7c; pulverized, 6c; powdered, 6c; granulated,
6c; cotfee crushed, 3% c; yellow, 3c.
Retail

PORTLAND, Apr. 20.
Receipts by Maine Central K. R.—For Portend. 141 cars miscellaneous merchandise; for
pars

!

I

PORTLAND. Apr. 21,

1892.

Tbe following are to-day's quotations of Grain,
Provisions, Produce, etc.:
Grain.
Corn, ear lots. B4@n5
Corn, nag lots..57@58
Mea[, bag lots.. 55®5G
I Oats, car lots.. .41@42

Superfine &
low grades.? 1V4@4%
X Spring &
XX Spring S4s/s(g4T,8
Patent Sprng
: Oats, bag lots.. 44@4t>
Wheat .5 25@5 50iCotton Seed,
Mich, str’glil

!

car

lots. 25 00@25 50

roller-S4%@5 10( bag lots. .$25@26 00
clear do.. S4%@4% :Sacked Br’n
StLouis St’gt
! cal' ots.
S20@21 00
raoler.$5g5 12% 1 bag lots..S3l<§22 00
clear do.. .-S4S/3@:4% IMiddlings..S22@25 00
Wnt’r wheat
! bag lots.. ®23@26 00
Provisions.
patents.. .5 25@5 50!
Fish.
jPork. Bks.15 OO.alR 60

Cod—Lar ge
clear... 14 75@15 00
Shore ....600@650] shortctsl5 00@1626
Small do. .4 60@5 00 Beef.extra
.3 50®4 50.
mess...
Pollook
'8 00® 8 25
Haddock.. .2 00®3 50| plate.. ,10 00®10 50
Hake.1 75@2 00] ex-plate.10 50@11 00
Herring,box
|Lard. tubs. 5%® 7%
Scaled....
12@16C| tierces... 5%fe 714
:
Mackerel, bl
pails.... 6 PL. (a) 11
Shore IS..S
I pure leaf.10 (gloVa
Shore 2s. .S
I Hams
1014(1,10%
Med. 3s.. .l3 00@$14! docov’rd.ll @llya
...

....

Large

3s..

Oil.

I Kerosene. PortProduce.
Cpe Oran’s, bush-.3 25| land ret. pet...0V4

Peg Beans. .196@2
Medium do.

10

I

Ligonia.0%
Centennial.6%

Ger. med.. .1 75®2 101 Pratt’s Astral.. 814
Yellow Ryes.1 75®2 001 Devoe’s brilliant 814
Cal. Pea.... 2 50®2 601
Raisins,
lrisn potat’S 36® 40cjMuscatel... l 50®2 00
.3 50@4 001 London lav’r2 00&3 50
Sweets
Onions—Na
(Onpura lay'r.S @9%
tives.2 75@3 00 Valencia.
6%@7
Geese... b..
14,aJ 5c
Sugar.
Chickens.
15@l71b Ex-aual’ty fine
Fowls. 13® 14c
granulated_413-16
Turkeys.... 17® 19c Standard do.
4%
Extra C.
4 ya
Apples.
Ho 1 BaldSeed.
wins.1 75®2 25 Red Top.
1 75® 1 85
a ting.2 25@2 50 Timothy.
.1 66®1 Go
vap D ft-.
8® 10c Clover-12 @16
...

..

Lemons.

Butter.

.3 00®3 75 Creamery.26@28
Palermo
Messina-3 50@4 00 Gilt Edge Vr’mt.22@25
Choice.20«i21
Oranges.
» aiencia

o

uu®v
.3 50f«:4

tioou..ly® 20
Florida
fiOIStore.18® 10
C heese.
Sicily.3 76.®4 001
! N. Y. fct’ry.. 13®13V2
Eggs.
Eastern ext_15@1G I Vermont. 13 ®13%
—

...

201

Held..
Limed.

iSage.14

Boston Stock

gl4ya

Market.

The following were to-day’s quotations of
stocks n Boston:
Atchison. Topeka & Stanta Fe K. 36*4
C. B. & Q.10914
Mexican Central. 18%
Union Pacific. 4614
Boston <4 Maine R.170
dopfd.147
Bell Telephone...208
New York and New England tc. 40%

dopfd.
New York

MiiiingpStocks.
(By Telegraph.)
NEW YORK. Apr. 21. 1892.-The following
are to-day’s closing quotations 01 mining stocks:
Col. Ceal.7:. 31%
Hocking Coal.13

Homcstake.;... 14 00
Ontario.38 00
Quicksilver. 3%
do pfd.17 00
Mexican...
New York Stock and

Money Market.

(By Telegraph).
NEW YORK, Apr. 21. 1892.
Thefollowing are to-day s closmg quotations

of Government securities:

April

20.

New4!s leg.115%
New 4’s coup.115%
United States 2s reg.100
Pacific lsts.108
nver & R. G. 1st.118
ie 2ds.107%
Kansas Pacific Consols.112*4
Oregon Nav. lsts.Ill
Kansas Pacific lsts.108
Closing quotations of stocks:
Adams Express.144
American Express.118
Central Pacific. 31
OSes.®Ohio. 23%

gntral

Ohicflcn & Alton.145
Chicago & Alton preferred.. 160
Quincy, run
Chicago. Burlington
Delaware * Hudson Canal Co. .145
Delaware. Lackawana * West. 160%
Denver & Rio Grande. 17

Erie. 30%
Erie preferred.-. 74
Illinois Central.104%
Ind., Bloom & West.
Lake Erie & West. 26 u.
Lake Shore.135 V2
Louts* Mash. 75V2
Manhattan Elevated.124%
Michigan Central.110%
Minn. & St. Louis. J1%
Minn. & St. Louis pfd. 24%
Missouri Pacific. 6OV2
New Jersey Central.139
Northern Pacific common. z2%
Northern Pacific pfd. 61%
Northwestern.120%
Northwestern pfd.143%
New York Central.115
New York. Chicago & St-Louis. I8V2
do pfd. 75%
Ohio & Miss. 22
Ont. & Western. 19%
N orth American. 15
Pacific Mail. 36 V2
Pullman Palace.192%
Beading. 58%
Bock Island. 87%
St. Louis & San Frau.
St. Paul. 79%
CO

Ofd.123%

St. Paul. Minn. & Mann.113
St. Paul & Omaha. 48%
uo

pfd.115%

Pacific, new...10%
Union Pacific. 4G%
U, 3. Express.. 45
Wabash, St. Louis & Pacific ..12
do pfd.. 28V*
■Western Union. 933/3
Sugar Trust. 96%
Texas

pfd.
Jtichmoaa & West Point. 10%
do ofd. 57
do

Arp.

31.

115%
115 %
loo
107
118

f lb; country

full creams and
twins at 1 ls4®12c; fair to
good 9®ll Va ; western choiceat 11 ®,11 Vi c; tan* to
good O.aTlVh!
sage at l&gisc.
Eggs—Eastern extras at 15c; Yt and N H extras 15c; Mich, extra at 14*4 ®
15c; Southern
choice 14Va ; Western firsts 14 v, ®15.
Poultry—Northern fresh-killed turkevs.choice
—c; do chickens at 25®33c; fowls HYaiSe ;Western iced fowls 10c; frozen turkeys 17®. 13c; dc
chickens at 16® 17c: fowls 14®15.
Keans—New York hand-sicked pea, l 90: mar-

pea at 1 80 ; choice screen pea. 1 oo«.l 70:
at 1 75®i 80; choice yellow
eyes. 1 80®1 8'*; California pea beans, 2 30®
2 40; hand-picked. 2 50;®2 00.
Seed—Timothy, 1 50® 1 70; Western red top
1 oO®$2; clover,
12u.l3c;Hungariau, 80®90c.
Hay—Choice, 19 00® 19 n0;some fancy higher:
fair to to good at $17,®.$18; Eastern
line, 814®
$17: poor to ordinary $14®$10.
row

hand-picked med

Potatoes—Choice Inatives and Maine stock at
bbl; choice Vt and nortnern N
Burbanks and white stars 40a43nu;
rose 43®>45c; Houlton Hebrons
50c; Aroostook
Hebrons 42@45c.
Apples—No 1 Baldwins, at 2 00@2 50;Greenngs 2 00®2 25.
1 00®1 2j>
H and N Y

Chicago Cattle Market.
(By Telegraph-)
CHICAGO.April 21.1892.—The Cattle market
—Receipts 12,000; shipment's 4,5000; active
and 10c higher; choice to prime steers at 4 40®
4 85; others at 3 25@4 25; Stockers 2
90@3 50;
cows and heifers 2
25@r 50.

Hogs—receipts

packing

107Vs
112

111*4
107
144
118
31

4 50®4 60;
4 65®4 70;

prime heavy and butchers'
weights
light at 4 4084 60.
2000;
Sheep—receipts
shipments—; active and
steady; ewes at 4 00(3)4 75: wethers and yearlings 6 25(5)6 85: Westerns 6 95(®6 40; clipped
Texans 5 35 as 50.
Lambs 5 75:87 00.

Domestic Marktes.

(By Telegraph.)
NEWYORK. April 2J. 1892.—The Flour market—receipts 16,715 pckgs; exports 4364 Mils
and 1690 sacks;auliand irregular; sales 21,750
quotations—low extras at 2 75:88 40;

city mills extra 4 75 o4 85; citv mills patents
4 65@5 00; winter wheat low grades at 2 75®
3 40; fair to fancy at 3 4584 45fpatents at 4 10
@4 90; Minnesota clear 3 6884 45; straights

do at 4 00@4 60; do patents 4 10®0 00; do rve
mixtures 3 65ffi4 25; superfine at 2 3583 15;
fine at 1 90(82 85. Suotliern flour is dull and
unchanged. Rye flourjqniet. Cornmeal steady.
Wheat—receipts 183,750 bush; exports 66.000 bush;sales 191.000 bush: lower and quiet;
No 21Red at 95V»:a96c in store and elev, 9844c
@10088 fob; No 3 Red at 92@92%c; No 1
Northern 9544@953/4c: No 2 Northern at 898)
9044c; No 2 Chicago —c. Rve dull and lower ;
Western at 83 @86c. Corn—receipts 106.875
bush; exports 2183 bush; sales 112,000bush;
firm and quiet; No 2 at 49V2@60c in elev, 51c
afloat; No 3 at 46cc; steamer mixed at 48@
4944c. Oats—receiptsJ51.250 bush; exports
833 hush; sales 138.000 bush; firmer aimless
active; No 3 at 3444c; do White at 36c; No 2
at 35(®36o; do White 37@3744c: Mixed Western at 34.836Vic: White do 358:400; White
State at 35@40c. Coffee—Rio dull and weak;
No 7,13c. Sugar—raw' dull and steady u-efined
quiet, steady; the outside quotations are those
trust inside figures
posted by
cover
rebate ;No 6 at 3%@4c ;No 7 at 3 13-16@3 15-16:
No 8 at 3%®3?ac: No 9 at 3 11-1683 16-6e;
No. 10 at 3-V8@3%c;No 11 at 3 9-16(B3 13-iec:
No 12 at 3V?i®3S'se.; Nol3 —: oft A 11-115
-16®44ic; Mould A 4 7-16@4 9-16c; standard
at A 4V< ®S4'-- c; Confectioners’ at A 4Va@444c;
cut loaf at 5@5 Vsc ;crushed at 5:85 e c : powdered 4% @444 c; gi'anulated 43/s@4%c: Cubes at
4%@4% c. Petroleum quiet and steady: united at 5944c. Provisions—Pork quiet and steady
and unchanged; Beef quiet; beef hams are dull;
tierced beef quiet: cut meats dul1; middies are
quiet and steady. Lard steady and quiet; Western steam
lce-d 6 4744 asked; citv steam at
5 90; refined quiet; Continental 6 60@G80; S
A 7 40. Butter quiet and weak; State dairy 17
@22c; do erm 23ao34ie; Western dairy at 13
(815c; doormat 168240; do factory 12(8 16c;
Elginat: 24-. Cheese ill fair demand and : State
'«uw; fancy livtcglisio.
Freights to Liverpool firm and moderately
aotive—grain per steam 2d.
CHICAGO, April 21.1892.—The Flour markket is dull and nominally unchanged. Wheat
closed easy and lower; N o 2 Sprint at 82 c;
No 2 Ked at 85%c. Corn lower; No 2 at 40%
Oats lower; No 2 at 28 e.
Rve, No 2 at 73c.
Barley. No 2 at 60c. No 1 Flaxseed at 97c.
Provisions—mess pork lower at 9 45@9 47%.
Lard at 6 15®6 27%. Dry salt meats—shoulders at 5 50®5 00; short clear sides at 6 17 Va

®ti

80.

19.000 bids: wheat, 21.000
cbm, 138.000 bush: oats. 262.000 bush;
13,l\00
rye.
bush; barley, 38.000 bush.
Shipments—Flour 21.000 bis; wneat. 171.000
bush; coin. 280.000 bush; oats, 244.000 bush;
rye, 8,000 bush; barley, 17,000 bush.
ST. LOUIS. April 21,1892.-The Flour maret is firm and unchanged.Wheat advanced ;No 2
Red at 86c. Corn Jligher; No 2 at 37aA c. Oats
firm: No 2 a,t 30%*. Rye. No 2 —. Barley is
quiet: Minn rtOc:Imva 53c. Provisions firm:onlv
job trade—pork, standard Jobbing 10 oo. bard
6 00. Dry salt meats—loose shoulders at 4 60;
longs and ribs 5 55; shorts at 5 70; boxed lots
15 more.
Bacon—shoulders at 5 25; longs and
ribs at 6 25; shorts at 6 40.
Hams 9 00®10 50.
Receipts—Flour, 7,000 bbls; wheat, 24.000
bush; com 24,000 bush; oats, 9,000 bush;
rye. 0,000; bariev. 2.000 bush.
Shipments—Flour. 5.000 bids; wheat. 16
OOOJfmsh; corn. 31,000 bush; oats, 16,000
bush; rye. 3.000 lish; barley, 00.000 bush.
DETROIT. Apr 21, 1892.-Wheat quiet ;No 2
White at 90c; No 2 at 90e. Corn is quiet; No 2
at 42%c. Oats quiet—No 2 White at
33c; No 2
at 31%C. Rve quiet—No 2 at 75c.
bbls; wheat. 9,000 bush:
Receipts—Flour,
corn, 3,0p0Sbush; oats, 1000 bush.

Receipts—Flour.
hush;

—

Cotton Markets.
(By Telegraph.)
NEW YORK. April -21. 1892.—The Cotton
market is dull and unchanged; sales
bales;
good ordinary uplands 413-16c; do Gulf 5 316c; good ordinary stained at 4 5-16c; middling
7 3-lOc: do Gulf at 7 9-16c; do stained
—

uplands

new'ORLEANS,April

21.1892,-The Cotton
firm :middllng 7c.
CHARLESTON. April 21. 1892.—The Cotton
market is firm; middling 7c.
SAVANNAH. April 21, 1892.—The Cotton
market is firm; middling 6%c.
MOBILE, April 21.1892.—TheCotton market
is firm muddling 67/sc.
MEMPHIS.April 21. 1892.—The Cotton market is

23%

1A5

160

108%
] 441/2
158%
17%
30%
74

104%
26

134%
74%
124%
109y3
11 %

24V*
60

19.000; shipments—; lower;

market Is

•-

I38V2
22%
61

120%
143%
114%
18%
75
20

19%
14%
36

192%
68

86%

firm; middlings

6 15-l6c.

OCEAN STEAMElt

MOVEMENTS.

FROST

FOR

TIME

Marcia.New York. .Rio Janero. Apl 33
Philadelphia New York. Laguayra Apl 23
Dania.New York. .Hamburg .Apl 23
Amsterdam... New York.. Rotterdam..Apl 23
Nevada.New York.. Liverpool
Apl 23
Aller.New York. .Bremen.
.Apl 23
Etruria.New York.. Liverpool
Apl 23
Trave.New York. .Bremen... .Apl 26
La Bretagne
New York.. Havre.Ayl 26
Marcia.New York.. Rio Janeiro. Apl 27
w aesland-Now York.
Antwerp
Apl 27
Majestic.New York. .Liverpool .Apl 27
Uty of Chicago New York.. Liverpool
Apl 27
Mongolian.. .Portland.. .Liverpool .Apl 28
Siberian.New York. .Glasgow
28
.Apl
Auranta
■.. New York..
Liverpool
Apl 30
Alaska.New York. .Liverpool .Apl 20
Devonia.New York. .Glasgow
.Apl 30
Eras...New York. .Bremen
.Apl 80
t-ellcrt.New York. .Hambvrg .Apl 30
..

..

..

..

..

123

113%
48%
116

10%
46
45
12 Vs
28

9304
95%
Wft

CORRESPONDENTS.

FROM OCR

THE dress is FINISHED, SO AM I.”
flashed beneath the brilliant lights of a ball-room;
a queen of society is radiant to-night.”
The nervous bauds of a weak woman have tr*’1
uay and night, the
weary frame and aching head have known.rest —for “the dress
in
time.”
must be finished

EXCHANGE DISPATCHES.

Sid fm Melbourne Mcli 18, barque Wakefield,

A

Minott, Newcastle.

Iloilo 2d inst, ship Wm H Starbuck,
Reynolds, San Diego.
Ar at Mauritius 5th inst. barque Isaac L Skolfleld, Skoifleld. Chittagong.
Passed Tuskar 15th inst. ship S P Hitchcock,
Gates, Liverpool for New York.
Ar at Point a Pitre about 5th inst, brig Clias A
Sparks, Thestrup, Portland.
Ar at

Memoranda.

at Delaware Breakwater 21st with
mainsail split and fore and main gaffs broken.
Sell Fred Gower. Sargent, from Brunswick for
Rio Janeiro, has arrived at Bermuda with loss
of foresail and mainsail. New sails were ordered from home port.

.iul

Port

Royal,

roll! OF PORTLAND.

an

He will he at the United States Hotel, Portland, every Saturday, (room 18) where hi
he consulted free of charge.
All persons suffering from piles, or anv disease of tin
are requested to call and see him, or address

ectum,

>R. C. T. FISK,

i or pamphlets
1 ltate-

Arrived..

hundreds of testimonials from

MAIN ST.,

LEWISTON,

ME.
prominent people throughout tin
marllF&Stf

STEAMERS.

Falmouth Foreside Steamboat Co.

^ay|Hirei
mu Root

On and after Monday April 4. 1892 th<
Steamer Alice will leave Town Landing. Fa!
month for Portland daily at 6.00 and 8.66 a. m
1.00 and 5.00 p. m.
Returning leave west sidf
of Portland Pier at 7.00 and 10.00 a. m. 2.4(
and 6.15 p. m. Special arrangements for ex
elusions, freight etc. can be made on hoard tin
steamer with B. M. SEABURY, Captain.
tf
apr2
*

Do you
^
Drink
Beer?

SOLD AND ENJOYED EVERYWHERE,
aprll

M,W&F4mcd

Casco Bay Steamboat Company
CUSTOM HOUSE WHARF.
CS7 INTER TIME TABLE, commencing Mon
*
day, November 1, 1891:
Leave Portland for Forest City Landing, Peak!
Island, 6. 45, 6.45, 8.00 a. m., 2.15, 6.10 p. m.
for Little and Great Diamond. Trefethen’s am
Long Island, 8.00 a. m.. 2.15. p.m.
C. W. T. GODING,
octBOdtf_ General Manager.

HARPSWELL STEAM BOAT GO

KNABE.

after Nov.

Phis

piano

is used at

NISS NEALLY
,

nid is commended

lights in
I

and

steamer

landings

concerts

RETURN leave Portland Pier for Orr’s Islam
and intermediate landings at 8.00 p. m.
ISAIAH DANIELS,
General Manger.
octldtf

b;

STEVENS,

21.
5.

23.

7,

May

season.

Steamship
FOR

Co.

—

Fall and Winter Arrangement.
On and after Nor. 2. and until further

FIRST, by such

musical- Qrmament

grea

-mi- -Hit- -list!,-

as

md

a

nm

nrnT

Prices for Families and Offices:

UMLDCni,

host of others.

The general
agenc;

1

rHURSTON’S PIANO HOUSE
t Free St. Block, 12 Free St.,Portland
S. THURSTON.

Spoken.
March 19; lat 27 N, ion 34 W. ship Belle of
Bath, Curtis, from New York for Hong Kong.
April 18. oft' Cape Florida, sell A It IVeeks,
Henley, from Matanzas for North of Hatteras.

April

dtf

A.

DEALER

IX

Vatches, Clocks, Jewelry, Spectacles & Eye Glasses

PIANOS

Fine AA'atch
ILL

RENT; ALSO

AVOKK

Monument

Repairing

surance

—

HASTINGS’.,
I

Specialty,

-■_eod2m

forget that it Is a Home inilution—tar Union Mutual Life Inof Maine, the
Compauyworld
only
company in the
guaranteeing
to you (without any increase of cost)
the inestimable advantages oi jLi
Mains Non-forfeiture Law.
Do not

■.

NO. 114 1-2 EXCHANGE ST.

a

STHICTLV FIRST CRASS
Square, Portland, Me.

marie_

Plain at

*

,

JOHMSOX,

Formerly Chronomenter and Watchmaker wit]
Win. Senter & Co.)

CLASS

10 lbs.
$1,55
month,
per
Daily,
“
“
“
“
15 “ “
2.05
“
“
2.55
20
50 lbs.
.15
100 lbs.
.25
BY THE CAKE, per 100 lbs., .20
•

no-

■

p.

m.

For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the UnTicket Office, 40 Exchange St., or lor other
information at Company’s Office,
Railroad
Wharf, foot of State street.
J. B. COYLE, Geu’l Manager.

ion

Je20

dtf

ARRIVALS.

Lowest fares from Portland, Aarmouth Junction and Danville Junction as follows: To Chicago $20 and $15.75; Detroit $16.75 and
$12.50; Kansas City $30 and$24.00; St. Paul
$31.50 and $26.50; St. Louis via Detroit $23.75
and $19.75; St. Louis via Chicago $26 and
$21.75; San Francisco, California, $90 and
$56.75. These rates are subject to change.
L. J. SEARGEANT, General Manager.
dec8
dtf

MAINE CENTRAL R. R.
For Bangor, Bar Harbor, St. John, the
White Mountains, Quebec, Montreal
and the W'est.
and after
On
April 11, 1892, passenger
trains leave Portland as follows:
For Danville Junction, Auburn and Lewiston, 8.30 a. m., 1.10, 5.05 p. m.
Lewiston via Brunswick, 7.15 a. m., *1.15,
5.00 and til.30 p. m.
Rockland and Knox and Lincoln Stations,
7.15 a. m., 1.15 ana on Saturdays only at 5.00
p. m.
Brunswick, Bath, Gardiner, Hallo well sad
Augusta, 7.15 a. m., *1.10, 6.00 and tfl.80

,-ioiiiiioiikii,

nniirvr

»muiua

duu

LINE FOR

m.

Ellsworth and Bar Harbor at 1.16 and 11.80
p,

in.

Vanceboro, St. John, Halifax and Provinces
*1.15 and tll.30 p. m.
Houlton, Woodstock, St. Stephen and North
Aroostook at 1.15 and 11.30 p. m.; St. Andrews, 11.30 p. m.
*Ruus daily, Sundays included. fN'lght express with sleeping cars attached, runs every
night, Sundays included, but not to Skowhegan
on

or to Belfast,
Dexter
Sunday mornings.

or be-

Quebec Line.
For Cumberland Mills, Sebago Lake, BridgNorth
ton, Fryeburg,
Conway, Glen, Bartlett, and Fabyans, 8.45 a. m., 1.45 and
6.15 p. m.; St. Johnabury,
Newport
and Montreal. 8.45 a. m.. 6.15 p. m.; North
Stratford. Colebrouk and Quebec at 1.45
p. m.; Jefferson and Lancaster, 8.40 a. m.
and 1.45 p. m.
The 8.45 a. m. oonnects for all points in Northern New Hampshire, Vermont, Chicago and
the West; and with the Canadian Pacific
Transcontinental train for Vancouver and Pa>
cific Coast points.
The 6.15 p. m. train
connects at Montreal with trains via “boo’*'
for
Line
Minneapolis and St. Paul.
ARRIVALS IN PORTLAND.

From Waterville and' Lewiston, 8.36 a. m.: Augusta, Bath and from Rockland Mondays only,
8.40 a. m.: Montreal. Bridgton, ete.. 8.20 a.
m.,and 8 p.m.; Quebec, Lancaster and Bridgton
12.20 p. m.; Farmington. Skownegan and
Lewiston 12.25 p. m. ; St. John, Bangor. Rockland, etc. 12.30 p. m.; Waterville. Bath, Augusta and Rockland, 6.35 p.m.; Farmington, Skowhegan. Waterville and Lewiston, 6.45 p. m.;
Montreal. Lancaster, Fabvans, Bridgton, 8.00
p. m.; Night Pullman.*1.40 a. m.
•Sundays included.

Portland. Mt. Desert & Nlachias S<°nmboat Co.
Steamer

CITY

OF RICHMON

TlinrsdAvs

at

4.

a

nt

arrivimr

From New York, pier foot of Canal street,
North River, for San Francisco via The Isthmus of Panama.
For Japan and China,
COLON..sails Tuesday, April 26, noon
From San Francisco. 1st and Brannon Sts.
CHINA sails Thursday Apvif 2S 3 p. rri.
For Freight, Passage, or general Information
apply to or address the General Eastern Agents.
E. A. ADAMS & CO.,
115 State Street, Cor. Broad St„ Boston.
JelO
dtf

Boston Miners.
$1.00.

at

Portland

about midnight same days.
PAYS ON TUCKER.
Vice Pres, and General Manager.
F. E. BOOTH Y, Geu'l. Pass, and Ticket Agent.
dtf.
Portland, April 1. 1892.

Finest and

California, Japan, China, Central and South
America and Mexico,

(weather

permitting), leaves Portland—S, ,ie Street
Wharf—Tuesdays and Fridays at 11.15 p. in.,
or on arrival of train leaving Boston at 7
p. m.
for Rockland. Bar Harbor and Jlachlasportr
Returning will leave Maehiasport Monday s aud

—

FARE OXl¥

uw

land, 1.10 and 6.06 p. m.
W»»erville via Lewiston, 1.10, S.05 p. m.j via
Augusta, 7.15 a. m., *1.16, tll.30 {a m.
Skowhegan via Lewiston, 3.10 p. m.; via
Augusta, 7.13 a. m., 1.15, tll.30 p. m.
Belfast, 1.15 and 11.30 p. ni.
Dover and Foxcroft, viihDexter, 1.15, 11.30
p. m.
Bangor via Lewiston, 1.10 p. m.; via Angusta, 7.15 a. m„ *1.15 and tll.30 p. m., and on
Sundays only at 7.20 a. m.
Bangor & Piscataquis R. R. via Dexter, 1.15
and 11.30 p. m.; via Oldtown, at 11.30 p.

LINE.

PAC IF1C MAIL STE A MSH IP COMPAX Y ROYAL BLUE

Safest Trains in the World
—BETWEEN—

New York, Philadelphia. Baltimore and

Washington
—VIA—

CENTRAL RAILROAD OF NEW JERSEY,
PHILADELPHIA & READING R. R.,
BALTIMORE & OHIO R. R.
All trains vestibuled from end to end. lighted by
gas. Unequaled dining car service.
time table

April II,

1892.

Leave New York from foot of liberty street,
North River.
For Philadelphia at 4.00„ 7.45, 9.00. 10.00.
11.30 with dining car, a. m., 1.30, 2.15, 3.30
with dining car 4.00, 5.00. (LOO, 7.30 p. m.
12.15 night. Sundays—9.00. 10.30, 11.30
withdiningcara.m. 1.30, 3.30 with ditdng
car 5.00, 8.00, p. in.. 12.15 night
For Baltimore and Washington daily at 9.00.
11.30 with (lining car a. m.; 1.30, 3.30, dining
car 0.00 p. in., 12.15 night.
Parlor cars on‘ day trains -TSleepers on nighl
trains.

SPRING ARRANGEMENT.
THE

STAUNCH AND ELEGANT

STEAMERS,

Tickets via this line are. on sale at principal
Railroad offices throughout New York and New

England.

Boston office, 211 Washington street.
dec22

PORTLAND AND FOREST CITY
Alternately leave Franklin Wharf, 7Portland,
every evening, Sundays excepted, at
o’clock;
in season for connection with earliest
arriving
trains for
points beyond.
Through tickets for Providence, Lowell,

Worcester, New York, Ac.
Returnine. leave India Wharf, Boston, every
evening. Sundays excepted, at 7 o’clock.
J. F.XISCOMB,
J. B. COYLE,
General Agent.
Manager.
sep!6
dtf
/

MAINE STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
DIRECT LINE TO NEW YORK.
Steamers

)R. HANS VON BULOW

| ■liftPBi
| -UUtll
,

the

as

all

MERRY
at 6.4(

2,1891,
ON
CONEAG, will leave Orr’s Island
m., for Portland and intermediate

a.

luuUU

«UI

344

STEAMER

field, Lucia Porter, and Sadie C Cumuer, disg.
Sid fm Cardenas 4th inst, sch Sallie I’On, MacKerson, Mobile and Boston.

P.

home office,

PHANTOM will leave Portlam
Pier for Freeport, touching at Falmoutl
Foreside, Couseus Great Chebeagueand Little
John's Island and Wolfs Point, at 3 p. m. daih
(Sundays excepted). RETURNING, will leav!
South Freeport at 7 a. m.. touching at all land
ings, commencing March 16th, 1802.
roarlSdtf
H. B. SOULE, Manager.

Newfoundland, ar 22d, for Portland,
loading.
AtCienfuegos 11th inst, barque Edw Cushing, for North of Hatteras, idg; sells Tofa, do;
Aloha, and Charles L Davenport, wtg cargo;
Ella M Hawes, idg; Mabel Hooper, Jas A Gar-

deci.7

Ills

FREEPORT STEAMBOAT CO

ner, from

W.

with

at

ISLAND

THURSDAY, April 21.

Steamship Cottage City, Benett, New York—
passengers and mdse to J B Coyle.

May

tice, the steamers of this line leave Railroad
Wharf, Portland, Monday and Thursday at
6.00 p.m., for Eastport and St. John, with
above connections; Returning, leave St. John
and Eastport same days.
Through tickets issued and haggage cheeked
to destination. jgifFreight received up to 4.00

—

24, barque Monrovia,

AT

Homewards

From
| From
Portland. | Halifax.
7.
Apr!
Apr. 9.

and all parts of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Prince Edwards Island, and Cape Breton.
Thfc favorite route to C'axnpobello and
St. Andrews, N. B.

;

Chase, Port Elizabeth.
At Barbadoes Moll 25. brig L F Munson, McKown, Fernandina, ar 23d, disg; schs Henry E
Willard, Taylor, (or Bangor; Carrie T Balano,
Bond, for North of Hatteras; Bess, (Br) Sauli-

—

—

icientifically.

|;; ggg}n OH.C3r^L3XTS

MARINE 3STEWS

International

The head-line above means just what it says—that Dr. C. T. FISK can cure Pile*
without the use of the Iqufe or ligature.
For the past eight years the Doctor has visited your city every Saturday and relieved
he suffering of scores of your best known and influential citizens, and they in turn have
riven him testimonials without number in which they express their heartfelt gratitud<
or the speedy and permanent relief received at his hands.
Now, do npt class 1)| Fisk’s treatment with the harsh methods of the knife and
J igature, for he cures WITHOUT PAIN OR RISK TO LIFE
AND HEALTH, and al
►atients can attend to their regular business while under his treatment.
The Doctor successfully treats Piles, Fistula, Ulceration and all diseases of the rectum
Te has made a specialty of these diseases for over thirteen years iu Maine, and his cure*
;
lave been so complete thiit to-day hardly a town or village can be found but that con
ains some person who is ready and willing to sound his praise for the health and
happi
less brought them by his wonderful and painless treatment.
Dr, Fisk has no nostrum to sell, he must see his patient in every case and treat their

inst, brig Mary Fink,

or

Outwards and

Steamer.

I

White Mountains and

Eastport, Calais, St. John, N.B., Halifax, N.S.

Briggs, Chipinan, New York.
Ai- at Nuevitas loth inst, sch Addie Charlson,
Charlson, New York.

Very Fancy

j

!

From Lewiston and Auburn, 8.25 a. r.i..
12.10, 3.10, 5.40 and 5.50 p. m. From Gorham, N. H., 8.25 a. 111.. 12.10 and 5.50 p. m.
From Chicago and Montreal, 12.10 a. m.,
5.50 p. in. From Quebec, 12.10 p. m.
TICKET OFFICE
50 Exchange Street, and Depot Foot of India Street.

yond Bangor,

Cabin, $40 to $G0; Return, $80 to $110; Second Cabin, $25; Steerage, $20.
DA FID TORRANCE & CO.,
nov23dtf
Agents.

S3
ZXl

"RrAff.

DEPARTURES.
For Auburn and Lewiston, 7.10 and 7.20 a.
m., and 1.10, 1.30 and 5.10 p. m. For Gorham, 7.10 a. m., 1.30 and 5.10 p. m. For
Montreal and Chicago, 7.10 a.in. and 1.30
p. in. For Quebec, 1.30 p. m. For BuckHeld and Canton, 7.10 a. m. and 1.30 p. m.

Monday morning,

DOMINION LINE.

ZX2.

..

Height tide

every fortnight.
turn $65 and upwards.
Glasgow to Boston direct via Derry and
Galway. Prepaid steerage $19: intermediate
$30. Apply to H. & A. ALLAN and T. P.
MCGOWAN, Portland, or H. & A. ALLAN,
Boston.
dec24
dtf

<2?

..

hfoonrise8<1f ??!,12 5 7

lINE{Servicao£AXLine
via

Bristol service ended for

Mch 29, sch Henry Cros-

FOR SALE OR

From
Halifax.
Liverpool Steamships Portland.
25th Feb. *Mongqlian 17th Mar. 19th Mar
10th Mar. *Numlalan, 81st
2nd Apr
Parisian.
24th
14th Apr. ,16th
7th Apr. | .Mongolian 28th
180th “
*8. S. Numidlan and Mongolian will carry eattle and onft cabin passengers. Cabin $40 to
$60, according to steamer and location of state
room; second cabin $25; steerage $20.
steam-

Liverpool. |
Mar. 17.
OREGON,
31.
SARNIA,
Apr. 14. LABRADOR,

els, New Y'ork.
Ar at Bahia Mch 21, sch D D Rivers, Colcord,
Barry.
Ar at Demerara 12th inst, barque Megunticook, Wallace, New York, IS days.
Ar at Surinam 14th inst, brig Rocky Glen, fm

_

From

From

■

MINIATURE ALMANAC, APRIL 22.
Sunrises .4 52
no7
Sun sets.6 34 Hlgl1 water
„,

Royal Mall Steamships,

at Halifax

1891,

Farmington and Phillips, via Lewiston, 8.80
a. m., 1.10 p. m.; via Brunswick, 1.15 p. m.;
and for Rangeley at 8.30 a. in.

BETWEEN PORTLAND AND LIVERPOOL
From

of Canada.

Railway

After MONDAY, Dec. 7,
Trains will run as follows:

p. m.

Line

Royal Mail Steamship*.

At Port Pirie Mch 19, ship Carondelet, Jones,
from Puget Sound.
Sid fm Manila Mch 1, barque Escort, Waterhouse. (from Singapore) for Shanghai.
Sid fm Havre 13th inst, ship Iroquois, Nick-

FIRST

Allan

Calling

Marwick, Iquique.

...

STEAMERS.

JX2.

At YVellington, NZ. Mch 26, barque St Lucie,
Erskine, Auckland, to load for New York.
Sid fm Auckland, NZ, Mch 22, barque Elinor
Vernon, Chadbourne, New Y'ork.
Ar at Pisagna Feb 27, barque Rose Inness,

Sldfm Jamaica 12th
Plummer. New York.
Ar ar Barbadoes Mch

IT!

3

Foreign Ports.

ocu

C. J. WIGGIN, Gen’l Ticket Agent,
dtf.

Glasgow,
Londonderry,
Cabin $35 and upwards. Re-

Rockland.
Sid 19th, sell Helen G King, Britt, New York.
Ar 20th, sell Carrie C Miles, Rockland.
Sid 20th. sch St Elmo, for New York.
FALL RIVER—Sid 19th. sell Anna Pendleton. Brunswick, to load for New London.
Ar 19th, sch Magnolia. Brown, Koekport.
NOBSKA—Passed by 19th, sch Bertna Warner, Matanzas for Boston.
Passed by 20tli, sell Cassie F Bronson, Bennett. from Baltimore for Portland.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 19th, sch Maud H
Dudley. Port Royal for Boston.
Shi 20th, sch Maud H Dudley.
CHATHAM—Passed by 21st, steamer Centipede. from Philadelphia for Portland.
SALEM—Ar 19th. sells Commerce, Burgess,
South Amboy for Hurricane Island; Sami Castner, Carver's Harbor for New York, (and sailed
10th.)
SALEM—Ar 20th, sells New Boxer, fm Ellsworth ; H B Metcalf, Bangor for New York.
BATH—Ar Kith, sells Celina, Murray. Philadelphia; Jas Ponder, Kendall, New York; JD
Page. Haley, and H I, Berry. Harford, Boston;
Jas Barrett, Cromwell, Bootlibay.
Ar 201U, sch T W Haven, Potter. Boston.
Sid 20th, sells H W Mtddleton, Philadelphia;
.1 H Leeds, and T YVolf, do; Georgie Berry,
Rogers,-; D L Sturgis, Foster, Boston.

ihoi,

PETERS, Supt-

oct 5

New York and

ington, Drinkwater, Baltimore; SamiCastuer,

thu

J. W.

STATE

SC.

inavun.iv/U3

DO

5*2

Cid 20th. sch Bertha Dean. Thomas, Portland.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 21st, barque Chas C
Lister. Robinson, Brunswick.
-A r at Delaware Breakwater 21st, sch John B
Coyle, Leighton, Guantanamo for Boston.
PERTH AMBOY—Sid 20th, sch Lygoaia, Fullerton, Cambridge, Md.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 19th, Sell Walker Arm-

1111

CAN

HE

for Nuevitas.
BALTIMORE-Ar 20th, sch M Luella Wood,

Spaulding,

MAVF&wlytopeoInrm

Rogers.

Npllfp

For through Tickets to all points West and
South, applv to S. E. CORDWELL, Ticket
Agent, Portland, Me.

|

■'

1

t

Moore, Kennebec.
Ar 21st, schs Bertha Warner, Locke, IJatanzas; John Proctor, Robinson, Norfolk.
Cld 20th, sch Belle Wooster, Taylor, Cardenas
SAN FRANCISCO— Cld 19th, ship Moroni,
Bjorn, Karink.
Sid 20th, ship St. Charles. Chapman, Nanaimo.
PORT GAMBLE—Ar 18th, ship Palmyra, San
Francisco.
APALACHICOLA—Ar 20tli, sch R Bowers,
Wilson, Sabine Pass.
MOBILE—Ar 20th, sch Sallie POn, West,
Cardenas
KEY' WEST—Ar 17th, sch Brigadier,Tolman,
New Y’ork.
SAVANNAH—Ar 20th, sch Neiiie S Pickering, Keene, New York.
Cld 20tli. soli Laura M Lunt, Peck, Baltimore.
CHAKLESTON-Ar 20tli, brig Edw H Williams, Dodge, New York; sch Horace G Morse,
Harriman. Boothbay.
NORFOLK—Sid 20th, sell Agnes E Manson,
Boston.
NEWPORT NEWS —Ar 17th, sch John F
Randall, Hall. Salem.
FORT MONROE—Ar 19tli, sch Etna, Jordan,
St Jago for Philadelphia.
harnnp

m.

p.

I

wick. Ga.
Cld 19th, sch G M Porter, Johnson. Boston.
Cld 20th. ship Santa Clara. Fuller, Kong Kong
barque Lillian. Eaton, Pernambuco; sch Huniarock. Veazie. Demerara.
Sid 19th, sch Lena White, for Key West.
BOSTON—Ar 20tli, sells Emma W Day .Crockett. Winterport; Bein' T Crocker, Simpson, fm
Deer Isle; Win Keene, Beals! Jonesport; WE
Legget, Lewis. Wiseasset; Elia Clifton, Strout.
Millbridge; Kate McClintock, Wright, Bath;
Kate L Pray. Pray, Deer Isle; Auna Sheppard,
Greenlaw, Roekport; Edward Rich, Gardiner,
Deer Isle; Nellie F, Perry, Maeliias; J E Bowley, Strout. Millbridge; Queen of the West.
Grant, Sullivan; Lizzie J Clark. Cole. Calais;
Moparjg. Strout. Millbridge; Ripley. Robinson,

Plipsa.np.a.kp.
Knight, from Baltimore

VEGETABLE

COMPOUND

tho
I11 b£uVf,8
°[ Fl'male Complaints, that Boaring-down Feeling, Weak
Back,
idling and Displacement of the Womb, Inflammation, Ovarian Troubles, and all
Organic Diseases of the Uterus or Womb, ami Is invaluable to the Change of Life. Dissolves ami expels Tumors from the Uterus at an
early stage, and checks any tendency to
Cancerous Humor, bubdues Faintness, Excitability, Nervous
Prostration, Exhaustion,
and strengthens and tones the Stomach. Cures Headache, General
Debility, Indigestion,
etc., and invigorates the whole system.. For the cure of Kidney Complaints of either sex
the Com|ionan lias no rival.
All Druggists sell it as a standard article, or sent
by mail, in form of Pills or
I Lozenges, on receipt of $1,00.
Lvp|A E- pINKHXM MED- CO- LYNN. MA88.
.An Illustrated book, entitled “Guide to Health and Etiquette.’1 by Lydia E. Pinkham. kefyreat
\
value to ladles. We will present a copy to anyone addressing us with two 2-cent
stamps,

NEW YORK—Ar 19th. soils Mary A Snow.

Tn

PINKHAM ’S

1>

Rockland, leaky; Abide Bursley, Sullivan; Wm
D Marvel, and Sarah Wood, Pigeon Cove; Ruth
Robinson, Kennebec.
Ar 20th, sciis Ella Brown, and E C Gates. St
John, NB; Geo Nevinger, Gardiner; Marion
Draper, and Alien Green. Kennebec; R P Chase
do; Zarnpa, Maeliias; E H King, Eastport; Wm
C Bee, and Henry N Squire, Sullivan; Addle
Sawyer, Bed Beach; John Lenthal, New Bedford; J Nickerson, Portland; A F Crockett,
Windsor, NS.
Also ar 20th, sells Geo A McFadden, Amboy;
Marion Draper,from Bangor; James Parsons.
Gardiner; Carrie E Pickering, Bluehill; Jas H
Hoyt, Bootlibay; Alma. Maeliias; Sarah Wood,
Pigeon Cove; WD Marvel, do; GMBrainard,
Rockland; J M Morales,South Gardiner; Rival,
Jewett’s Cove.
Ar 21st,, barque Freeda A Willey, Wiley, Pascagoula; sch Lizzie Chadwick, Clark, Bruns

E P

costume

LYDIA E.

arrived

Roekport; Meutora, Gott, Orland;

gorgeous

To that queen of society and her dressmaker we would say a word.
One, through not-house culture, luxury, aud excitement, and the
other, through the toil of necessity, may some day find their ailments
iue Vegetable
a common cause,
Compound will enable both to meet the
demands of society.

Barque Leventer. Gerry, from Demerarafor
Delaware Breakwater, before reported at Bermuda in distress, lost foremast find maintopma-t. She will proceed in tow.
Soli John B Coyle, Leighton, from Guantanamo

..

..

and alter Monday, Oct. IS, 1801, Passentrains will Leave Portland:
Worcester, Clinton, Ayer Junction,
Nashua, Windham and Epnlng at 7.30 a.
in. and 12.30 p. m.
For Manchester, Concord, and points North
at 7.30 a. m. and 12,30 p. in.
For Rochester, Springvale, Alfred,' Waterboro and Saco River at 7 30 a. m., 12.30 and
6.30 p. m.
For Gorham at 7.30 and 10.00 a. m., 12 30,
3.00. 5.30, 6.20 and 11.16 p. m.
For Westbrook, Cumberland Mills, Westbrook Junction and Woodford's at 7.30
and 10.00 a. m., 12.30, 3.00, 5.30 6.20 and
11.15 p.m.
For Forest Avenue (Deering), 6.20 p. m.
Tlie 12.30 p. m. train irom Portland connects
at Ayer Junction with
“Hoosac Tunnel
Route” tor the West and at Union Station,
Worcester, for Providence and New York,
via “Providence Line,” for Norwich and
New York, via "Norwich Line” with Boston
& Albany R. R. for the West, and with the
New York All Rail via “Springfield.”
Trains arrive at Portland from Worcester
at 1.30 p. in.: from Rochester at 8.30 a. m.,
1.30 and 5.50 p. m.; from Gorham at 6.40,
8.35 and 11.30 a. m., 1.30, 4.30, 5.50 and 7.35
On

'or
fer

WISCASSET, April 21—Ar, sell Lawrence
Haines, RIake, Salem.

Miu

>

STATION FOOT OF PREBLE STREET,

Torranee & Co.
Soli Addin M Anderson, Bennett, Baltimore—
Feter S Nickerson.
Sell Nelson E Newbury. King, Philadelphia—
Ryan & Kelsey.
SAILED—Sch O D Witherell.

by. Stubbs, St Jago.

96 5-16d
for for money and 96' d for the account.
LRPIVEOOL. April 21, 1892.—The Cotton
.market is steady: middling 3 13-16d: sales 10,000 bales: speculation and export 1500 b ,es.
LIVERPOOL. April 23. 11892.—Quotations—
Winter Wheat 7s 4Vsd@7s 6x/l>d; Mixed American. Corn 4s 3d.
Cheese 55s.

Couch, Liverpool—

(Br)

and

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.

Cleared.

Steamship Sarnia,
D

Grand Trunk
On

,,

Boston.
Ar at Guantanamo

Foreign Markets.
(By Telegraph.)
LONDON, April 21, 1892—Consols

Portland & Worcester Line.

To Chase, Leavitt & Co.
Lillian, from Boston.
beh Morning Light, Nickerson, Barrington,
NS, witli 6,000 lobsters.
Sell Laura & Marion, Eastman, Harpswell.

..

78%

Produce Market
BOSTON, April 21, 1892.—The following are
to-day's (imitations of Provisions, Produce, ete.
Boston

c

Cheese—Northern choice

bbls.
Flour

Portland Wholesale Market.

Flour.

and tubs;

RAILROADS.

RAILROADS.

Ayres.
Sell

creamery at 22®23e:
fancy higher: firsts ana extra firsts at 18®21c:
extra imitation creararv 17
a18c; factory choice
lb® 17c; Northern
creamery, choice 23;®24o;
Vel'mont dairy, good to choice
wa,ia
Eastern creamery, good to choice at
-0®22c. The above quotations are receivers’
prices for styictlv wholesale lots.

Railroad Receipts.

fnnnAPtitio mode 1 A.O

bams

Steamer Cumberland, Thompson, Boston for
Eastport and St John, NK.
Ship Anna M Small, Howes, Gloucester, in
tow of tug I, A
Belknap, to load for Buenos

Butter—Western extra

At New York, yesterday, money was easy,
ranging from 1 @2 per cent.; last loan at 2.
Prime mercantile paclosing at 2 per cent.
per Iwas quoted at3V4@5Va percent. Sterling
was

pressed

tierces

^Hogs-Ohoiee city dressed 6»i

Fairly and Firm to Strong.

Exchange

lc;

m cs

Government

Strong

small do 1

iu the i,!f.rd~l'hoi,'e at 7<-1? lb i'i
10-lb pads
7%e.

Frm—Railroads

Dull and

Bonds

Bong cuts OO OOS.14 25; short cuts at
50; Backs at 14 50300 00; lean lends
««00814 60; pork tongues 17 00; butt pork
00 OO.ttl 4

and Cottage City
Wednesdays and Satat 6 p. m.
Returning, leave Pier 38,
urdays
East River, New York, on Wednesdays and Saturdays at 4 p. m.
Fare, $4.00; Round trip,
J. B. COYLE, Manager.
$7.00.
J. F. LISCOMB, General Agent.
feb4dtf
leave

Manhattan

Franklin Wharf

on

& BOOTHBAY
STEAMBOAT CO. Winter Arrangements. On
and after Monday, Nov. 3, Str. Enterprise will
leave East Bootlibay every Monday at 7.15 a.
ni.. for Portland, touching at So. Bristol and
Boothbay Harbor. Every Wednesday, leave
Franklin Wharf, Portland,at 8 a. m.. for Round
Pond, touching at
Harbor.
Every
Thursday leave Round Pond at 7 a. m. lor
Portland, touching at Boothbay Harbor. Every
Friday leave Portland at 8 a.m. for Boothbay,
So. Bristol, East
Boothbay and Pemaquid.
Weather permitting. No freight received after
7.45 a. m., on day of leaving,

PORTLAND

Boothbay

marldtf

ALFRED RACE. Manager.

dtf

Boston & Maine R. R.
In Effect October

4, 1891.

DIVISION.
Trains' leave Portland (Union Station) for
Searburo Beach, Pine Point, 7.00. 10.15 a.
m., 3.30, 5-15. 6.15 p. m.; Old Orchard Beach,
Saco, Biddeford. 7.00, 8.45, 10.15 jl. M).*12.40.
3.30, 5-15, 6.15 p. ip.; Kenuebuuk, 7.00, 8.4;>
a. m., 12.40, 3.30, 5.15, 0.15 p. m.; Wells
Beach, 7.00, 8.45 a. m., 3.30, 5.15 p. in.; North
Berwick, Great Falls, Dover, 7.00, 8.45 a.
in., 12.40, 3.30, 5.15 p. m; Rochester, Farifiington, Alton Bay, Wolf boro, 8.45 a. m..
12.40, 3.30 p. in.; Worcester, (via Great
Falls and Rochester] 7.00 a. m.; Manchester
and Concord (via South Newmarket Junction)
7.00 a. m., 3.30 p. m.; (via Lawrence) 8.45 a.
ill.; So. Newmarket Junction, Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence, Lowell, Boston, 17.00,
t8.45 a. m., §12.40, 3.30 p. m.
Boston for Portland, 7.30, 8.30 a. m.; 1.00,
WESTERN

4.00 p.

m.

Sunday Trains from Union Station, for Boa*
and way stations, 12.55, 4.15 p. m.

ton

EASTERN DIVISION.

From Union Station.. For Cape Elizabeth,
a. m.; Amesbury, 9.00 a. m., 6.00 p. in.;
Biddeford, Portsmouth, Newburyport, Salem, Lynn, Boston, (t2.00 a. m. daily) fO.OO a.
9.00

m., (§1.00 p. m. daily) t6.00 p. m.
Boston fcr Portland, 7.30 a. ni.. ($9.00 a.
daily) 12.30 p. mM 0*7.00 p. m. daily.)

m.

FROM COMMERCIAL STREET STATION.
For Portsmouth and way stations, 4,40 p.
tConneots with Hail Lines for New York,
South and West.
^Connects with Sound Lines for New York.
(Western Division from North Berwick Sun-

m.

days only.
Customers can commence taking Ice
at any time they desire, and deliver}
will he continued until Notice to Stoii
is received at the OFFICE.
Any customer leaving town, by giving notice at the OFFICE, will be en>
titled to a proper deduction.
We particularly request our customers to report any neglect of our drivers
in leaving lee: complaints for carelessness, or any other cause, if made at th<
Office, will be attended to promptly.

CLARK & CHAPLIN
BURNHAM & CO.,
LIBBY & CO.,
C. S. BATES,

CUMMINGS BROS,
aprtt

ICU CO.,

3od2m

BOSTON ID
DIRECT STEAMSHIP LINE.

From Boston every Wednesday and Saturday.
From Philadelphia every Tuesday and Friday.
Long Wharf, Boston. 3 p. in. From
Fine Street Wharf. Philadelphia, at 3 p. m. In
surance one-half the rate of sailing vessel.
Freights for the West by the Penn. R. R., aiv
South oy connecting lilies, forwarded lice
commission.
Round Trip SI8.00.
Passage SIO.OO.
Meals and room included.'
For freight or passage apply to F. P. WINC
Agent, 70 Long Wharf, Boston.
E. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and Genera
Manager, 89 State St., Fiske Building. Boston
Maas.
-ict32Utl
From

Division from Dover.
to all points South and West
Union Station, Congress street.
JOHN W. SANBORN.
Acting Gen. Man.. Boston.
D. W. SANBORN, Genl. Supt.
D. J. FLANDERS. G. P. and T. A.. Boston
GEO. E. WHITNEY', Geu. Agt. at Portland.

•Western

Through tickets

for sale

at

oct3___utl_

Portland & Rumford Falls
In Effect

Railway.

November 16, 1891.

Leave Portland via G. T. Railway, 7 10 a. m.
and 1.30 p. m.
RETUKNING-Leave Canton 4.30 and 0.30 a.
m.

STAGE CONNECTIONS Daily—From W.
Minot for Hebron Academy; Buckfleld for W.
Sumner and Turner; Canon for Peru, Dixfield and Mexico; also for Brettun’s Mills,
Livermore.
L. L. LINCOLN, Sunt.

je27

-itf

;

THE

PRESS. FIRE ON DIAMOND ISLAND.

y——==.:=rr.NEW

Union Fast

ADVERTISEMENTS TODAY.
AMUSEMENTS.

Two Fine

Portland theatre.
FIFTH PAGE.
The Atkinson Company; 2.
Farrington & Bicki rd.
EIGHTH PAGE.
Owen. Moore & Co.
The Atkinson Company.
For sale; calriage business.
1
Annual meeting.
AUCTION.
F. O. Bailey & Co

Summer

Cottages

De-

stroyed.
MANY MORE

LYMAN BATSON SHOT.

Day Service.

The union Fast Day service in State
street church yesterday was unusually
well attended, showing that the New
England institution of Fast Day service
still holds an
honored place in the
estimation of church-going people. The
house was thoroughly filled with people,
and that they were interested auditors,
the great volume of sound arising when
they joined in the responsive parts of

—

WERE THREATENED

the

service, satisfactorily proved.
BY THE FLAMES.
The pulpit platform was occupied by
clergymen of the various evangelioal
New Wants, To Let, For Sale. Lost, Found
denominations of the city. The music
and similar advertisements, will be found under
their appropriate headings on page 6.
was
by the Portland Singers’ Club, led
Mr. Hamilton of Cbeheague
Saw
the
MenFlames and With a Crew Went to the by Mr. Murray, and was superb.
At 10,30 a, m. and 3 p. m. today F. O. Bailey I
delssohn’s autliem “O, for the wings of
Rescue—The
W.
Also
Fibby
Mary
& Co. wlil sell at store 181 Middle street the
a Dove,” and the other choice selections
Went With Hose and Firemen—Some
valuable collection of oil paintings, etchings,
Mr. Rankin
given charmed all hearers.
water colors, &c. All parties in want of fine
Sharp Work Saves Much Foss.
works of art will do well to attend these sales.
presided at the organ with marked
There was a disastrous fire on the
See auction column.
ability.
northwestern side of Great Diamond IslThe opening prayer and the reading of
Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been and yesterday afternoon, which resulted the Governor’s
proclamation was by
ased over Fifty Years by millions of mother* in a general alarm and the destruction of Rev.
B. L. Whitman.
Following was a
for their children while Teething, with perfect two valuable
cottages belonging one to scripture reading by Rev. G. I. Keirn.
success.
It soothes the child, softens the
Mr. E. L. Goding and the other to Mr. A. Then
a. responsive service led by Rev.
Gums, allays Pain, cures Wind Colio, regulates
the bowels, and is the best remedy for Diar- R. Doten.
Mr. Cate, and prayer by Rev.' D. M.
(The fires was the legitimate result of Pratt.
rhoea, whether arising from teething or other
causes. For 6ale by Druggists in every part of
the phenomenal dryness of vegetation at
The sermon was preached by Rev. E.
the world. Be sure and ask for Mrs. Winslow'* the
time.
The grass on the isl- P. Woodward of the Advent Christian
■oothlng Syrup. 25e a bottle.
and was
like tinder.
Several Portland
gentlemen were down to the island yesterday to look after their cottages, among
them Mr. Goding, Mrs.^Goding and their

fetiSUW&F&wly

UU»U

gave her Castoria.
When she waa a Child, she cried for Castoria.
we

When she became Miss, she ching to Castoria.
When she had Children, she gave them Castoria.
decll
eod&wly

For additional Local News
Fifth Pago.

see

BRIEF JOTTINGS.

There were no arrests reported at the
station yesterday.
The Gun Club had a pleasant practice
Uioot at their range in Deering yester-

day.
Don’t forget Miss Mary Collins’s lecture at the Second Parish church this
evening.

They

a: year.

There will be a meeting of the W. C_
T. U., this afternoon at their rooms on
“Non-alcoholism in
Exchange street.
Medicine” will be discussed.
The lecture on “Columbus and the
World’s Fair,” by Mr. Robert Rexdale,
the Portland poet, will probably be given

atNorombega Hall, Bangor, %rrly in
May. Mrs. Jennie King-Morrison, contralto; Mr. W. P. Goss, tenor; and other
talent will appear in a musical progamrne the same evening.
PERSONAL.
Hon. Clark H. Barker of Abilene is in
town.
Miss Annie Carrigan and her friend
Miss Coney of Lewiston are visiting
trien >s of this city.
Hon. Stanley T. Pullen is out
again.
He says his eye is much improved. The
other eye has not beer affected.
Mr. J. H. Lamson is expected to arrive
In this city Saturday and will take possession of his old studio on Temple street

ui

uuuu vr.

y

lliaiuc

tlo

Portland Camera Club.

eral anxious

The exhibition of the set of London
prize lantern slides, with lecture, next
Monday evening, at Baxter Hall, by the
Portland Camera Club, will interest our
readers, and from the number of tickets
sold the indications point to a full house.
In addition, a set by the Boston Camera
Club, “White Mountains,” with lecture,
will be of particular interest.
The set
has been to the four quarters of the
globe and was obtained by special request for this exhibition.
The total number of slides will roach
300, and our readers are advised to take
advantage of this opportunity and enoourage the club to further efforts.

to save

Lyman Batson,

a

boy

fourteen, employed at C. F. Holden &
Co.’s
clothing house in this city and re-

Willard,

siding at
Cape Elizabeth, was
out with a rifle looking for sea gulls. He
was

leaning over the rifle, which happen-

ed to be half cocked, when his hand accidentally touched the trigger and the rifle
went off. The Are from the rifle burned
his
clothing somewhat, while the lead
from the No. 22 cartridge passed almost

completely through the

part of the
left side of the chest, but a short distance
from the heart. He was taken to a house
near by and Dr.
King of this city called,
who made him as comfortable as possible
and removed him to his home, where the
lead

lower

:

\r-

i;For Sick-Headache J
i; Impaired Digestion,}

ii Liver Disorders and
Female Ailments. I

I

Morse and

Richard Flannagan.
When the Libby arrived Mr. Hamilton’s
crew had got the fire under control, but
the steamer ran out her hose and did excellent service in wetting down the ruins
and thus

preventing

ot the flames.

further

The rain

springing
also began

up
to

Eall later.
Mr.

At the annual meeting of the Chestnut
Sunday school, held yesterday, the old board of officers was reelected. The following is the statistical
report of the secretary:
Officers and teachers. 72
Scholars.774
Total..
New scholars.182
Number left the school.70
*1 urnvvi

vi

uvuwo ...
—

Net gain..

86
96

largest attendance.,.602
Smallest attendance.

245

Average attendance.451
Treasurer’s

report:

Amount received.$1,276.81
Amount paid out... 1,222.26
Balance

on

hand.

evening

na

nnccihld.

pierced by the lead, yet

was

do-

Inner

woes

de21

likely
rainy,

The schooner

on

insurance in

Lobsters*

Morning Light arrived

yesterday with the first cargo
cial lobsters.
>

|Morse

There

were

of Provin-

7000

lobsters

in the cargo.
They came from Nova
Scotia and were consigned to C. W. Marston A Co.

hrincr —.and
too

Let Them Come,”

to

There is wisdom in that as regards stocks, but
it doesn’t fit our business. While trade is coming
our way, we meet it half
way. It does’t agree with
our principles to sit still and let business come to
us. We are pushing our

icn’t

Kit-

o

be

thinking
middleweight Underclothing that you’ll
early

to

of the

want when

the

warm

enough

heavy

flannels

days get
make

to

burden-

some.
f

The

showing

making

ments for

and

we

in both
men

are

depart-

and women

and girls inall
the best sorts
cludes
made in Underwear for

boys

everybody, with the emphasis just now on the
medium
weights,—the
kind you can substitute
for winter ones without

risking pneumonia.

and you

getting the benefit of the push. We
our goods as low as is consistent
selling
with giving us a reasonable profit. Some times
all

It’s about the best of its
kind in the world and
there’s a little book here
for you telling all about it.
Our store has the selling

profit, and you get the benefit of
that. Consequently it will pay you well to carefully

READ OUR ADVERTISEMENTS
For while we cannot mention all the good bargains, still we will call your attention to a few and
they may be just what you need. We are constantly receiving fresh goods and we will try to
keep you posted regarding them.

agency for Portland and
take orders for garments and suits to be
made to

measure

or

in

silk,

worn

it,

and

so

still

are

would add to the appearance of
your parlor, even if you did not

good.
Jaeger system
fad; it has

«W

come

to

should look into its merits.
Catalogues and books
about it free.

Medicine

resident of Baltimore, Md., now Deputy City
Treasurer of Omaha, Neb., writes that Hood’s
Sarsaparilla has effected a Phenomenal
Cure in the case of his son, who when two
years old becamo afflicted with .^lalignant
Eczema, it first developed in his right

Mr. McGillicudy’s bid was
not received until after the advertised

time, and the committee reserved the
right to reject any or all bids, so that
ered.

Sarsaparilla

and we

fee! that too much praise cannot be

given Hood’s Sarsaparilla.”
^ Try Hood's Pill, for Biliousness this spring,

Portland Base Ball
and Athletic Association for the election
of officers and transaction of any other
business,
will be held at Gage Bros.' gymnasium, TUESDAY EVENING, April 26th. 7.30 o’clock. AH
interested in the continuation of base
parties
ball this season are requested to he present.
Per order, C. H. BOSS, Secretary.
apr22

can

get

a

An Easy Chair

upholstered
and

one

of the

IS FOR MINT.
practical professional paintpurchases the purest procurable pigments. Perhaps to prevent personal painstaking, preprepared
previously
ferring
paints.
and
The particular
penetrating public praise Pierces’ PrePaste
and
pared
Paints, probably preferring permanency to
parvitude of price.
Property possessors preserve
proper proportions in painting
sitlier palace pretentious, or
poor people’s premises, by perusing pointers printed in Pierces’
paiut pamphlets.
Promenading Portland's pave*
incuts purposely pure paint pursuing, public preference positively points to Pierces’ Prepared
A

er

Paints.

H. H. HAY & SON.
Middle Street.
lstorSmddtf

$43.

in leather costs

$3,
in silk tapestry is only

$7.50.
A couch always is useful and
comfortable. There should be
at least one in every house.
Ours are from $15. upwrards,
and they are handsome pieces
of furniture.

Also Look At
our

easels, secretaries, whatnots

and other little

oddities in fur-

nishings.

_'diJt

aprlS

You

AN XVI CENTURY STAND FOR

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

ANNUAL_MEETING.

OTRunfi
oinnuo.

$6.75 will get an old English
hall stand that is very tasty, but
if you wish to pay $17
you will
get a handsome article of heavy
oak, with a large plate glass
mirror.

vuvm

U.

mahogany rocker upholstered
in plush for $13, and a cheap
one in antique oak for $5,
$20 will get you a handsome
article of furniture, and you can
go as high as $70.

sharpen

ANNUAL

Alt

ry patent rocker.

is

stay and there are indisputable reasons why you

meeting

um i
nnbk

want a full suite.

superiority

The
a

A New Rocking Chair

and imita-

believe that there’s

its claims of

not

A fine roll top desk finishes off
library. We have them from
$20 to $90, and they are beauties.
The latest thing in styl«
and finish.
a

good,
skeptical are gradually becoming ready to admit that
are

A fine set of furniture for the

wool.

tion have no effect on the
sales of Jaeger Underwear.

PiirifyYourBSood

range from

$450.
library will cost $80. It is of
$45 will buy a set of ten pieces; oak, upholstered in leather, and
sofa, divan, two small chairs, a consists of five pieces.
We have cheaper sets, howevrocker and arm chair.
They
are
in
crushed er, that are excellent value.
upholstered
plush and are good value for
to

$70 buys a beauty of a set, in
cither oak or mahogany, and
the prices range all the way up.

Competition

as a

Parlor Sets

Our

$15

the money.

cotton

sflttvumn
l l\'m&
Wh. l. DeLacey, Esq.
A prominent lawyer of Poughkeepsie, N. V.,
who was iu the famous “Fighting Jersey
Brigade” under Gen. Phil Kearney, has
used Hood’s Sarsaparilla with great benefit

PARLOR SUITES. THE LIBRARY.

we

those who

<■

off the

we cut

Ypsilanti Underwear?

firmly

...

are

are

Do you know about the

nothing else

Flanuagan.

exploded.

it

Those who have

general tonic to cleanse the blood and
the appetite.
It is the best antimalaria remedy,” he says, “that I know
of.”
Certainly the cordial endorsement of
so prominent a man should convince
you that
Hood’s Sarsaparilla is worthy your confidence.
Mr. Charles F. Drexel, a well known former

“While Things Are Coming Your Way

the next few weeks will

out of town.

Atkinson’s Plusli Mill.

once

early

prepare for the warm
days that are coming
—the hot weather that

in the morning,
with the mercury up in the fifties, and a
gentle breeze blew from the southeast.
In the afternoon it was cloudy and raw,
with a south wind, and in the evening
showers fell, the first for a fortnight.
The various events of the day were
much enjoyed and will be found reported under their respective heads.
The
city seemed more deserted than on Sunday. There were numerous driving and

The bids

A Splendid Meteor.
As Mr. Smith, the cattle dealer, and a
friend were going home from the fire at
Allen’s Corner, about 11 o’clock Wednesday evening, all at once the heavens
were lighted
by a splendid meteor, which
as Mr. Smith
said, appeared to have the
brilliancy of a dozen calcium lights. It
passed from north to south, and all at

isn’t too

IT

Day.

Little.

nearly as much, with
& Guptill’s agency.

be

Portland, April 22, 1892.

FastDay was bright

Goding stated last evening that his while his bid was a few dollars lower
cottage was $2000, with insur- than Mr. Flannagan’s it was not consid-

for $1000 in the agency of W. D.
Mr. Doten's loss must have been

to

ADVERTISMEENTS.

One of the best known sayings off the Wizard
Wall
off
Street is the advice he gave to a Broker
who asked regarding a deal in stocks. He said

ADVERTISEMENTS^

is

the

loss on his
mce

the World. S

The weather today

recovery are fair
lowed by a serious inflammation.

riding parties

NEW

A FINANCIAL FACT

MW&Fnrmlycedlst.8thor5thd&w9
NEW

prospects of
unless the injury be fol-

'Fast

over

£

removed from the back. Last
young Batson was removed to

IdST clS Wfill

E1.55

concrets at the
Atkinson Plush Mill.
These bids were received:
•T. E. Flannagan. Portland.$2,798.00
.T. H. Flannagan. Portland. 1,893.00
Thomas Siiannahan, Portlsnd. 1.990.50
E. MeGillicuddy, Portland.-.... 1,873.30
The contract was awarded to J. H.

Renowned all

<»Covered with a Tasteless A Soluble Coating* t
! > Ask for Beecham’s and take no others.
| Made at St. Helens, England. Sold by £
!! druggists and dealers. Price 25 cents a 5
> box.
#
New York Depot, 365 Canal St.

street M. E.

v

j

was

the Maine General Hospital and

nus

i! (Tasteless— Effectual.) }

Chestnut Street Sunday School.

were opened yesterday mornfor constructing the foundation and
ing
went also,
so as to be ready to receive the
.A, King, F. L. tilling in,

cottage

Provincial

the Cottage! read, yesterday forenoon, burnt over
a part of the uncultivated portion and
destroyed a number of the evergreen
tivw* and scree of the wild shrubbery.but
damaged nene of the buildings.

Cape Elizabeth.
of

I

LUC unwwu

owners

among them Messrs. J.
Lawrence, Dr. Talbot, F. H.

Fire at the Cape.

Loring place,

quick enough

mouth Foreside.
The flames of the two
cottages seemed the citadel, with the
high-names from the grass stretching as
flankers on either side.
When the flames were seen in the city
there was considerable excitement.
Chief Morton began at once to load 2500
feet of hose for transportation to the
Mary W. Libby, which was getting on
water preparatory to a dash to the rescue.
Meanwhile an alarm of fire was
pulled m from box 43, and this did noj
tend to allay excitement. With the Mary
W. Libby went First Assistant Engineer
Blake to take charge of the expedetachment
of the
dition, and a
[ire department. Mr. C. W. T. Goding
went to look after the steamer, and sev-

registered apothecary.

A fire cn the

not

Magnificent Spectacle

third lieutenant in the United States
Revenue Marine.
Mr. Frank L. McKeown, formerly -with
Mr. John H. Hammond, has successfully
passed his examination by the Massachusetts Board of Pharmacy and has become
a

were

gathering darkness, and was
watched wonderingly by hundreds in the
eity and along the shores in the directions both of Cape Elizabeth and Fal-

The President has sent to the Senate
uiv/

Fire once started
would sweep all these

in the

Monday morning.
Col. George F. McQuillan started yesterday for Washington, ;D. C., and will
;emain two or three days there on legal
business.
uu

grass

the Goding cottage, or Mr. A. R. Doten’s,
which was only about 40 feet away. But
they were in time to fight the fire in the
grass and watch the other cottages.
This was no small job with the sparks
flying high and far. Suddenly a light
was seem on the roof of Hr. H. W.
Bryant’s cottage, a full third of a mile
from the burning cottages.
One of Mr.
Hamilton’s men ran to it, and climbing
onto the roof, ran up it in his bare feet,
and put out the blaze.
An eighth of a
mile beyond the Bryant cottage is Mrs.
Blanchard’s. The roof of this caught,
and was put out likewise.
Mr. Ira Berry’s cottage lies between the Bryant and
Blanchard cottages but was untouched.
The wind was blowing from the southeast, and driving the flames in the grass
in a line a third of a mile long. It was a

first full-rigged ship to arrived at this

Wiy

dry

away, and there was no telling what else
it might not do.
So he hastened at full
speed with his men.

The Annie M. Small arrived yesterday
to load for the river Plate.
She is the

nearly

Seventh

church to
part
the popular demand that the
religious
character of the day should be annulled.
It will be a sad sign of religious degeneracy when no proclamation for an annual
fast day shall come to the people from
the council chamber at Augusta.
Dr. Randall followed in an impromptu
expressing the hope that the
address^
year would never come when a fast day
proclamation should fail to be issued by
the executive head of the state. He
spoke mournfully, yet hopefully. Ho
believed that there was a large amonnt
of true piety in our churches. He rejoiced in the wide extent of Christian
benevolence and philanthropy, and predicted better days to come. In closing
he spoke earnestly in behalf of the cause
of prohibitory legislation, and the
great
need of training the youth of our Sun'
His reday schools to be church-goers.
marks were largely illustrated by his
own personal experience, and were
very
edifying to all present. The meeting
was then thrown open, and
many participated in its exercises by prayer and remarks.

Mr. Geo. H. Poor’s.

in the

gor.

for

the

A very serious and almost fatal shooting accident occurred yesterday morning
about 11
clock, near Trundy’s reef,

vo.

Rev. H Hewiti will lead the Bible
class a* the Y. M. C. A. tomorrow afternoon at 4.80.
All are invited.
The annual meeting of the Fresh Air
Society did not take place yesterday. It
will be held Thursday, the 28th inst.
The nest quarterly session of the
County Reform Club will be held at
North Gorham, May 7 and 8.
Free entertainment.
The Unitarian Women’s Alliance meet
this afternoon at 4 o’lock.
Subject:
“Liturgical forms in Unitarian churches.”
There were about 200 acres of grass
and young trees at
Allen’s Corner
burned by the fire caused by the burning
of Mr. White’s barn.
Two new sis wheel shifting engines
have been received bv the Maine Tontral, one for here and one to go to Ban-

port

was

After Sea Galls, but Carelessly Shot
of Recovery Good.

Himself—Chances

chapter of Zechariah, fifth verse. The
Sailing of tlie Sarnia.
The Sarnia, Capt. W. P. Couch, of the
preacher drew a parallel between that
portion of the Israelites national life, de- Dominion line, sailed for Liverpool via
lwo cnuaren
It has scribed in the
going with lnm.
text, and our own, and Halifax, yesterday afternoon. It was a
been the custom for several years to burn said that if this
meeting of today means pleasant afternoon and a number of peothe old grass about the
cottages in the
ple went down to see her off. She sailed
spring in order to promote the growth of to be impei illed by forces which we are at 3 o’clock. She took a very large carthe new sward. Several gentlemen tried too weak to
withstand, and we have met go consisting of 23,148 bushels peas, 16,this yesterday, but the spread of the lit- to call
upon God to help. He then pro- 442 wheat, 21,786 oats, 10,407 sacks of
tle fires was so alarming that they ceeded to
point out the sources of danger flour, 772 boxes bacon, 1071 barrels of
quickly beat them out. A small fire got threatening the nation. These are the apples, 574 bundle sheoks, 4630 maple
headway in the grass by Mr. Goding’s machinations of Romanism, the dissen- blocks and 269 csttle.
cottage during the afternoon; and he had tious of protestants, the flood of foreign
The Sarnia carried 15 saloon, 10 seca very severe time
putting it out His immigration, the power of the saloons, ond oabin and 30 steerage passengers
eyebrows were scorched and he was the decay of godliness and morality, the from Portland and will take as
many
nearly exhausted before he got it under all consuming thirst for wealth, and the more at Halifax. Mr. John Torrance,
control. When he came away in the lat- secret
irregularities of social life. These Jr., and mother, Mr. and Mrs. L. O.
ter part of the afternoon he thought the are hidden
dangers, but they threaten Short and son, and Mr, and Mrs. W. F.
fire was all out.
the perpetuity of the nation.
Milliken and Miss Milliken were passenAnd so it seemed. But about 6 o’clock
Following the sermon a hymn was sung gers to Halifax, and will return on the
there began to he ominous signs and the
congregation dismissed with a Labrador.
about
the
Or- benediction.
Goding
A large number of the members of the
cottage.
at
that
hour
this
dinarily
Free Street Baptist Sunday school, went
Fast Day Services at St. Lawrence Street
portion of the island is deserted; but it
out as far as Portland light on the steamChurch.
happened that Mr. A. A. Hamilton of
er as ffUftsts nf fantain Omirih
The service at St. Lawrence street
Great Chebeague, was at work on the
turned on the tug. They enjoyed their
roof of the restaurant on this part of the church yesterday, proved to be excep- little
trip on the great ship very much.
island, with a crew of seven men. They tional In its helpful inspiration. After a
most
and
fervent
were working later than
app ropriate
prayer by
usual, and
Quimby—Eaton.
providentially so; for just as they were the venerable Dr. Randall, the pastor
Miss Mary Sumner Eaton of
Boston,
about to leave, they saw smoke pouring made a brief address on the Christian and Mr. John
Gourley Quimby of Auof
Fast
Penitence
for
our
from the chimney of the Goding cottage, duty
Day.
gusta, were married at the Emanuel
and a bright light bursting from its in- personal transgressions is the first duty,
church, on Newbury street, Boston, Wedthen humiliation and prayer in view of
terior.
nesday evening, in the presence of a
the
evil
tendencies in society which are
Mr. Hamilton comprehended the danchurch full of relatives and friends. The
ger at once. In that part of the island prevailing and seemingly subversive of maid of honor was Miss “Fanchion Eaton
our
more
there were at least nine cottages
religious progress. Nothing
and Mr. John Dennis of New York was
clearly demonstrates the necessity for the best man. The ushers were
Valued at 814,000
Mr.
Fast Day as a day of humiliation and
which would be menaced by a fire:
of Augusta,
Mr.
Murrray
Quimby
than
the
tendency to ignore it on W. E.
Three belonging to Mr. E. L. Goding, the prayer
Goodlow, Mr. Philip Bust, Mr.
the part of Christian people, and to apDoten cottage, Mr. Geo. Moody’s, Mr. H.
Pearle Milliken of Augusta, Mr. Daniel
its time for idle recreation and
propriate
W. Bryant’s, Mr. Ira Berry’s,
C. Stanwood, Mr. A. J. Eowan.
Mrs.
No concession should
self-indulgence.
-s-Blanchard’s, Mr. Geo. H. Libby’s and he
made on the
of the

The furniture, pianos, &e., in house No, 24
Carleton street will be sold at auction today at
10 o’clock.
Sec notice of administrator’s sale
in auction column.
When Baby was sick,

The text

church.

Was

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW

*

:

CHAMBER SETS.
We

have
just put in stock
chamber sets that it will
pay you to see. They are of oak,
ten pieces, with
French plate
glass mirror, either oval or cheval, and the price is from $58 to
$65. They are well worth the
some

money, though.
We have sets as cheap
and as

high

as

$18,

$350,

but that is
a medium that attracts
many.
as

IN CONCLUSION.
♦

If you need Dining Room Furniture, we have just
what you need. Our stock of Carpets will surely
please you. Our Kitchen Department interests

housekeeper, and our Crockery and China
Department will occupy all your spare time. In
the latter department we have thousands of handy
every
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not time to mention them all but invite you to
.*

COME IX AXS> SEE THEM.

